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Abstract

High-lesolution reflection seismic techniclues have recentiy become mole popular

fol both the study of the Ealth's clust and exploration of lesources in the P¡ecam-

brian shielcl telranes. Divelse application of the techniques in engineering geophysics

ancl mining exploration, in contlast to traditional hydrocarbon exploration, is now

increasingly accepted. There are, however, a number of problems in applying the

reflection seismic technique in a clystalline-r'ock envilonment, especially due to data

charactelistics of low signal-to-noise ratios (S/N) and of often inconsistent seismic

wave leflection processes.

In this thesis, four cliffelent data sets, two representative data sets fol deep cr.ustal

sounding and two for shallow fi'acture-zone imaging, were tested in telms of plocessing

strategies and correlation schemes. The main scope of this thesis inciucles improve-

ment of the final image lesolution of low S/N data by cleveloping new techniques and

exploling valious effective data-processing and imaging techniques. Thelefore, inter.-

pretation of the flnal results is limited to cliscussion of the correlation of impr-oved

images to available geological/geophysical constraints, the charactelistics of reflection

energy' ancl some auxiliary infolmation such as clossdip attitucles of ihe r-efl.ectors.

Two cleep crustal Vibroseis clata sets (high-resolution line 2H ancl cleep legional

line 2) from the Kapuskasing transect of LITHOPROBE wele chosen ancl leprocessecl

to enhance the images of relatively shallow leflectols, inclucling the metamor-phic

intellayelecl zones ancl major fault planes. The shallow gently-clipping leflector-s in

the vicinity of the ptoposecl Canadian Continental Drilling Program clrill-site on the

line 2H were lesolvecl to clepths of up to 450 m. In the processing of the deep

1V



regional line-2 data, a cascaded process of crossdip ancl lesidual statics cor-rection

greatly imploved the image of the shallow refl.ectors, par.ticularly along the sharp

bends of the croolcecl sulvey line. Furthermole, this focusing stlategy provecl to be

very effective in identifying a set of confolmally dipping reflector.s whose crossclips

are estimated to be approximately 17', which closely collelate with the previously

estimated avefage clip of 15'-20".

The two shallow leflection dynamite data sets chosen wele from Precamblian

shield tellanes; one at the Undergrouncl Research Laboratoly site, Atomic Energy

of Canada Limitecl neal Pinawa, Manitoba, Canada ancl the other. from Aspö Is-

land, Sweden' The clata sets were replocessed and analyzed with special emphasis

on imaging of the shallow fi.acture zones. Reflected energy in these clata sels ap-

peals to be mole closely lelated to fracturing or rock competence, than to lithoìogic

bounclaries. Correlation of the fractule zones is further analyzed to assist the inter--

pretation of the leflection images in the stacked seismic section. The major-fi.acture

zones imagecl at shallow depths corlelate well with the borehole data. Because the

offset-dependent inciclence angie changes lapidly for shallow targets, segments of the

major fractule zones were effectively analyzed in terms of inciclence-angle-depenclent

reflectivity. Plots of the complex attributes wele shown to be ver.y useful for. investi-

gation of bullç competence properties of rock masses and for further identification of

the fracture zones.
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Chapter l-

ïntroductíon

Seismic energy can penetlate deepel into the Earth achieving greater resolution

than any other geophysical signal field. In exploration, seismic waves thus plovide the

best combination of short wavelengths and lor,v attenuation during both survey and

imaging plocesses. Seismic reflections occur when seismic enelgy propagates thlough

ihe Earth and bounces back from geological cliscontinuities where there ale rocl< layers

with diffeling physical properties. The seismic sorlr..ces are triggered ancl a r,vavefield

is generated on land by mechanically induced vibrations, explosives, dlopped weight

or earthquakes. Retulning seismic wavefields are leceivecl and recolclecl by a group

of seismometers and/ol geophones placed at stlategic locations. The recorcled clata

are then subjected to a number of plocessing steps with the objective of obtaining a

lealistic image of the subsurface stluctules.

Recently, seismic refiection plospecting has been levolutionizecl with rapiclly cle-

veloping field accluisition techniclues ancl cligital clata-processing capabilities. Seismic

leflection ancl r.efraction techniclues have become very efficient methocls for obtaining

cletailecl image about both deep ancl shallow cliscontinuities ancl structules. Tech-
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niques fol irnaging of shallow reflections have been developed lvith successful experi-

ments using high-flequency fleld techniques ancl followed by sophisticatecl processing

algorithms for handling near'-slrrface noise and low S/N (signal-to-noise ratio) clata

(Huntel et al., 1984; Knapp ancl Steeples, 1986a, b; Steeples et al., 1986). In this

thesis, the telm "shallow" is usecL fot depths of less than a few hunclreds of meteLs,

as commoniy encounteled in engineering applications, while "cleep" implies depth of

up to a few tens of kilometels as, for example, in clustal sounding studies.

The eariy techniques and methoclology for seismic explolation in crystalline rock

terranes lvere built on exper.iences gainecl in sedimentaly basin explolation for petrol-

eum. Although the methodology is capable of providing some significant geological

results when applied to the crystalline clustal envilonrnent, thele is much loom for.

new clevelopments ancl fulthel improvements in flelcl ancl processing techniques for'

clystalline-rock environment applications. Since the early stuclies of applications of

the leflection souncling techniques in crystalline rocks (I(anasewich ancl Cumming,

1965; Hajnal and Stauffer, 1975; Mair and Lyons ,1976; Noponen et al., 1979), many

aclvances have been made both in clata acquisition and processing ancl also in imag-

ing of the subsulface sti-uctures in the Plecambrian shield. Even though most of the

surveys in clystalline-r'oclç environments have focused on the probing of cleep conti-

nental crust thlough lalge-scale plojects (e.9. COCORP in USA, LITHOPROBE in

Canada, BIRPS in England, DEKORP in Gelmany, ACORP in Austr.alia, ECORS

in France, Barazangi ancl Brown, 1986; Meissner et al., 1991), high-resolution sur-

veys fol mapping shallor,v leflectols are becoming common. High-r'esolution reflection

seismic techniclues ale also incleasingly appliecl in engineeling stuclies such as cle-

Iineation ancl chalactelization of flactule zones for research ol clisposal of nuclear
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wastes (Green ancl IVIair., 1983), detection of the boundalies betlveen seclimentar.y

basins ancl clystalline basement (Juhlin, 1990; Juhlin et al., 1991), ole pïospecting in

crystalline roclcs (Dahle et al., 1985), and mapping of shallow thin coal seams (Viiller.

and Steeples, 1991).

The effectiveness ancl usefulness of seismic leflection profiling clucially depend on

the plocessing sequence and its palameters as well as the field acquisition parameters

during the survey. For this thesis, the two significantly differeni types of reflection

seismic data r'epresentative of deep crustal Vibroseis data, ancl two sets of very shallow

dynamite leflection data (to be explained in Chapter 2.1) wele selectecl as test clata.

These data sets wele chosen in this lesearch for.:

o investigation of efficient processing steps and palameters fbr vastly different

types ofdata as regards talget reflector, target clepth, data chalactelistics, etc.,

clevelopment of focusing ancl interpretation techniques fol shaliow fi'actur.e zoîes

(apploximately at clepths of 100-500 m) ancl deep fault zones (down to approx-

imately i0 km), ancl theleby

o overcoming technical pr.oblems in the processing ancl interpretation of the crysta-

lline-r'ock data f'or other shallow engineeling applications and deep ctustal imag-

irg.

In acldition, shallow leflection clata ancl deep crustal clata were chosen for this resealch

to test their suitability in the stucly of amplitude-velsus-offset (AVO) for the fractur.e

zone ancl crookecl line effects, respectively. In this research, all the clata sets, inclucÌ-

ing cleep legional clata, 'were processed and analyzecl wiih emphasis on the improvecl



resolution of lelatively shallow leflector targets.

L.L The Objectives of the Fùesearch

The majot'subject of this disseltation is lesealch into, and descliption of, the seis-

mic imaging techniques for typical geological reflectols (fractule zones, fault zones,

lithological discontinuities, etc.) in clystalline loclc teLrane, in telms of pr.ocessing

stlategies and subsequent intelpretation approaches. Reflection seismic imaging in

clystalline lock environments is, in genelal, mole clifficult than in sedimentaly basins

because of the irregulal leflectol geometry and low acoustic-impeclance contlasts. For

effective seismic reflection imaging of a geologically complex envilonment, the pro-

cessing stlategy ancl its choice of palameters should be made more carefully, especially

in telms of targeted processing (delineation, resolution), target leflector (fault, fr.ac-

tule, lithologic bouncialy, etc.), talget depth (shallow, intelmediate, cleep), survey

lesolution (high lesolutionl, regional), survey geometry (silaight, clooked), energy

source (Vibroseis, dynamite), and uncontrollable clata quality (good, bacl).

In this stucly, foul cliffelent types of clata sets, collectecl in the Plecambrian shield,

were selected as a lept'esentative database for stucly of crystalline loclç envilonments

using seismic leflection techniques. They were analyzecl in telms of applopriate focus-

ing ancl corlelation stlategies and were processecl with special emphasis on improving

the resolution of flactule zoîes) fault planes, ancl compositionally interlayerecl zones.

lHigh-resolution information is obtainecl by improving detection capability ancl image resolu-
tion in terms of shorter wavelengths, higher frequencies, ancl broader banclwidth of the frequency
spectrum than the regionaÌ souncling tange.



The main objectives of the r.esearch include:

designing effective clata-processing sequence with consicleration of data charac-

telistics,

estimating an optimal set of plocessing parameters fol each plocessing step,

implementing and testing the focusing stlategies with lespect to the tempolal

ancl spatial charactelistics of the seismic refi.ector.s,

applying the couelation schemes to fractule zones using the seismic imaging

techniaue.

c investigating the lelationships between the reflection energy ancl physical prop-

elties of rocks, and

o discussion of the final lesults.

I.2 Geological Characteristics of the Study dreas

The clata sets testecl in this thesis were collected in the Precambrian Canaclian

shielcl and Baltic shielcl: ihe l{apuskasing Structural Zone (KSZ), Ontar-io; AECL

(Atornic Energy of Canada Ltcl.) site, Manitoba; the Äspö islancl, Sweclen. The

cletailecl geological setting of each study ar-ea is clealt with in the section of Test Aleas

in Chapter 2. The geological environment, r'epresentative lock type, ancl possible

nature of leflections of each study aLe summaúzedin Table 1.1.



KSZ AECL Aspö
Geological
Setting

Canadian Precambrian
Shield

High-grade
metamorphic rocks

Canadian Precambrian
Shield

Granitic pluton

Baltic Precambrian
Shield

Metamorphic
assemblages

Lithology lnterlavered Zone
Tonalite
Anorthosite
Mafic gneiss

Fault Zone

Sheared rock
(Mylonite, Cataclasite)

Granite:
Pink porphyritic
Grey homogeneous
Xenolitic rich

Greenstone
Diorite
Granite:

Fine-grained
Småland

Mylonite

Nature of
Reflection

Lithologic boundaries
Sheared rocks
Layered sequence

Fractures
High-density zone

Fractures
Mylonite

Major
Reflectivity

Lithologic effect
0.1

Fracturing effect
-0.1

Fracturing effect
-0.2

Table 1.1: Geological and acoustic characteristics of the study areas.
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The Kapuskasing Stluctulal Zone is a fault-bouncled zone of high-grade metamor-

phic locks in the easteln Supeliol Province. The sequence exposecl in the KSZ has

been intelpreted as an oblique cross-section of Alchean crust, thrust to the sur-face

over lower-glade rocks of the glanite-greenstone belt along gently cÌipping fault zones

(Percival and Cald, 1933). Blittle and ductile def'olmation associated with the uplift

occurrecl rnainly along the fault zones.

The replesentative lithologic unit west of the fault zone is a broad band of inter-

layeled tonalitic, anorthositic ancl mafic locks. The avelage P-wave velocities and

clensities of the lepresentative rock samples aïe summarizecl from laboratory clata

(Fountain et al., 1990): anolthosite (7.4kmf s,2.78 glcl:¡r3), mafic gneiss (7.6 km/s,

3.03 g/cm3), and tonalite (6.8 km/s, 2.87 glcrrrs). Therefole, maximumvelocity ancl

density contrasts between these lithologic contacts are expected to be as high as 0.8

km/s and 0.25 g/"-t respectively, with reflection coefficient as high as 0.1. Further--

moLe, the layelecl lithologic sequence is applopriate fol constructive intelfelence of

the reflectecl energy for the optimal fi'equency range in field recolding.

The fault zones contain two types of shearecl r:ock: mylonite, blastomylonite ancl

ultlamylonite that formecl undel ductile conditions, and cataclasite that formed under

briitle conclitions. The fault-zone reflectivity likely results from several factors (Green

et al., 1990): juxtaposition of clifferent lithologies across the contact; constluctive

interfelence clue to favorable thickness of the reflector relative to clominant seismic

lvavelength; fi'acturing effects associatecl with the fault zone; seismic anisotropy ancl

compositional hetelogeneity associated with rnylonites.

The AECL test site lies on a granite batholith in the Supeliol Plovince. Since the
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batholith postclates majol ologenic activities in this area, it is relatively free of major

stluctulal featur-es, is fairly homogeneous, ancl is generally believed not to have any

major leflection holizons. However', several geological ancl geophysical investigations

have identifred majol stluctulal features (Nlail and Green, 1981; Carswell ancl Moon,

1989; Blown et al., 1989). These heterogeneities are known to represent fractule

zones, which can procluce signiflcant acoustic-impeclance contrasts within the gr.anitic

pluton.

The acoustic-impedance contrasts between any pair. of thlee types of gr.anite

(pink polphylitic, gley homogeneous, and xenolithic) are quite small ancL thele-

fole the reflections are unliltely to originate fi'om contacts between lithologic unit-

s (I{im ancl lVIoon, 1990). Insteacl, the leflections most likely oliginate from the

fractulecl/unfractured contacts, which are characterizecl by high acoustic-impedance

anomalies in negative polarity clue to signifrcant decrease in densities and velocities

in the fracture zones. Sonic ancl density logs fi'om sevelal boreholes inclicate that r-e-

flection coefficient ilue to the fi'acturing effect only can be as high as -0.12 (Kim ancl

IVIoon, 1991). In acldition, stlong reflection energy can originate from high-clensity

materials (e.g. calcite, chlolite, and hematite) which are inter:pr.eted to infill the

fi'actures arouncL the URL shaft (Owusu, 1984).

The Ãspö islancl lies on the southeasteln margin of the Baltic Precambr-ian shielcl

ancl ihe repr-esentative loclçs are repoltecl to be greenstone, diolite, fine-grainecl gran-

ite, Smålancl granite, ancl mylonite (Ploug and Klitten, 1988). Rock-quality infor-

mation fi.orn the borehole clata inclicates ihat most units are moclelately or highly

fracturecl. In the sonic-log clata (AImén ancl Zellman, 1991), maximum velocity con-

trasts between the highly fractured zones and unfracturecl roclçs are pickecl as ap-
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proximately 2000 m/s, which is significantly lalger than the maximum of b00 m/s f'or

the lithologic boundalies. Therefole, the leflection eneïgy is attlibuted mostly to the

fracturing effect within the lithologic units, r'athel than to the acoustic-impeclance

contlast acloss the lithologic units. It is further suggested that considelable leflec-

tion energy is also contributed frorn adclitional effects of mylonitization ancl shear

deformation associatecl with the fault zones (Ploug ancl Klitten, 1g8g).

In telms of physical propelties and reflectivity, it is concluded that the reflection

ener.gy in these thlee test areas is expected to be suffi.cient fol generation of observ-

able teflections in the lecorded seismic reflection data. However-, the clata quality is

ultimately dependent on the field acquisition steps tahen to effectively register the

reflection energy. This is clitical, especially for mapping of shallow fì.actur-e zones,

which are associatecl with the various sources of sulface noise in the r.ecorcling. The

leflection set-ups with respect to the shape and depth of target refl.ector-s, ancl sur.-

louncling geological folmation of each stucly area aïe cliscussecl in the section on Fielct

Acquisition Parametels in Chapter 2.

1.3 The Characteristics of Reflection Energy in
Crystalline Rocks

It is worthwhile to discuss causes of reflection seismic energy in crystalline loclc

terranes before we investigate detailecl charactelistics of seismic rryaves in terms of

plocessing palameters. The nature of geological leflectols within the crystalline r-ock

environment lemains a hotly stucliecl and debatecl topic, except for those special cases
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where speciflc reflections can be tracecl clilectly to an outclop. Recently ther.e has been

considerable debate on the causes of seismic leflectivity in the crystalline crust, and

there ale varying explanations. Ihe hypotheses ,rvhich attempt to explain the t¡ue

nature of the subsut'face reflections inclucle: open fi'actule zones in plutonic rocks

(Green and Mair', 19s3); basaltic sills (Juhlin, 1990; Walner, 1gg0); high-polosity

zones (NIints et al., 1937) ; mylonite zones (Fountain et aI., 1984; Jones and Nul, 1g8a);

trapped fluids (Mattehew and Cheacle, 1986; I(lemperer et al., 1937); lithological

boundaries (Brewel et al., 1981); and compositionally layelecl metamolphic layers

(Smithson et al., 1986; Chlistensen, 1989; Gr-een et al., 1gg0). 
,

However', these explanations are not mutually exclusive; and in particular cir.cum-

stances one ol' more of the above geological features may play a role in gener-ating or

enhancing seismic reflections. In telms of physical ploperties, refl.ections occlrï where

changes in the acoustic impeclance (the procluct of velocity ancl clensiiy) of the rock

units exist and the leflection str:ength may be modulated by the effects of geomet-

rical spreading (Sheriff ancl Geldalt, 1982), constluctive intelfelence (O'clohelty and

Anstey, 1971), anisotropy (Blown et al., 1991), ancl anelastic attenuation (lVinter-

stein, 1987). In genelal, the question of whethel a palticulal lithological terlane is

reflective ol not clepencls on a number of factors inclucling fielcl sul'vey conclitions,

presence of strong leflectols, attitudes of the leflecting interfaces, and complexity of

subsurface geological structures (Balazangi and Brown, 1936).

Reflection seismic data from a clystalline lock terlane is commonly character.izecl

as following:

Low S/N - The younger seclimentary lochs ale less complex geologically ancl the
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acoustic impedance contrast is much highel acLoss seclimentary formations, compared.

to igneous and metamorphic rocks. On the other hand, older clystalline roclçs nor.-

mally ale ambiguous for seismic wave phenomena (Dahl-Jensen, 1989). Structur.al

cleformation, usually lelated to ealliel tectonic plocesses, disturbs any preexisting

stluctural sorting ancl sedimentaly facies. In such a halcl-rock envilonment, the

acottstic-impedance contlast across any geological stluctural sulface is relatively low

ancl there is often a gradual change in physical properties acïoss the r.oclç units. Thus,

leflection coeffi.cients estimated within a crystalline rock terrane are not usually as

large as acl'oss the lithologic bounclalies in seclimentary basins. Therefore, seismic

clata collectecl ovel a clystalline envilonment ale usually characterized by low S/N.

Local coherency - Because most lock masses are significantly inhomogeneous on

the seismic-wavelength ancl -survey scales, a goocl cleal of the enelgy will be leflected

baclc to the sulface when a primary seismic wave fi'om a source lacliates into the

Earth. HolveveL, in clystalline rock terranes complicatecl geological stluctures and

lack of natural horizontal layering are the nolm, and much of the leflectecl seismic wave

energy is also scattered almost lanclomly (Dahl-Jensen, 1989). Thus the recorcled clata

are often lacking in lateral consistency and phase coherence and, thelefor.e, accurate

acljustment of statics, elaborate stacking, and local-coherency enhancement recluile

emphasis in all subsequent plocessing steps.

Seismic sensitiuity to loco,l geological enuironnzent - The elastic mocluli ancl the

density of clystalline locl<s ate depenclent both on mineralogical composition ancl on

the deglee of secondary clefolmation. Viltually all clystalline rocks ar-e fractur-ecl to

some extent ancl fi'acturing in a loclc mass has a stlong effect on the bulk elastic mocl-

uli, but a relatively minor effect on bulk clensity. The effect on the elastic pr-opeliy is
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substantial even when the fi'actules are filled with plessulizecl fluid. Thus any kind

of fi'actule, occurling commonly in the crystalline lock envíronment, will increase

acoustic-impedance contrasts (Hajnal et al., 1983). The reflection coefficient between

a highly fi'actuled zone ancl the surrounding clystalline locks is therefore gr.eater than

that across petrological boundalies within the crystalline rock itself. Prominent r.e-

flection enetgy imaged in seismic sections from crystalline rock envilonments appears

to be very sensitive to charactelistics of the local envilonment of the survey legion

such as fi'acture, cluctile stlain, and persistent shearecl zones.

Discrete resonant reflection - Stlong phase-coherent leflection is usually generat-

ed when a var.iety of impedance contlasts arise successively at sub-paraliel interfaces

spaced over modest fractions of the seismic wavelength (O'cloherty and Anstey, 1971).

Successive increases ancl clecleases in impedance within crystalline rocl< can then make

the primary \¡/ave resonate, pr-oducing a stlong refl.ection, as in stratifred sedimentaly

basins. However, such constluctive lesonated images recordecl in clystalline r.ock ter'-

l'ane are often visible only ovel shott latelal distances, pelhaps clue to cliscontinuous

leflectols. Especially in low S/N data lecordecl in a clystalline lock teLrane, reflec-

tion events of this type ale lecognizecl because they consist of several vertical bands

of event, wheleas a simple leflecting intelface woulcl show only a couple of bancls

(Spaargaren ancl Warner, 1991). Thus, stluctures containing repeatecl interlayer.ing,

such as gneissic structut'es, appear to be mole effective in reflecting seismic energy

than the single impeclance-contlast contact.

Scattering enerlly from shallow inhomogeneities - Shallow subvertical inhomogene-

ities such as joints, faults, etc., which may be inclucecl by tectonic fblces, commonly

occuf in crystalline locks (Strahler, i981). These inhomogeneities can ploduce a very
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strong inclinecl images with apexes at shallow time depths in the staclc section (Ploug

and Klitten, 1988; Kim and Nloon, 1989). Such stlong scatter.ed energy contaminates

the shallow reflections but can effectively be eliminatecl thr:ough optimum frequency

filteling in ihe pre-stack processing.

Weak multiples - lVlultiple reflections are often too wealc to be lecognized as clis-

Si N in crystalline rock ter.ranes.tinctive events in seismic data due to usuallv low

Small moue-out in uelocity analysis - Due to the vely high formation velocities of

most clystalline rocks, the move-out on a CDP gathel is vely small when comparecl

to that typically encounteled in sedimentary basin data, r'estr.icting the sensitivity of

conventional velocity analysis (Kim ancl Moon, 1990). Thus, processing of velocity

models usually lequiles auxilialy information such as well-log data, velocity models

based on lefraction plofiling, etc.



Chapter 2

Test Areas and Data Sets

2.L Test Areas

The Alchean is the periocl fi'om ,1600 Ma, when the oldest known rocks wer.e

formecl, to apploximately 2500 VIa. By the encl of the Alchean, more than 50% of the

present volume of the continental crust had been formecl (lVloolbaih ancl Taylor., 1981).

The genelally accepted theoly states that the Archean continental cr.ust originally was

cleatecl fi'om collicling plates of oceanic crust ancl eventually formecl stable clatons)

the founclation of a continuously growing continent (Windley, 1986). However, the¡e

is no univelsally accepted theoly to explain the genesis of the A¡chean crust ancl

no unclelstancling of how it came to evolve to its present form. The cluestion as to

horv the lower continental crust was constructed has been intensely clebated fol many

yeals' mainly due to the lack of knowleclge of the cleep crust (Winclley, 1986).

A particularly usefïl review of deep crustal sections has been given by Fountain

ancl SalisbuLy (1981). They clescribed five legions: Ivlea zone,Italy; Pikwitonei sub-

pr-ovince, Canacia; Fr.azer ancl Nlusglave Ranges, Westeln Austlalia; ancl the l(asila

I4
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zorre of Sielr-a Leone, where granulite facies telranes have been upthlust and exposed

as a r.esult of continental collision plocesses. The glanulite facies ar-e usually domi-

nated by mafic to intelmediate compositions. The Kapuskasing Structural Zone can

be aclded to these examples (Taylor. ancl NIclennan, 1gg5).

The Superior Plovince, the lalgest pleselvecl Archean cr.aton, is well ¡nown for

its greenstone belts, hosting majol gold and base-metal deposits. The east-t¡ending

Abitibi-lVawa belt of low-gracle metavolcanic and granitoicl roclçs is transectecl by the

NE stliking l(apuskasing Stluctural Zone (KSZ), clistinguished by high-grade meta-

molphic locks' The KSZ has been interpretecl to be a well exposed cross section of the

lowest continental clust thrust upward along the gently clipping Ivanhoe Lake fault

zone (ILFZ). The Kapuskasing SttucturalZone thus replesents an excellent window

thlough which clustal-scale geometry ancl fundamental crustal construction p¡ocesses

can be effectively stucliecl. In particular', its gentle clip ancl intr-acr.atonic setting with-

in the Supeliol Province provicle an oppoltunity to examine the thr.ee-climensional

aspects of the cleep continental clust. This exposecl cross-section contlasts with many

other exposecl clustal closs-sections, which have structulal or-ientations too steep fo1

successful reflection imaging ol occur in plate boundary settings not representative of

continenta,l interiols. The gently dipping KSZ is characterizecl by seismically 
'eflec-

tive sequences of high-glacle lock, which could be imagecl, to a limitecl extent, using

traclitional seismic reflection technique ancl technology (Geis et al., lggg).

The other two sites, AECL Unclelgrouncl Research LaboratoLy (URL) ancl Aspö

islancl, wele selected to concluct experiments lelatecl to nuclear-fuel waste clisposal

(Soonawala et al., 1990; Almén ancl Zellman, 1991). The safè clisposai of spent

nuclear fuel has receivecl consiclerable attention cluring the last fifteen years. VIost of
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the ploposed plans ale based on unclelgrouncl disposal sever.al hunclrecl metels below

the sulface. Cullently a number of countries including Canacla and Sweden have

lesear.ch proglams exploling the feasibility of using crystalline lock r.epositories for

the ultimate disposal of usecl nuclear. fuel.

It is generally agleed that there are several conclitions that must be rrret befole

any crystalline lock body is used for a lepository. The rock bocly must be in an

area of tectonic ancl erosional stability, be homogeneous ovel. a lar-ge ar.ea ancl depth,

not contain any valuable minerals ol othel potential resouïces, ancl have a ve¡y low

in-situ permeability (Green and Mair, 1983; Olsson et al., 1gg2). Crystalline rock

bodies that meet the fir.st three conditions ale abundant on the Pr-ecambr-ian shielcls

of the wor'lcl such as the Canaciian and Baltic shielcls. Thus, the principal problem is

to find homogeneous roclç types such as plutonic igneous bodies or gneissic beclroclc

that have low in-situ permeabilities. Since the permeability of most unfracturecl

plutonic locks ancl othel structurally competent locks is very low, the emphasis in

site evaluation is thus put on the stucly of faults ancl fi'actur-e systerns within the r.ock

formations. Such fracture zones) which could be a major. hazaú, for. the containment

of laclioactive r,vastes, and must thelefore be detectecl before selection of a -,-enositor.v

site, by a variety of geophysical, geological, ancl hych:ologicai investigations.

In 1980 the AECL obtainecl a 2l-year lease on a 3.8 km2 area of the Lac clu

Bonnet batholith in Nlanitoba to concluct in-situ geoscientific experiments in a r.e-

alistic environrnent within the granite batholith (Brown et al., igSg). Geologically,

the experimental site lies at the western malgin of Superiol Province of Canaclian

Precambrian shielcl ancl tectonically it is a ve'y stable area.
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The plans fol storing high-level waste developecl in Srveclen include multiple bar'-

riers (Olsson et al., 1992): a lvaste matelial with low solubility, copper.container.s,

an impelmeable buffel matelial, and the bedroch surrounding the r.epository. Since

the siie investigations startecl in the mid-1970's, the Sweclish Nuclear Fuel a'cl Waste

lVlanagernent Company (SKB), formed by four: utilities that own the powe¡ plants, has

comprehensively been investigating the feasibility of using clystalline rocks as possi-

ble sites for nuclear fuel waste repositories. The emphasis of SKB has been placed on

the investigation of the effectiveness of the bedlock as a barr-ier., mainly in gneissic or.

glanitic rock' The Äspö islancl was chosen as one of three candiclate sites fbr a final

repository in Sweclen. Geologically, it is palt of the Baltic Plecambr.ian Shield ancl the

underlying rocks mainly consist of competent igneous ancl metamorphic assemblages.

Although the two test sites, the AECL-URL site in Nlanitoba ancl Äspö islancl,

are situatecl in a homogeneous granite batholith ancl metamorphosecl assemblages,

respectively, geophysical measulements inclucling bolehole logs reveal a ¡elatively

Iarge lateral extent of major fi'actule zones ancl/or lelatecl subvertical faults at the

sites. Seismically, the fracture zones in these sites can be mappecl successfully clue

to consiclerable acoustic impedance contrast between the fi'actur.e zone ancl the host

rock.

2.L.1' LTTHOPROBE Kapuskasing Thansect - Deep Kapuskas-
ing Structural Zone (KSZ) Experiment

The filst data set selected for this r.esearch inciudes two Vibroseis reflection clata

sets fi'om line 2 in the KSZ transect of LITHOPROBE ploject. On line 2, a high-

resolution sulvey ("line 2H") was pelformecl to yielcl significantly more cletail about
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the shallow stluctures than possible with the deep clustal-scale survey ("line 2").

LITHOPROBE is the largest ealth science research pl'ogram evet undertaken in

Canada. It integlates modern geophysical, geological, and geochemical concepts ancl

technology to extend knowledge of the lithosphere in thlee climension, in geological

key aleas across Canacla (Clowes, 1990). Among LITHOPROBE's talget tr.ansects

are the Kapuskasing Stluctural Zone, the southern Cold.illela, the Abitibi-Grenville,

the Tlans-Hudson Ologen, ancl the Alberta Basement. The Kapuskasing Str.uctural

Zone lvas seiected by LITHOPROBE as one of the frrst talgets because of its tectonic

significance in undet'standing the evolution of the Alchean crust. As is the case with

the resealch teams for all of the LITHOPROBE tr.ansects, the Kapuskasing Transect

research team was composecl of scientists fi'om all clisciplines of earth science ancl all

sectors of Canacla including universities, Geological Sulvey of Canada, pr-ovincial ancl

tellitorial geological surveys) mining, and petroleum inclustr.ies (Clowes, 19g0).

The Kapuskasing Stluctural Zone in the Archean Supelior Pr.ovince of the Cana-

clian Shield is a noltheast-tlending zone of high-glade metamorphic rocks that in-

telrupts the east-west trend of the low-gracle Abitibi and Wawa greenstone belts

(Figure 2.1). In the area of stucly, it is bounded on the southeast by the Ivanhoe Lalçe

fäult zone (ILFZ), whet'e granulite-glacle roclcs of the I(SZ ar.e juxtaposecl against up-

pel greenschist-gracle rocks of the Abitibi gleenstone belt (Geis et al., 1gg0; Percival

et al., 1991).

Tectonic interpretations fbl KSZ have evolved from a pronounced. uplvarp of the

Conracl cliscontinuity (Wilson ancl Brisbin, 1965), to a gr.aben associatecl with micl-

Proterozoic rifting (Innes et al., 1967), a Proterozoic suture (Gibb, lgZB), a failecl
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arm of plume generated at a triple lift junction (Burke ancl Dewr.y, 1973), a br.oacl

sinistral tlanscurrent fault zone (V/atson, 1980), and recently to an exposed cross-

section of the cleep continental crust (Cook, 1983; Pelcival and Card, 1983). The

Kapuskasing Stluctural Zone, generally accepted as an exposed oblique cr-oss-section

of Atchean middle to lower crust, was chosen by LITHOPROBE as a natural labor.a-

tory in which earth scientists could study the development of crustal-scale stluctur.es,

partly through accurate seismic imaging of the three-dimensional geometry.

Approximately 340 lcm of regional deep reflection clata (lines 1, 2,, 3, and 6, un-

delshoots iines 2-3, and 3-4) ancl a high r.esoluiion clata (line 2H) \¡/eÌe recor-clecl in

1987-1988 fol the KSZ tlansect of LITHOPROBE project (Figule 2.1). Results of

the lecent integrated geological and geophysical investigations (Percival et al., 1gB9;

Percival et al., 1991; Fountain et al., 1990; Geis et al., 1gg0; Green et al., 1g90) have

shown that the KSZ is a relatively thin thrust sheet containing a sequence of seismi-

cally variable reflective high-grade metamolphic locks. Reprocessecl seismic sections

show implovecl resolution of refl.ectors (Percival et al., 1989; Geis et al., 19g0; Hajnal

et al', 1991; Wu et al., lg92) inclicating consistent westerly dips of 15"-20" for- the

ILFZ. Similat attitucles were observecl in intellayeled metamolphic rocks, in the com-

posite EW lines 2-3-4, NS line 1, NW lines 5 ancl 6, and in the two NS high-resolution

dynamite profiles L1 and L2 c'ossing line 2 (Milkereit et al., 1gg1).

Line 2 was chosen for reprocessing in this thesis because only this line has two

cliffelent types of the data, collectecl by cleep-r'egional and high-r.esolution sur-vey

palametels. Different types of ihe clata on the same line are goocl test data to stucly

effective processing stlategies as legards talget clepth ancl data chalacter.istics. In

aclclition, ihis thesis deals with shallow reflectols which do not occuï in the other
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lines. Further, the updip poltions of the shallow leflectols occuï close to the sulface,

cletection of which is one of the objectives in this lesearch. The line 2 is a segment

of the E-W transect along the south-easteln end of the l(apuskasing Structur.al Zone.

The survey line is apploximately 18.6 km long and sevelely croohed (Figule 2.1). The

line 2H stalts at station f101 near Ivanhoe Lal<e Fault Zone, ancl terminates at the

station #1031 in the west, which corlesponds to station #473 of the legional sur.vey

line 2. On line 2H, a proposed Canaclian Continental Dr.ilting Program (CCDP)

borehole, to sample the laminated reflectors at depth, will be located in the vicinity

of station # 56I, whele the shallow leflectols are expected to project to the sur-fäce.

2.L.2 AECL URL Site for Shallow Reflector Imaging (I)

The AECL study site is located in the Lac du Bonnet Batholith, which is situated

within the centlal poltion of the English Rivel gneissic belt, a major- Plecambrian

Alchean belt within the lvestern Superiol tectonic plovince of the Canaclian shield

(iVlail and Gleen, 1981).

From amongst a total of ten lines sulveyecl in Ociober' 1987 (Geophysicon Co.,

1988) coveling sever.al sites in the vicinity of the AECL neal Pinawa, Canad.a, two

short iines on the Unclerground Research Laboratoly (URL) site (2.3 km of URL1,

ancl 0.94 km of URL2) were used in this lesearch (Figur-e 2.2).

The AECL URL was constructed as a part of the Canaclian Nucleal Waste VIan-

agement Ploglam (CNWNIP) fol lesearch into the clisposal of nuclear fuel waste in

crystalline roclçs (Brown et al., 1989). The URL site, chosen fol its extensive out-

crop coverage and it's ploximity to the Whiteshell Nucleal Research Establishment
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Figure 2-2: ÃECL's URL stucly site ancl the locatioir of seismic lines URL1 and URL2.
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(WNRE), lies apploxirnately 2.5 lcm north of the southern contact of the granite

batholith and 14 km east of the town of Lac du Bonnet. The geology of the URL site

is not significantly different from that of the batholith intlusion as a whole: the g¡oss

structule, the variations in its large-scale litho-stluctural components, and the orien-

tation of smaller'-scale fabric elements affect the clistlibution of some of the fi'actures

ancl lalge, low-dipping fauli zones. The unclellying glanite at the URL site is one of

two types; pink polphyritic (which rnay be biotite lich gneiss, and also xenolithic) or

grey homogeneous and ecluigranular'(Brown et al., 1989). The sulface plojections of

south-easteln dipping fracture zones FZ2 and FZ3 and some of the bor.eholes which

were dlillecl to investigate ancl charactelize the fracture zones are shown in Fisure 2.2.

2.L.3 Aspö Island (Sweden) for Shallow Reflector fmaging
(r)

The thild clata set was collected from the small island of Aspö, Sweden, in Septem-

ber 1988 and consists of two short lines RS881 and RS882 (Figur.e 2.3). The Äspö

site is located 20 km north of Oskalshamn on the southeast coast of Sweden. This is

a small island in the Baltic Sea sepalated from mainland by only few hundrecl metels.

On the site, a Hald Rock Labolatory (HRL) is being constluctecl as a SKB lesearch

project fol future in situ experiments in the subsurface (Bäckblom, 1991; IVlunier-,

1993)' Geologically this islancl belongs to the Blekinge legion of Precambr-ian Baltic

shielcl (IGC, 1980) and the metamorphosecl assemblages at the site consist mainly of

greenstone, diorite, fine-grainecl glanite and mylonite (Ploug ancl l{liiten, 1988).

Plofile RS881 is 1.1'1 km long in total, with collesponcling subsulface coverage

of 1005 m, and is oriented in a NW-SE dilection. Three boleholes KAS02. I(AS0B
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ancl KAS04 are located near the line. The plofile RS882 has total length of 1.01 km

with colresponcling subsulface covelage of about 865 km and is located appr-oximately

pelpendiculal to ihe line RS881, passing close to the borehole KAS03.

2.2 Seisrnic Data

2.2.1, Field Acquisition Parameters

The thlee clata sets chosen for this thesis resealch were collected by commercial

contlactols: the KSZ data by Veritas Co. (1987), the AECL data by Geophysicon Co.

(1988), ancl the Äspö clata by Technical University of Denmarh (Ploug and l{litten,

1e88).

The quality ancl usefulness of a seismic refl.ection data-set are very closely tiecl to

fielcl acquisition parametels, which a-,..e in turn determined by the shape, thickness

ancl depth of the target leflectols, ancl sutrounding geological formations. The data

acquisition palameters used in frelcl r'ecorcling of each survey data set are presentecl

in Table 2.1.

The main targets of the KSZ cleep crustal transect wele midclle to cleep crustal

struct,ules and the survey was clesignecl to penetlate clown to the upper mantle. Line

2 regional plofiling \I/as suÌveyed using a 4-ms sampling rate, 50-m station spacing,

100 m source interval. The cligital lecolcling system usecl was a 240 channel recorcl-

ing system to procluce 72000% nominal folcl coverage. The source Vibroseis signal

hacl a 14 s sweep (12-52 Hz) ancl an 18 s listening time which lesulted. in 16 s ¡aw

clata, corlesponcling to ¿ maximum imaging clepth of apploximately 50 km. Due to
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Table 2.1: Field acquisition parametels. The palameters in blackets in the KSZ
column ale the high-r'esolution sulvey parameter.s.

Parameters KSZ, Canada Pinawa, Canada Aspö, Sweden
name of line

date of experiment
length of lines

line type
spread type
gap distance

geophone group
no. of channels
maximum offset
minimum offset
geophone:array
energy source
shot spacing
charge depth

nominal coverage
sampling rate
recording time

data format
filter low-cut
filter high-cut

Sweep frequency

RS881, RS882
Sep. 1988

1.14 km, 1.01 km
straight
end-on

6 station
10m

).4

300 m
60m

10 Hz:1
explosive-110 g

10m
1-Bm
1200 %
0.5 ms
0.5 s

ABEM
Out

1000 Hz
n.a.

line 2 (line 2H)
Oct. 1987 (Oct. 1987)

18.6 lcm (18.6 km)
crookecl (crooked)
split-dip (encl-on)
no-gap (8 station)

50 m (20 m)
240 (120)

12 km (2.56 km)
0 m (160 m)

14 Hz:72 (74 Hz:72)
vibrator 3 (2)
100 m (20 m)

n.a. (n.a.)
12000 To (6000 %)

4 ms (2 ms)
16s(8s)

SEG-Y (SEG-Y)
Out (Out)

64 Hz (Out)
72-52 Hz (20-130 Hz)

URL1, URL2
Oct. 1987

2.3 km, 0.94 km
straight
split-dip
1 station

17m
48

408 m
17 rn

40 Hz:6
explosive-100 g

17m
3m

2400 %

0.25 ms
1.0 s

SEG_D
30 Hz
720 Hz

n.a.
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the clookecl geometly of the line the actual common miclpoint locations are widely

scatterecl along the line. Effeci of scattering midpoints may be plocessed fulther to

estimate information about clips of leflectors perpendicular. to ihe line. These mid-

points in effect plovide a selies of cross-spreads, fi'om which the true dips of leflectols

can later be investigatecl.

Fol the line 2H high resolution sulvey, the data acquisition par.ametels \¡/ere chosen

to plovicle the capability of mapping leflectors upwalds as close to the sur.face as

possibie and to plovide maximum colrelatability of the small scale r.efl.ections. Two

vibratols wele used as energy source with sweep length of 8 s ancl sweep fi.equency

ranging flom 20 Hz to I30 Hz, ovel twice the bandwidth of the r.egional ¡eflection

sul'vey) poientially allowing fol resolution of reflective layers .with thiclcness ranging

fi'om 15 lo 20 m. Fulther, the sampled spacing of subsurface (i.e., CDP spacing) is

only about 10 m, about one frfth of that used in deep regional survey.

Field acquisition parametels for the shallow leflection clata sets are vastly different

fi'om the ones used in the KSZ clustal sulvey. However, the par.ameters for. AECL

ancl Aspö clata are not significantly different flom each other, since they wer.e both

clesigned to map shallow and thin reflectols such as fracture zones in the crystalline

locks. Both surveys have close geophone spacings (17 m ancl 10 m) ancl fine sampling

rates (0.25 ms ancl 0.5 ms) (Geophysicon Co., 1g88; Ploug ancl Klitten, lggg). The

maximum offsets of '108 m ancl 300 m wele chosen to be sufficiently small to avoicl

significant energy conversion to ,5 wave fol targets as shallow as 50-100 m clepths. The

minimum offsets of 17 m ancl 60 m al'e small enough to register the very shallow depth

information accurately. Äspö clata, recorclecl originally in ABEIVI format, wele split

ancl leformattecl into SEG-Y type in orcler to conform with the plocessing package
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used. The 8-bit A/D converter used with the original Aspö clata acquisition resulted in

clipping of strong surface-wave events. Arlays with single 10 Hz-geophone anci with

six 40 Hz-geophones wel'e employed r.espectively fol the Äspö and AECL su¡veys.

Receiver alrays alone can not howevel effectively attenuate the glound loll because

the alrays designed to attenuate ground roll advelsely affect the reflection signal, as is

the usual case with arrays fol high resolution reflection sulveys fot imaging of shallow

targets (Knapp and Steeples, 1986b).

In the acquisition of Àspö clata, average 110-g chalges wele detonatecl below the

overbulclen at depths varying from 1 to 8 m (Ploug ancl Klitten, 1988) while the

shots used in the AECL survey wele chalged with average size of 100 g at clepths

of approximately 3 m, mostly above the beclrock (Geophysicon Co., 1988). Br.oader.

fi'equency bancl width of 10-230 Hz ancl highel clominant fi'equency of 50-5b Hz of

the Ãspö data (Kim ancl iVloon, 1989) make thinner refl.ectols more resolvabJ.e, when

comparecl to the AECL data (Kim and NIoon, 1gg0).

2.2.2 The Characteristics of the Seismic Data

As expectecl in many leflection clata lecolcled in a crystalline rock envir-onment,

shallow reflection energy in test data sets suffer from low S/N, large-amplitucle surface

\ryave, various near-surface noise, and cliscontinuous leflection events.

Quality of the KSZ data is generally fair'-to-good and prominent packages of ¡eflec-

tion events are iclentifrecl on most of fielcl lecolds, although they ar.e smealed at some

segments, especially at ol neal bencls of the croolcecl line. A typical set of correlatecl

Vibroseis data fi'om the iine 2H is shown in Figui'e 2.4.
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Two reflection events ale ciearly visible with strong latelal continuity: a westerly

dipping reflection between 1.9 ancl 2.0 s with four-cycle duration in the full offset; ancl

a spa-rse lesonant event between 1.1 ancl 1.3 s with sevelal sub-palallel events. These

shallow r.eflection events are contaminated with grouncl roll, which is charactelizecl

by a dispersive patteln with lalge pockets at far offsets, as expected in Vibroseis clata

(Al-Husseini et al., 1981; Yilmaz, 1989). The shallow leflection events ale effectively

lecognizecl in f-k filterecl ancl NMO-colrected CDP gaiher (Figule 2.5a),, where the

reflection event at approximately 0.5 s is clear'ly seen at near offsets.

In the CDP gathel from line 2 (Figule 2.5b), the original packages of reflection

events at 1.9-2.0 s ale of only two cycles, probably due to the relatively low-fi'equency

sweep o'f 12-52 Hz. Other packages of reflection events ale too weal< or too sparse to be

recognizecl. This implies that the shallow reflectors may be a relatively discontinuous

zone of highly clushed material, as comparecl to the major fault zone r.epresented at

L9-2.0 s, ancl thelefore wele not effectively sampled with coarse sampling clensity of

50 m ancl/ol low s\4/eep fi'equency.

The chalacteristics of two dynamite data sets from the AECL and Äspö surveys

are not significantly diffelent fi'om each other because the fielcl acquisition parameters

'wele selectecl for the similal shallow fractule zone talgets. Howevel, the limitect A/D

conversion in Äspö clata imposes some differences, particularly for clippecl clata, as

explained later'.

The leflection events in shot leco-,..cls of AECL clata (Figule 2.6) ale difficult to

lecognize because of very poor S/N, probably causecl by the weak coupling of the

sorlrce to the lock mass, ancl by cletonation of some shots within the weather.ecl zone.
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Never.theless, careful investigation of the shot lecorcls leveals relatively high-fr.equency

leflections at 0.0-0.1 s with lateral continuity of a couple of traces neal shot.

Use of an 8-bit A/D converter with the oi'iginal Äspö data acquisition resultecl

in clipping of stlong sur.face wave events (Figule 2.7), especially at shallow clepths.

Because of this limit in the ciynamic range, the high-flequency components became

swamped with high-amplitude, low-fi'equency components. Thus the r.eflections at

shallow depths and at neal offsets ale hidclen behincl strong sulface waves ancl there-

fole are not visible in the clata. When these data wele compared to the I{SZ daia, the

ground loll is charactet'ized by a non-clispersive patteln of sharp onset, short cluration,

and lelatively unifolm wavelet shape, as expectecl fi'om impulsive soulces (Al-Husseini

et al., 1981; Yilmaz,'1989). The clippecl events, overwhelming at near offsets and at

shallow depths, ale strongly taperecl, almost clisappealing beyoncl miclclle-offset clis-

tances. This permits the observation of shallow leflections, which were obscured by

clippecl events especially at neal offset. The scattelecl energy appears to be associ-

atecl r'vith glound toll reflectecl from veltical inhomogeneities ancl the high-fr.equency

linging phenomena are most likely due to power-line noise ol geophone placement

on an ilon pipe situated in boreholes. Most of the linging appeaïs later. than the

glound roll, whereas the bacl tlaces in the AECL data, associatecl with bacl geophone

coupling, ale noisy fi'om the beginning of each trace (Figure 2.6). Thus, the shallow

leflections in Äspö clata can be successfilly recovered fi'om such r.inging tr.aces, once

the ringing noise ancl grouncl roll ale rejectecl in the eally processing steps.
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2.2.3 Initial Processing

The four test clata sets being investigated in this thesis wele initially pr.ocessecl

by the contractols as a part of the sulvey contlacts. For the I(SZ transect data

plocessing to a stack section, including the lines 2 and 2H, was completed in 1987 by

Veritas Co. (Calgary) and the poststack processing was attemptecl with coher-ency

enhancement by Geis et al. (1988). The shallow reflection events inclucling theILFZ

and sevelal laminatecl layer zones were not successfully imaged on the line 2 stack,

but they were improvecl ancl visible in the line 2H section. HoweveL, the leflection

events as shallow as 600 m (down to 0.2 s) wele not ploperly imagecl in line 2H,

probably due to the loss of shallow signal energy duling the processing.

The shallow leflection clata sets from AECL ancl Äspö were processed by contr-ac-

tols Geophysicon Co. (1988) and Ploug ancl Klitten (1988) respectively. However.,

the results were not adequate fol interpretation of shallow fi'actule zones, primarily

due to clata quality of fleld lecolds suffering fi'om lolv S/N ancl various near-sulface

noises at shallow depth, and/ol due to inadequate processing palametels.

2.3

2.3.1"

(A) KSZ Area

As a part of the phase I of LITHOPROBE

ment was carliecl out in 1984 to obtain a gross

Other Geophysical Investigations

Surface Geophysical Data

ploject, a seismic lefraction expeli-

velocity structure for the crust ancl
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provide infolmation at depths in the vicinity of KSZ. Five profile lines (FiguLe 2.8)

of lengths 350-450 km wet'e shot; thlee (line 1, line 2, line 3) parallel to the strilce

of the structut'e ancl tr,vo in a cross-strike direction (line 4 ancl line 5) (Bolancl and

Ellis, 1989). The line 5 closses the southeln outclop of Kapuskasing Structural Zone.

Velocities langing fi'om 6.6-6.8 km/s were estimated for the uppel cLust, accompanied

by highel velocities in the micl anci lowel crust (7.2-7.5 km/s) (Figure 2.9). To the

east, the velocities ale considerably lower especially at shallow depths.

The vely signiûcant pull-up of high velocities under the KSZ and to the west of

the high-glade metamolphic zone \¡/as confi.rmed by the labolatory-measuled velocity

data of Fountain et al. (1990). They collected repr.esentative samples fi'om all major

units of the Superiol Plovince clust fol cletelmination of compressional-wave velocity

to 600 MPa (equivalent to approximately 20 km depth). Their seismic velocity mocl-

els constructecl on ihe basis of the Archean cr.oss-section (Pelcival ancl Card, 1983)

support the iclea that only the upper' 20 km of the crust is exposed in the I(SZ.

In general, the higher the seismic velocity, the higher the rock clensity. It is

thelef'ore most likely that the upper crust of the KSZ is composed of high-density

materials. These results support the tectonic theoly that KSZ is an oblique cross

section thlough the uppel cLust, ancl might explain the high positive Bouguel glavity

anomaly for the KSZ (Figule 2.10). The most striking feature of KSZ is clearly

noticeable on the aeromagnetic map (Figule 2.'11), where the iLFZ is characterized

by northeast-trencling anomaly (West ancl Ernst, i991).

The Kapuskasing uplift is also supportecl by electlomagnetic (EIVI) stucly. The

frr'st EVI study was conclucted in 1984 by Woocls ancl Allar.cl (1986) as a leconnais-
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sance EM-induction study fol the Chapleau and Groundhog blocks as well as parts of

the Wawa and Abiiibi subprovinces. Furthel, magnetotelluric (MT) and holizontal

spatial gladient (HSG) surveys were conductecl aiong the mostly E-W plofile through

theILFZ by Kurtz et al. (1988) to study the electrical properties of the lowel crust

ancl uppel mantle. The upper clust along the MT profile shows a remalkable hor.izon-

tally uniform electlical stt'uctules and it is chalactelized by a significant incr.ease in

electrical conductivity at mid to lowel clustal clepths, which is typical of a continental

ct'ust in the Plecambrian shielcl (Kurtz et al., 1988). However, there \¡/as no evidence

fol dipping conductors fi'om the NIT data (Nlareschal et al., 1993). Since the KSZ

is interpreted as an upthr:ust closs-section of the Alchean crust ancl mid ancl lower-

clust ale more conductive than the upper crust, it was conclucled that lower crustal

conductive layers are the lesult of intrinsic conditions at those clepths (Kultz et al.,

1988). In addition, a high-r'esolution shallow survey of UTEIVI (Baiiey and NIacnae,

1988) was conductecl in an attempt to iclentify conductive features associated with

the ILFZ that were too smail to be cletectecl by natulal souÌce methocls. A UTEM

survey near the ploposecl CCDP hoie along the high-resolution dynamite reflection

lines L1 and L2 (Figure 2.1) seems to confir'm good correlation between the seismic

reflector with a dip to the nolth of apploximate 15o (Figule 2.I2a) ancl the weak

condtrctor with a northerly dip of 15' (Figure 2.72h).

(B) AECL URL Study Area

Several sulface geophysical surveys have been conclucted acÌoss the Lac clu Bonnet

batholith to clelineate fì'actures ancl changes in lithology. Figule 2.13 is the plot of
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the magnetic total fielcl over the Lac du Bonnet batholith recorded with an air.borne

survey at a flight elevation of 150 m ancl a line spacing of 300 m (Soonawala et al.,

1990). The batholith has an obvious magnetic explession, i.e., there is a similarity

ancl collesponclence between the geologically mapped position of the batholith and

the magnetic field. The total field increases smoothly fi'om the edges into a high

amplitude anomaly at the center'. This peak at the center is believed to have been

causecl by lelatively small, strongly magnetic, mafic xenoliths ol intlusions. A north-

south gravity tlavelse across the batholith ancl neighboring formations (Figur-e 2.14)

reveals the low-clensity batholith at the centel of a negative legional gravity anomaly

(Blisbin, 1979; Macleoil, 1980). The glavity profile is acljacent to the aeromagnetic

plofile 2, passing over the URL site (Figule 2.13). Localizecl highs eviclent near URL

site are most probably caused by inclusions of clense material, as indicated in the

model.

Five high-t'esolution IVIINI-SOSIE seismic surveys concluctecl over the Whiteshel-

I Nucleal Resealch Establishment (WNRE) site (Mair ancl Gleen, i981), suggest

widesplead shallow sub-horizontal fì'acture zones in the Lac du Bonnet batholith

(Figure 2.I5). However, there is no continuity between these fi'acture zones ancl the

major fractule zones at the URL site (personal communication, N. Soonawala, 1g93).

The nolthern poltion of the URL site was suïveyed in 1988 using a high-r:esolution

clynamite leflection seismic method, along ten short lines on separ.ate four. sites (URL

site, Ten lVlile glid, WRA-1 grid, and WRA-3 gricl). A number of shor.t fracture zones

iclentifiecl in many of these lines ale ofTen characterizecl by sevelal shor.t ancl ilregulal

reflectors (Geophysicon Co., 1988; Kim ancl Nloon, 1990). However, because of the
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limitations imposed by interferences caused by near-surface noise, etc., str-uctulal

infolmation could not be mapped at depths shallower-than 200 m.

Sevelal EVI surveys were conductecl at the AECL's URL site to map stluctulal

elements and lithologic variations, ancl to detelmine the depth ancl other chalacter'-

istics of the local overbulclen (Blown et al., 1989). Resistivity clepth souncling and

VLF-ENI sutveys inclicate the presence of a conductor. corlesponcling to the outcrops

of the shallow clipping fault zone FZ3 (Figure 2.16). Certain changes in lithological

characteristics wele effectively iclentifled by resistivity and magnetic surveys. The

highest magnetic amplitude anomalies (> 1000 nT) lie along an approximately NE-

SW-tlending line (Figur:e 2.I7), defining the axis of an antiform whele xenolith layers

are exposecl at the surface. The southwest palt of this anomaly in this chain was

interpreted as a relatively small body, probably an individual xenolith that has high

magnetic susceptibility ancl is close to the sulface and nearly vertical (Soonawala,

1984). Unfractuled rocks in genelal have higher: magnetic field ancl highel lesistiv-

ities and ale free of VLF conductivity anomalies. Depths of overburclen estimated

are available from the VLF-EIVI resistivity survey data (Soonawala et al., 1990). The

central outclop in this area is sulloundecl by a conductive ovelburclen, which is es-

timatecl to be between 5 m ancl 10 m thick but the thiclcness can leach up to 14 n
at sevelal locations (Blown et al., 19Sg). Shallow glound-probing ladar suïveys over

outcrop provicled accurate imaging of fractule zones at the shallow depths (20-35

m) in WNRE site (Soonawala et al., 1990), imaging of which is not possible with

stanclald reflection seismic techniclue due to near'-fielcl radiation effect.
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2.3.2 Auxiliary Subsurface Data

(A) AECL Study Area

As part of integlatecl study, geophysical logging surveys were ca,rLiecl out in a num-

ber of coled boreholes at the URL stucly alea to locate ancl estimate the fi.acture zones,

changes in lithology, temperature and salinity of the borehole fluicl (Soonawala, 1g83;

Owusu, 1984). Flactut'e zones were successfully investigatecl in the borehole URL-6

data (Figule 2.18). Signilicant reductions in resistivity, as well as negative anomalies

on the neutron logs, wele t'ecolcled at these fractule zones. The fluicl resistivity logs

appealed to indicate variations in grouncl r,vater salinity, and the focusecl-beam r-esis-

tivity logs refl.ected subtle changes in the lithology. The sonic and density logs also

clear'ly indicate zones of fi'actures (Owusu, 1984) and they were used fol the com-

putation of synthetic seismograms which were subsequently colrelatecl to the seismic

results of line URL2 (See Chapter- 5).

The multioffset veltical seismic plofiling (VSP) technique was usecl to map frac-

tule zones around the URL site by Carswell ancl IVIoon (19S9). Vlost of the fi-acture

zones wele clilectly confirmecl in VSP-CDP sections or could be confir'med by extrap-

olating lcnown fi'acture zones ancl/or geological featules. A closshole seismic panel

between the boreholes URL-6 and Ni-24 (Wong et al., 1983) shows increasing seismic

tr.anspalency with depth, irnplying fer,ver fi'actules. The shallow-dipping fault zone

FZ2 cot:Jcl cleally be tlacecl (Figure 2.19). Raclal sulvey lvas calriecl out fi.om the

240-m level of the URL to map a majol fractule zone located within 50 m uncler this

level' It was repoltecl that there is an excellent correlation between the raclarglam

ancl the fi'acture frequency (Holloway, 1988).
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(B) Aspö (Sweden) Study Area

A numbel of geophysical logs wele recoÌclecl in the boreholes KAS02 and KAS03

(Ploug ancl Klitten, 1988), ancl they plovicle clataon temperatule, r'acliometlic, sonic,

thelmal, magnetic susceptibility, sonic, caliper, salinity, natural gamma, and borehole

radar amplitucle (Figules 2.20a, b). Correlation between the valious logs is quite

good, especially between the sonic, resistivity, and temperature gladient logs. In the

borehole KAS02 data, distinct discontinuities ale shown at depths 220 m,310 m, 630

m, ancl below 780 m. These discontinuities are consiclered to be fi'acturecl zones, even

though none \¡¡ele observed between 310 m ancl 630 m. In Chapter' 6, the column

sections of lithological contacts ancl lock qualities, plocluced by a suite of logs, are

correlated to ihe leflection imaqes obtained fi'om the seismic line RS881 clata.
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Chapten 3

Data-Frocessirrg Frocedures

3.1- Conventional Seismic Data Processing

Conventional seismic clata processing consists of thlee basic steps: sorting common-

shot gathers to common-midpoint gathels (CMP sorting), the zero-dip normal move-

oui (NMO) corlection, and CMP stacking. Auxiliary and intermediate steps such

as automatic gain control (AGC), bandpass frlteling, /-k filtering, statics colrection

(elevation, lefi'action, ancl lesidual statics), velocity analysis, ecliting of bacl traces,

muting, deconvolution, and migration ale also usually included in the above basic

steps to inclease the resolution.

In a multi-offset ancl multiple covelage expeliment, the data collectecl at the sur-

face can be solted into one of four clomains without any loss of seismic information

(Figure 3.1):

o comfiron-shot gather',

o comrnon-receiver gathel,



,lt

a comrron-miclpoint gather-, ancl

o common-offset sather.

Each step of prestaclt ptocessing is perfolmed in one of the above clomains. The selec-

tion of the domain is determined by effectiveness of the step and consistency of overall

processing. The success of each plocessing step genelally clepencls on the clomain of

application as well as the choice of processing parameters. For example, a /-k filter-

ing step fol achieving specific noise supplession can be applied to all common shot,

common Leceiver, and common-midpoint gathels, clepending on the data qualities in

each domain. In the case of vely low S/N data, successive /-,t filteling in the common

shot and common-r'eceiver domains is an applopriate apploach for noise suppr-ession

ancl improvecl continuation of signal events (Özclemir ancl Saatcilar, 1990).

As shown in Figure 3.2, the fielcl recorcl (common-shot gather') is solted to sub-

surface CN/IP gathers: each individual trace in the common-shot gathel is assigned to

the miclpoint between the shot and receiver location associated with that trace. The

tlaces with same midpoint locations are glouped together', folming a CMP gather

in which the reflection events fi'om a horizontal plane align into a hypelbola. Then,

NMO corlection is pelforrnecl on each trace of the CNIP gather to compensate fol

the geometr.ic time deiay between the zero offset and the actual offset clistances. The

NIVIO corlection Lemoves the time delay, Tx : X2 f ZV2Tu for source-receiver sepa-

lation X and average velocity 7 by leclucing the observecl two-way traveltime T¡ at

each offset clistance X (Yilmaz, 1989). The traces of the NÌVIO-collectecl CNIP gather

are stackecl to give a new tlace with improved S/N. The stacking of all CMP gathels

yielcls a CNIP stackecl section, where each CMP gathel corresponcls to a single trace in
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Common Shot Gathering Common Receiver Gathering

Common Midpoint Gathering Common Offset Gathering

OSnot O Receiver

Figule 3.1: Presiach plocessing domains.
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the stacked section. In this manner the CMP stacking decimates the volume of clata

into a section; a reduction propoltional to the f'old coverage. By using leclundancy

in the CMP sampling, stacking can significantly suppress the uncorrelated noise, a,ncl

theleby inclease S/N.

One important problem with the ClVf P stacking is that it is basecl on the zero-offset

confi.guration, whele the data are assumed to be obtained with coinciclent sour-ces and

leceivels. In regions of lelatively simple geology, it ploduces reasonable results f'or.

intelpretation. However', when the geology becomes veïy complex, the basic prin-

ciples behind the NMO correction, CIVIP stacking, and poststack migr-ation break

down (Sheriff and Gelclart, 1982). A CMP gathel is not an equivalent to a CDP

(common-depth point) gather. when the leflectors are not hotizontal or velocities valy

holizontally. In a schematic cliagram with a ctipping layer (Figure 3.3), the rellection

artivals fi'om a CNIP gathel do not have a CDP. Instead the CDPs are clisper.sed

in the upclip direction. Therefole the stackecl section ploducecl with the zer.o-offset

mocLel often leads to incorlect interpletation, even if it is subsequently migrated.

This ploblem can be overcome by applying effective prestack processing including

plestack miglation, which can be elegantly formulated in terms of leculsive down.war.cl

continuation of common-shot gathers, f'ollowecl by imaging at each depth level ancl,

frnally followecl by the genuine CDP stacking of all miglatecl shot gathels (Berkhoui,

1984). HoweveL, the plestack migration is not applied to ihe test clata sets in this

thesis, because the clata sets at'e too lalge ancl data handling is very cumber.some fol

lalge-scale deep clustal clata. Anothel difficulty is that clata sets with highly fì'acturecl

zones limit the accurate estimation of velocity str-ucture.
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I
Depth Point

Osnot O Receiver

Figure 3.3: CNIP for.flat and clipping layer case.

As an altelnative, in this thesis efficient pr:ocessing techniques along with other

focusing strategies modifiecl to suit data charactelistics ar-e appliecl to ihe prestack

clomain clata. For deep clustal clata, a cascaclecl process of crossclip and residual static

corlections, offset-variant staclt, ancl spectlal balance, effectively focus the stacking

energy' especially neal shalp bencls of the clookecl survey lines. In palticular-, cor.rec-

tion of crossdip attitucles on the CMP gathels pr.ovides 3-D information such as the

tfue cÏossclip angle and latelal continuity of reflectors across the line. The crossciip

colrection as a focusing scheme will be discussed in cletail for crookecl line clata in

Chapter 4.

As a focusing ancl collelation scheme for the high-r'esolution cr.ystalline-r.ock clata,

the reflectivity, which is basically the output effect of the migration plocess, is com-

puted using the clensity and sonic-log clata. Further, the r-eflection-coefficient map,

in this thesis clefinecl as "reflection-coefficient reconstruction as a function of the off-

set ancl talget clepth", is corlelated with the images in the common-offset clomain.

In acldition, othel tests with well-log clata, shot recorcls, ancl complex atiributes a¡e



investigated fol enhancement of seismic image

focusing analysis of fracture zones in ter.ms of

addition to the colrelation schemes.

in the final section. In Chapter

leflection coeffi.cient is discussecl

.\

ln

3.2 Frocessing Targets and Strategies

The initial investigations by contlactors were mostly done using conventional plo-

cessing techniques which could not enhance the shallow seismic images successfully.

For the purpose of cleveloping a new plocessing strategy ancl emphasizing the r.eiative-

ly shallow leflections in each data set, all the test data \¡/ere reprocessed in this thesis

by concentrating on removal of as much noise at shallow clepths as possible, thus per.-

mitting effective application of important plocessing steps up to the ver-y early times.

The I(SZ line 2H data wele replocessed for this study using the Disco package (CoS-

niSeis Development Co., 1988) at the LITHOPROBE Seismic Plocessing Facilityl

(LSPF) and the other data sets \¡/ere reprocessed. using software developecl in-house

and Insight software (IT&4, i990) installed on a SUN/SPARC system (Appenclix

A).

The processing targets ancl processing strategies of this stucly (Kim and NIoon,

7992c) ale summalizeclin Table 3.1. Atthough the KSZ data wele accluir.ecl to obtain

infolmation on the cleep clust, the plocessing strategies wele clevelopecl ancl appliecl

to focus the shallow reflections in this study. The fielcl data acquisition in the KSZ

transect was perforrnecl on a very cloolced survey line ancl therefore the conventional
tlnstalletl at the University of Calgary. In 1990, the batch system of CYBERSBb/Disco was

replacecl by an interactive SUN47O/Insight, system (Appenclix A).
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Table 3.1: Plocessing targets ancl str.ategies.

KSZ (Line 2) Data KSZ (Line 2H) Data AECL and Äspö oata

Processing
Target

-Imaging of major far:lt
plane reflections

-Investigation of local
crossdip information

-Accurate resolution of
refLections

-Projection of shallow
reflectors to the surface

-Mapping of shallow fra-
ctures and discontinuities

-Analysis of fracture zones

Processing
Strategy

-Improvement of stacking
energ'y at near bends

-Estimation of crossdip
attitudes

-Removal of near-surface
noise

-Improvement of shallow
reflections

-Increasing SÆ.[

-Removal of ground roll

-Correlation schemes for
fracture zones

Main
Processing

-Optimization of CDP bin
size and effective CDP line

-Slant stack panel test

-Cascaded process of
crossdip correction and
residual statics

-Semblance filtering

-Edit bad traces

-Spectral balance

-Offset-variant stack

-Accurate muting of NMO-
stretched data

-Residual statics

- Examination of shot
records

f-k filter

-Construction of syntetic
seismogram

-Focusing with reflectivity
dependent on incidence
angle

-Application of complex
attributes

Examination of shot
records
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CNIP stacking causes the leflection energy to be scatterecl ancL smearecl clue to the

widely scatteleci micl-points across the survey line. Thus the processing of the deep

cr.ustal large-offset clata was concentlated on maximization of stacking energy at nea¡

bends by inclucling optimization of the CDP binning, resiclual statics, and c¡ossdip

collections.

In the pt'ocessing of the shallow reflection ctynamite clata from the AECL and Äspö

plojects, the main plocessing ernphasis was on the delineation of subsur.face fi.actu'e

zones lather than on enhancement of resolution of lithological contacts. Especially

for the vely lo'lv S/N AECL clata, sevelal colrelation schemes ancl S/N enhancemenr

techniques wele developed ancl applied for investigation of the fracture zones. The

parametels of processing schemes, lvhich were useci for each d.ata set, are outìined in

Table 3.2.

3.3 KSZ (Line ZFI) Data

3.3.1- Processing Flow Chart

The preliminary stack section of line 2H, initially procluced by a cont¡actor (Ver-

itas Co., 1987), r'evealed high qualiiy reflections at shallow clepths across the whole

line (Geis et al', 1988). Subsequently the same clata \Ã/eïe ïepïocessed and migr.atecl

to improve the lesolution, ancl to trace the shallo.w reflectors upwalcls as close to

the sulface as possible (Pelcival et al., 1g89; Geis et al., 1g90; Gleen et al., 1gg0).

Meanwhile, the corlelatecl field clata were fulther reprocessecl at the University of

lVlanitoba in ihis project in an attempt to bettel f'ocus the shallow leflections.
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Table 3.2: Some of the plocessing parameters. The symbol x in the last column
denotes a case in which the palametel for the Äspö data is clifferent fi.om the one for
the AECL clata.

Datum Plane

Gain Control

old Control

Noise Removal

Rejection of
Bad Offset

idual Statics
-Input

-Scheme

-Max. Shift
-Iteration

Muting of
NMO Stretch

Bandpass
Filter

400 m

600 ms

Bin height : 500 m

f-k fiIter
(Pass:>4000m/s)

Not rejected

NMO/Crossdip
corrected CDP

Stack porwer max.
(Super traces :3 )

(+i-) 15-25 ms
4

80%

10-50 Hz

400 m

600 ms

Max. fold : 100

Spectral balance
25Hz-.5,40}J2-L.O

100 Hz-1.0)

Offset zone
(Reject : <200 m,
Reject : >1800 m)

NMO
corrected CDP

T?aveltime pick
(Pilot traces : 7)

(+/-) 10-15 ms
c)

200m -220ms
1800m-390ms

LO-7OHz

250 m (-1 m¡ 
-

150 ms

24fold,(12 fold).

f-k frlter
(Pass : >3500 m/s)

Not rejected

NMO
corrected CDP

Stack por'¡/er max.
(Super traces : 3)

(+/-) 10 ms
3

LO} Vo

20-100 Hz
(25-200Hz).
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As is common for crystalline lock envilonment (Chapter 2), this data set suffels

from low S/N due to illegulal and low acoustic impedance contrasts, although they

wele acquired with high lesoiution sut'vey configulation. Further, due to the croolced

survey line, refl.ection images on the field lecords ar-e often incoherent or onlv locallv

cohelent, especially at or. near- shar.p bends.

Thus the first step in the processing emphasized improving the S/N and focusing

the refl.ection energy as much as possible before staclç by applying various steps to

enhance staclting eneÌgy (Kim ancl Moon, 1992b). Some of the major. steps inclucle

incleasing S/N (with spectlal balancing, editing of bacl traces near the shot poini,

and acculate muting after NMO correction), implovement of focusing befole stacì<

(through optimizationof CDP bin size, residual statics ancl offset-variant stack, etc.),

and enhancement of the lateral lesolution after stack (through tr.ace balancing ancl

coherency enhancement). The data set was tepïocessed down to 6.0 s of the total 8.0

s to emphasize the focusing of shallow leflection images, such featules as the fault-

lelatecl shear zones in the east ancl the metamorphic interlayelecl zones in the west.

To trace the sha,llow refl.ectols to the surface, selectecl fi.eicl lecor-cis wer-e also sepa-

rately investigated ín detail at several shot points wher.e the reflectors are expected

to project to the surface. A detailecl processing flow chart usecl in this stuclv is shown

in Figure 3.4.

3.3.2 AGC and Bandpass Filtering

Gain ancl filter tests wele calried out on selectecl fielcl

lcnowledge about the clata. The law data sholv that traces

recolds to provicle basic

close to shot points are
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Figure 3.4: Processing flow char-t for. the line 2H data.
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stlongly contaminatecl by high-amplitude noise (Figure 3.ba). This noise is gene¡ated

by the vibratols and it is mainly seen on the traces vely close the shot points. The

AGC window for. amplitucle lestolation was selectecl as 600 ms, which boosted the

weak ener'8Y at later times without causing signifrcant loss of signal char.acte¡istics

(Figule 3'5b). For a given shot gather, amplitucle attenuation with traveltime ancl

clistance is not significant and the amplitucle of the heacl wave appeaïs to be persistent

as it woulcl be expectecl in a clystalline rock environment. Since one of the objectives

of the sul'vey was to rnap the structures, rathel than to resolve, it was not necessary to

keep the lelative amplitude thloughout the plocessing. Therefor.e AGC was appliecl

twice: first fol restot'ing amplitude before stack, and then for tlace balancilg afte¡

stack. Although the data acquisition window is 20-130 Hz, the lesult of a relatively

high frequency filter with 55-75 Hz window does not show the signal char.acter propeï-

ly at shallow depths (Figure 3.5c). This is plobably due to r.apicl attenuation of high

frequency signal, which is expected in highly faulted and/ol fracturecl zones (Hajnal

et al', 1983; I(im ancl Moon, 1991). Thus, cut-offfrequency palameters for the trape-

zoidal bandpass filteling were set as 10-20-60-70 Hz, by br.oaclening the bandwiclth to

the low fi'equency legion of the signal spectrum.

3.3.3 spectral Balancing and Editing of Bad Traces

Spectral balancing was pelformed to attenuate noise, which woulcl not be nor.mally

attenuatecl thlough bandpass filtering or f-k filteling due to its high-ampliiucle ancl

bload-bancl chalacteristics. To apply spectlal balancing, thr.ee passbands 20-35 Hz,

30-55 Hz, ancl 50-65 Hz r,vere acloptecl ancl the scale in the fi'ecluency clomain was

computed r,vith interpolation rveights of 0.b at 25 Hz,, r.0 ai 40 Hz ancl 1.0 at 100
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Hz, observing that the clominant fi'equency is approximately 40 Hz in the amplitucle

spectlum (Figule 3.6). The time gate of 600 ms usecl for AGC was again appliecl for

the time-variant scaling when the scaJecl data in the fi'equency domain wele converted

back to the time clomain. With the spectrai balance, the sulface wave noise near shot

points, ail waves ancl the high frequency noise, were effciently attenuatecl and the

S/N was gleatly increased (Figure B.5ct).

To emphasize the shallow reflectors, bad tlaces were editecl out on the basis of

the clata ftom the sulface down to 2.0 s. This ecliting \ryas done after. amplitucle

was restoled thlough AGC. Even though the ecliting of bad traces is critical in the

processing of high resolution clata, the plocess itself is often ver.y time-consuming ancl

clifficult' Thus, cleletion of bacl tlaces was pelfolmed, mor.e efficiently, on the CDp

gathels, on which the spectral balance was appliecl (Figules 3.7b) ancl on which the

bad fal offset tlaces and vely near offset traces have been ah-eacly rejectecl.

The staclc section (Figure 3.8b) obtainecl after application of spectral balance ancl

ecliting of bad traces in the CDP gathers shows an improvecl ancl mole focused seismic

image, compat'ed to the initial stack on which only the AGC and banclpass filtering

had been applied (Figule 3.8a).

3.3.4 Offset-Variant Stack

The CDP sort was perfolmecl with a maximumfolcl limit of 100 in order to r-egister

as much as information possible and to minimize clistoltion away from the sulvey line.

Neveltheless, image coherency arouncl very clookecl segments of the line suffers fi'om

the low fold coverage. Selected segments along the survey line were testecl to set
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Figure 3.6: Amplitude spectrum.
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up appr:opriate offset lvindows to improve the stacking energy. This improvement

is achieved by lejecting zones of clistor.tecl energy causecl by long tlavel paths and

illegular sulvey lines. For imaging of relatively shallow lefl.ectols, the offset-limited

stack appears to be most effective, pr.obably because the relatively shallow reflections

usually suffer from poor data quality at near-shot ancl far-offset distances. The stackecl

clata fi'om CDP #1686 to #1904 ale shown in Figules 3.9a and 3.9b, whele the

offset window of 200-1800 m provicles goocl focusing offset fol all majol reflectors

at shallow depths, especially at the the bend starting from CDP #i850 to f 1880.

Offset windows lbl the whole line wele tested on several selectecl segments ptiol to

optimization.

3.3.5 Residual Statics Correction

Datum correction was carriecl out basecl on the geometly of the survey line which

was set up in x-, y-, and z-coorclinates. The datum was set at 400 m above sea level,

the approximate avelage elevation of the survey area ancl the leplacement velocity

was chosen to be 6000 m/s on the basis of seismic refraction studies (Boland and

Eilis, 1989).

Even though high-frequency seismic plofiling imploves both vertical ancl later-

al lesolution, the data from such sulveys lequile very acculate static collection in

olcler to compensate the effects of near-surface inhomogeneities. Residual static cor-

rection was carliecl out on the NNiO-collected CDP gathers using the traveitime

picking method (Yilmaz, 1989). The actual iime shifts are estimated by picking

cr-oss-col'relation maxima between the pilot trace ancl each of the other tlaces. The
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X¡, j

Figur.e 3.10: Surface-consistent statics model.

key assumption in the tlaveltime model is that resiclual statics are sur.face-consistent;

time delays clue to near'-sulface inhomogeneities solely clepencl on the source or..eceiv-
eI locations at the sulface, not on laypaths. This assurnption is valid if all 

'aypaths,
regarclless of the source-Leceiver offset, are vertical in the near.-surface layer. (Fig-
ule 3'10)' Since the weatherecl layer usually has a quite low velocity, and it tencls to
refract tlavel paths to the veltical for high-velocity undellying meclia, the assumption
of "su'fäce consistency" is usually valid for most crystalline roclc enviro'ments.

The surface-consistent moclel may be lepresentecl with an equation (Taner et al.,
r974\:

T¿,j : S¿ * R¡ * Gn I fuI¡X¿,¡2, (3.1)

where T¿,¡ is the total reflection time on the i, j trace, .9¿ is ihe traveltime trorn the
shotpoint to the clatum plane at the ith shotpoint positio n,, Rj is the t.aveltime from
ihe receivel to the datum plane at the jth leceiver position, G¡ (structu'al term)
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is the normal inciclence two-way tlaveltime flom the datum plane to a subsurf¿ce

reflector at the kth CDP position, Mt is the time-averagecl RNMO (Residual NIVIO)

coefficient at the CDP position, and X¿,¡ is the distance between the ith shot and the

7th receiver.

The pilot traces were formeci using seven adjacent tLaces, and they were c¡oss-

colrelated with each trace of the NMO-collected CDP gathers. The pick of the

maximum cross-corlelation was usecl as a criterion to collect the iime-shift. The

solution fol the statics was obtained by numelical iterative procedur.e. To prevent

cycle skips, the maximum allowable shift per itelation \¡/as set to be 1b ms in absolute

value, about half of the dominant period, ancl the final statics \ryere estimatecl thr.ough

4 itelations. Fol acculate shift acljustment at shallow depth, computation of the cross-

collelation and its application fol statics wele performed aftel muting of the NV1O

stretches.

For the removal of structulal effects, G¡, associated with the shot ancl leceiver.

statics, two relatively consistent events corresponding to events F 3 and A in the

stack section (Figule 3.11) were selectecl as the reference; the west-dipping event F-3

between CDP #274 and S785, acLoss 0.9 s and 1.9 s, and the arcuate-type event A

between CDP #756 and ff2000, across 4.0 s,3.1 s ancl 3.7 s. The effect of structulal

removal through 4 itelations is shown in Figure 3.12 whele the west-clipping event

F-3 and anothel west-dipping event H at approximately zl.2 s appear to be fiattenecl

with increased number of itelations, especially alouncl the low-folclecl zone ancl at the

margin of i'eflectors.

A strongly focusecl segment of F-3 around CDP #810 in the final section (Fig-
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Figure 3.11: Final stack section for the line 2H. The major reflections were used for
removal of structural effects in residual statics. (Geological constraints applicable to
this section are shown in Figure 6.4).
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ule 3.11) was tested for the effects of residual statics. The effects can be seen in a
seiected NNfO-corlected CDP #801 gather', which was collected fi'om the shot points

along the crooked segment of the survey line (Figule 3.13a). Refraction statics wele

not vet'y effective in improving the image (Figure 3.13b) in this case, pr.obably because

of the unifolm thiclcness of the weathering layel and/ol inaccurate picking of the fir.st

break times, whiie the application of lesidual statics have irnpr.oved the focusing of

the reflectols by flattening the misalignments at 0.7 s (images fi.om fault F-1), 1.1 s

(images flom fault F-2), ancl 1.9 s (images from fault F-3) (Figure 8.13c).

The effectiveness of the lesiclual statics is cleally shown in the stacked clata (Fig-

ule 3.8c), which show tlemendously improved resolution, compaled to the ¡esolution

of initial stack (Figure 3.8a) and the stack with spectral balance (Figule B.8b). As

would be expectecl in a crystalline roclc envilonment, the ¡esiclual statics corr-ection

with high-frequency statics plays an effective and impor.tant role in improvi¡g the

resolution.

3.3.6 Velocity Estimation and Muting of NMo-stretched
Zone

Velocity analysis was first attemptecl on the KSZ clata with a constant-velocity

stack' However', the velocity as a function of traveltime coulcl not be r.eadily iclenti-

fiecl because NMO velocity was insensitive to traveltime, as is expectecl for complex

crystalline rocl< terlane. Thus, velocity estimation was incorporated using auxiliary

infolmation from sources such as lithological moclels (Geis et al., 19g0) ancl refi'action

stuclies (Figule 2.8). Two velocity moclels wele usecl for NNIO colrection, one basecl

on the high-veiocity intellayerecl zone in the west ancl one basecl on velocitv anomalies
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acl.oss faults in the east; a CDP winclow fi214-ft780 (6000-7200 mls) and another

CDP window ff787-ff2060 (6800-7600 m/s). For subsequent removal of glound r.o1l,

which coulcl not be rejected completely with spectral balance, the stretchecl por.tions

after the NMO colrection wele muted down to 200 ms at near offset ancl down to Bg0

ms at far offsets.

3.3.7 Poststack Processing and the Final Stack

The staclced clata show wealc energy whenever the CDPs have low-folcl coverage.

Therefore AGC was applied to compensate wealç stacking eneïgy by attempting trace

balancing (Figures 3.14a, b).

Cohelency enhancement was perfolmed to inclease the coherency of the image

aftet' tlace balancing was completecl using AGC. The size of window for- extlaction of

signal traces was set at 21 traces wide and 40 ms long, with a shift of 3 tr.aces ancl 16

ms at a time. Cohelency of the cross-cofrelation was estimatecl fi-om the dip of -200

ms per 15 ms intelval to the dip of 200 ms per 1b ms interval.

The final close-up section in the vicinity of the proposed CCDP clrill-site (Fig-

ule 3.15a) shows considerably improvedshailow leflections to clepth as shallow as 450

m depth below the surface. This clepth compares with a 1 km clepih in the original

section procluced by the contractor (Figule 3.15b). The or.iginal plocessing includecl

the steps of amplitucle recovery, elevation statics, first-break muting, trim statics,

CNIP stack, trace equalization, and banclpass frltering (Veritas Co., 1987). The loss

of the shallow reflections in the original section is plobably causecl by bulk muting

of frr'st l¡reaks (not interactive muting) ancl inconsistency of enelgy clue to the laclç
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of lesidual statics corr-ection, and by inappropliate staclcing process for. the clool<ecl

survey line.

3.4

3.4.L

I<SZ Line 2 (Regional) Data

Processing Sequence

The legional reflection line-2 data wele recolcled using 4 vibrator.s, a 50-m leceiver

intet'val, 100-m source intelval, vibrator sweep time of 14 s (8-b2 Hz), anil 18-s lis-

tening time (Table 2.1). Because the data acquisition was calliecl out along the same

line as the line 2H high lesolution profiling, the clata processing steps (Figur.e 3.16)

r'vere not significantly diferent from the ones used for the line 2H clata: initially em-

phasizing the implovement of S/N with fË filteling, ecliting of bad traces near the

shot points, muting aftel NiVIO correction, etc. However, focusing of leflection ene¡gy

aiong the bencls of ct'ookecl survey line was further emphasizecl fol line 2 because the

mid-points are more wiclely scattered in the regional lalge-offset cleep r.eflection clata

ancl because this effect would severely clefocus the reflection energy cluring the stack-

ing plocess. The focusing of the scattered mid-points was attemptecl by a cascadecl

application of crossdip colrection and lesidual statics (see Chapter' ,l).

3.4.2 CDP Binning viith Regional Data

It has r'viclely been known that when the sulvey was shot along a line lvith croolcs

and kinlcs, the stacking process shoulcl involve the concept of "binning" (Sher.iff ancl
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Geldalt, 1982)' This method is an attempt to lool< at the seismic enel'gy r.eflection

configulation in three dimensions, in ordel to investigate lateral infor-mation perpen-

clicular. to the line, r'ather than treating the line as if it wele straight. For. impr.ovement

of siacking energy over a line bend, the binning should favor sets of clepth poinis ly-

ing normal to ihe line compared with those lying parallel to the line (Lindsey, 1gg1).

Therefole, most plocessing software is designed to align the CDP bins nolmal to a

refelence line, which I will call the "effective CDP line" in this thesis. The effective

CDP line is controlled together with the bin size, so that the each bin can be main-

tained with uniform stack-fold covelage as consistently as possible, especially near

bends. The CDP bin size ancl the effective CDP line were tested ancl optimizecl for

maximization of stack energy, and a bin of 500 m height and 25 m wiclth was used

for pr.ocessing of the KSZ r.egional data.

3.4.3 Crossdip Correction

Due to scatteling of midpoints along the croohecl segments, any crossdip of the

subsulface reflectots intt'oduces timing eïrors ancl cleteriotation of the amplitucles of

wavelets thai impair the later stacking processes. To obtain coherent stacking energy

at the centle of each bin, each mid-point which is scattelecl away from the cent¡e

of the bins has to be corrected to a new centle locatecl along the effective CDp

line' Because ihe stacking pÌocess is also affected by static anomalies attributable

to inhomogeneities in the neal surface, the compensation fol time anomalies (c¡oss-

clip correction) is perfolmed after complete adjustment of statics anomalies (r.esiclual

statics ).
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The cascacled application of crossdip colrection ancl resiclual statics was plornising

not only in enhancement of staclting energy in the zones of largely scatter.ecl mid-

points but also in providing information on the tlue crossdip attitucles of the refl.ectinq

horizons.

The lines 1, 5, and 6 (Figule 2.1) are signiflcantly offset from the line 2 ancl they

do not provide information on the latelal continuity of the reflectols in the vicinity

of the line 2' Although the dynamite profiles L1 ancl L2 cross line 2, the clata is

of limited use in ploviding latelal control of the ILF7, due to sho¡t lecor.ciing time

(Miikereit et al., 1991).

Therefole, ihe tlue crossclip attitudes and iateral continuity of shallow r.eflectors

acLoss Iine 2 were investigated at a local scale, as a by-procluct of the lbcusing step,

by applying the clossdip colrection. In Chapter- 4, a segment along a veïy c¡ooke¿

portion of the line was testecl fol focusing with cascaclecl application of ihe clossclip

corlection and the lesiclual statics correction.

3.4.4 Semblance Filtering

In the real-scale section fol cleep clustal clata, ii is difficult, if not impossible,

to identify weak reff.ectors clue to the compact scale of leflections in both spatial

and temporal cooldinates. Thus, one of the objectives of plocessing deep cr.ustal

seismic data is the iclentification and extraction of cohetent events from the stack

section. As these events from the clystalline terlanes ale oflen coherent ovel only

short clistances, local cohelency is mole relevant than global continuity. Thus the local

semblance technique (iVlilkereit, 1987; Cheadle, 1988; Milkereit ancl Spencer., 1gg0),
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delived flom a slant-stack appt'oach, was usecl fol the estimation of coherencies. These

coherencies, when applied to the original data, enhance locally coherent events as lvell

as supplessing incoherent noise.

The main steps of the semblance filteling are: computation of local semblances,

estimation of cohelencies using the semblances, and multiplication of the input stack

clata by the coherency. Local semblances are computed using a slant-stack method..

For a wavefield u(x,t) of the staclc section, let a clip (slowness) passband be definecl

fol dips p¿, sampleà at D equally spaced steps betweeTt pmin and. p^o, so as to include

all dips of interest (Figule 3.17):

P*¡n 1pd. 1F*o,, (7 < d < ,). (3.2)

A local coherency estimate c(r,t) is obtained for each sample of the wavefielcl u(x,t)
by moving a iimited apertule (tr-trace) winclow acïoss the wavefield u(c, t). Let r.
denote the spatial cooldinate of the nth sample of the wavefielcl u(x,t). Fol a given

.lip p¿, the semblance, s(ú, p¿i rn) of the wavefielcl u(x,t) at c,, ancl at tirne / is definecl

AS:

s(t,p¿; xn) : - s(!'Po;.*')' 
-: lE[ru@;ñ' (3'3)

whele S(t,,po;r.) is the local slant stacl< (MclVIechan, 1983) of an tr-t¡ace ape¡ture

centlecl aL tn,
L

S (t, po; * n) : I u(x ¿, t¿),

l=1

and whele u(x,t) is the seismic ciata at clistance x:¿ ancr at time

(3 4)

tt:t*p¿(rt-**). (3.5)
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Figule 3.17: Beam-folming diagr:am fol multitrace dip ancl coherency analysis.

The calculation of ^9(ú, p¿i x,) involves a selies of shift and sum operations and is

easily vectorizable. With legularly spacecl clata, the time shift,s requir.ed clo not var-y

along the line ancl need to be calculatecl only once.

Fol each sample of the seismic section we obtain D coherency measure s s(trp¿; x),

each of which has a value between 0 ancl 1. The lower bound corlesponcls to complete

incohelency and the upper bound to identical amplitudes u(r,ú) on all -L tlaces of the

apeltule' We clefine a local cohelency estimate c(x,t) as the peak semblance value,

c(x ,t) : maxls (ú , p¿i r)], 0 < ,1 < D), (3 6)

ancl the local clip estimate p(x,t) is clefi.ned as the slowness pd associatecl with this

local coherency estimate. Cohet'encies c(r,f) are acljusted as the peak semblance

laisecl to the power r¿,

o
E
tr

I

+

C(x,t) : c(n,t)", (3.7)
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the power being dependent on the estimated S/N of the clata. This has the effect of

pushing low semblances lowel lvhile minimally clecreasing high semblances; the lar.ger

the exponent, the more the incoherent noise is reduced. The coherency-enhanced

data U(x,ú) are given by multiplying the observecl image u(x,t) with the cohelency-

weighted image C(r,t):

U(x,t) : u(*,t)C@,t). (3.8)

The finite-apelture slant stacks (Equation 3.a) and the semblance measurements

(Equation 3.3) must be evaluatecl for each sample of the observecl wavefreld u(x,t).

The choice of the number of traces (I) for the finite apertur-e depends on the latelal

extent over which the signal is expectecl to be cohelent. Fol the test data, an 11-

tlace apertule (tr : 11) corresponding to a distance of 24b m \¡/as used to compute the

coherency estimates c(x,t). This value fol the apeltule was arrivecl at after a ser.ies

of expeliments. The values of. L :9, 11, and 13 were founcl to effectively eliminate

backgrouncl noise without clegradation of signal energy. Of the thr-ee, -L : 11 was

judged to be the best value.

The number of beam-forming operations (D) is dependent on the fi.equency con-

tent, spatial sampling intelval (gap between CDP tlaces) and maximum dip of the

data, together with othel computational constlaints. Here, 19 beam-forming oper-

ations (D : 19) were appliecl covering the usel-specified clip passband lange þ*,*,

P*i',] of +/-0.30 ms/m. An exponent of 1 'was used. as a powel rz, since it was not

requir.ecl to boost the signal due to sufficient SIN in the obser.vecl clata.

The semblance-filtered stack section is usually displayecl as a variable-alea plot,

which is icleal fol clata sets in which the most important information to be clisplavecl
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is the colrelation of events between traces. Figules 3.18 shows the segments of a

stackecl section displayed thlee $/ays: (a) with normal valiable-area wiggle tr.aces;

(b) bias-controlled variable-alea traces; and (c) bias-controlled plot after semblance

filteling. In Figure 3.18a, high-amplitucle ranclom noise is smeared in the locally co-

helent events. Relatively stlong reflectols ale emphasized in the bias-contr.olled plot

(Figule 3.1Sb). Figule 3.18c shows the enhancement of the coherent events by sup-

plessing incohelent backglound noise, and the images are more clearly visible using

bias-controlled amplitudes.

3.5 AECL (Shallow High-Resotution) Data

3.5.L Processing Steps

The problems with the ple-plocessed AECL shallow high-resolution data rvere as

follows: stlong shot-generated surface waves; bacl traces clue to coupling pr.oblems;

vely iow S/N; and traveltime distortion due to irregularities in the near-surface, all

of which commonly pose selious difficulties to shailow high-resolution experiments.

The basic strategy to image the shallow fi'acture zones with the clesired resoiution

includes: editing of bad ttaces depencling on the early arrivals; f-k frltering on shot

gathels; r'esidual statics on NMO-corlecteci leceiver ancl/or shot gathels befole stack;

ancl energy balance and amplitucle eclualization aftel stack (Figure B.19).

To analyze the fracture zones, the reflection images of the major fi'actule zones

in the final section \ì/ere correlatecl with a synthetic seismogram constructed from

available well-log data. They wer.e also analyzecl in telms of reflection-coefËcient map
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as a function of inciclence angle-target depth, and in terms of instantaneous attr-ibutes.

3.5.2 Amplitude Spectrum

The dominant frequency of the AECL clata is arouncl 35-40 Hz but the signal

energy is spread up to 100 Hz (Figule 3.20). To focus on the relativeiy shallow

leflectors, the palameters for bandpass filteling of 20-30-90-100 Hz were selectecl to

faithfuliy preserve high-fi'equency component.

Bad traces in both clata sets (URLI and URL2) wele carefully editecl on the

bandpass-filterecl shot gathels, plimalily by examining the shallow events with clepths

clown to 0.2 s below surface.

3.5.3 /-fr Filtering

Strong shot-genelatecl sulface waves and scatteled ener.gy can not be effectively

attenuated through banclpass flltering, but can be effectively suppr.essed by shot /-k
filteling. The /-k filter was clesignecl to remove surface waves, S waves, if any, and

scattet'ecl energy r,vith appalent velocity less than 3500-4000 m/s. AGC was pelfo¡mecl

in every shot gather. to flatten the amplitucle in the f-k domain plior to clesign of a

/-,t filter" This was necessary because both clata sets wer.e clominatecl by the filst

bleak energy and/or grouncl roll near surface. Before the clata were inverse-Fourier

transformed, a 5-sample taper length was usecl fol tapeling arouncl polygon eclits.

An exampleof f-k filtering on a URL2 shot gather ffI250 (Figule 3.21a) is shown in

Figule 3.21b. In palticulat', leflectecl energy maskecl by iar.ge-arnplitucte g¡ound roll
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Figure 3.20: Amplitude spectrum (Kim and Moon, 1gg0).
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at shallow depth is enhanced considerably, showing approximate leflection hyper.bolas

(FZ2 and FZ3) at shallow depths.

3.5.4 Velocity Estimation

In crystalline locks, acculate velocity estimation is very difficult since there a¡e

usually gladual changes in physical propelties such as density ancl velocity, d1e to

irregular geological ancl lithologic changes (Dahi-Jensen, 1989). Auxilialy infor.mation

on the AECL dat¿ was also obtained on the velocity from the available well-iog clata

in the stucly alea ancl tested using a constant-velocity paltial stack, afier applic¿tion

of residual statics. A lange of velocity values between 5200 ancl 6100 m/s was usecl

for the stacking velocity.

3.5.5 Residual Statics Correction

Resid.ual statics colrection is clitical in imaging of shallow reflector.s using high-

resolution techniques because it compensates fol near'-surface ir-reguiar.ities by pre-

serving the sholt-wavelength components of refl.ections. The tr.aveltime methocl for.

estimating the statics lelies on a set of continuous high-S/N reflections. This methocl

is not adequate fol fractut'e-zone mapping, because the nonlinear operation of picking

cross-colrelation peaks is susceptible to failure clue to the 1ow-S/N data and discontin-

uous leflectors charactelistic of crystalline loclç. Thus the stack power maximization

methocl (Ronen ancl Claelbout, 1985; Dahl-Jensen, 1989), known to be effective for-

low S/N ancl low-folcl clata, was testecl and appliecl to ihe AECL clata sets. This

methoci is not clepenclent on the existence of a key reflector', but oper.ates clirectly on
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the data by maximizing the po\¡/eï of the CDp stack.

A supertlace was composed of ihe tlaces from the NMO-collectecl. CDP gather..

This tlace was cl'oss-collelatecl with another supeltlace of all the t¡aces in the reÌevant

part of the CVf P stack in sequence, without contributions of that CMP (IT&4, 1gg0).

The maxirnum cross-correlation was computed and subsequently appliecl to correct

the staclç. To apply the residual static correction efficiently ancl to limit str.uctural

influence, supertraces were formed fi'om a small numbel of gather.s (3 NVIO-corrected

CDP gathers)' For accurate shift adjustment at shallow ciepths, the computation of

stack po\4/e1' and its application fol statics was perfolmecl fi'om depths as shallow as

0.02 s, aftet' complete muting of the NMO-stletched clata. To prevent cycle skips,

the maximum alìowable shift is chosen as small as 10 ms, less than the ciominant

period of the two data sets. The effectiveness of resiclual statics colrection is shown

in Figute 3.22b, which shows the improved continuity of the antiform stluctures with

acculate adjustment of time shifts for r.esidual statics.

3.6 Aspö (Shaltow High-Resolution) Data

3.6.L Data Processing

The Ãspö claia (ASCII-format headel of ABEIVI typ") were r.eformattecl into SEG-

Y folmat at the Universitv of Manitoba before they were loaclecl and furthel processecl.

Eally processing ancl some panei tests hacl pleviously been carlied out using Disco

packages (CogniSeis Development Co., 19S8) at LSPF, connectecl through the Cana-

dian BITNET backbone (Kim and NIoon, 1989). Furthel processing lvas performecl
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using Insight plocessing software (IT&4, 1990), which was clistributecl in ear-lv 19g0

to the LITHOPROBE ploject (Appendix A).

The processing encountered serious problems of clipping, ener.gy scattering from

vertical inhomogeneities such as faults, and ovelall low S/N. The pr.ocessing steps

wer.e not significantly cliffelent from the ones used for AECL clata. The basic str-at-

egy includes (Figure 3.23): editing of bad traces depending on the early observable

alrivals; /-k filtering on shot gathels; residual statics on the NNIO-corr.ected receivel

ancl/or shot gathet's befole stach; banclpass filtering and energy balancing afte¡ stack.

3.6.2 Reformat to SEG-Y

The ABEM-formatted clata tapes wele leformatted into stanclard SEG-Y format

priol to plocessing to malce ihe clata compatible with the plocessing packages, ancl

copiecl onto a new tape using a subroutine written at the University of Nlanitoba. The

ABEM-type clata consists of 95 shot gathers, each in a single file, with an EOF (Encl

of File) marlç. In each file, the first lecord is the ASCII trace header followecl by the

tlace data (trace 1, trace 2,...,trace24)in 16-bit fixed point (INTEGER*2) forrnat.

At the Univelsity of Manitoba the tlace heaclers ancl the corlesponcling tr-ace clata

were split ancl were lefolmattecì. into one big SEG-Y file, in which an EBCDIC carcl

and Binaly File Heaclel wele addecl. The tlace clata were then formattecl into 36-bit

floating point (REAL*4), with an IBG (Inter Block Gap) between traces (Figure J.Z4).
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ASCII Trace Header 512 Bytes
INT*2 Bytes

SHOT #1

Trace 1

Trace 2

Trace 24

ASCII Trace Header

SHOT #2

Trace I
Trace 2

Trace 24

ASCII Trace Header

SHOT #95

Tarce 1

Trace 2

Trace 24

EBCDIC Card I 3200 Bytes

Binary File Header | 400 Bytes

-Trace- 1-H-çad-e-r
Tbace 1

240 Bytes
REAL*4 Bytes

SHOT #1

Tlace 2 Header
Ttace 2

Tþace 24 Header
T)ace 24

ll!sp_e_ J_!!e4_d_e_q
Trace 1

-taç-e-
Tlace

?-Hça-d-e-c
2 SHOT #95

þaçp-?4He-qde{-----
Trace 24

End of File (EOF)

-- Inter Block Gap (IBG) between Traces
---- Inter Block Gap (IBG) between Trace Header and Data

Figule 3.221: Reformatting of the ABEM clata to the SEG-Y folmat.
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3.6.3 Amplitude Spectrum

Spectlal analysis of the shot gathels shows that signal energy is confined to the

frequency band of 10-200 Hz, with the clominant frequelìcy approximately at 55-60

Hz (Kim and iVloon, 1989), although some of the traces have fi'ecluency components

up to 500 Hz, with a frequency peak at about 150 Hz (Figur.e 3.2b).

These highel frequency signals wele interpreted as powel-line noise or ringing

noise in the leceivel holes. Tlaces with 150-Hz ringing and incohelent energy aïe

excluded in the subsequent plocessing. To focus on the relatively shallow lefl.ector.s,

the filtel parameters of the bandpass fiitel were set at 25-40-ï90-200 Hz to preser-ve

high-flequency components.

3.6.4 /-k Filtering

On an unprocessed shot gather, the following events are present in adclition to

the weak lefiection events; head wave (approximately 5500 */r), grouncl roll (sur'-

face wave) with velocity langing from apploximately 2400 n-ls to 2900 m/s, other.

low-velocity noise events (associatecl with glound roll reflected fi'om near-surface het-

erogeneities) with approximate velocity o,f 240t m/s (Figule 3.26a). 'Ihe shot gather

also exhibits severe clipping of amplitucles, but fortunately this occur.s mostly on

the early low-velocity events. This clipping problem lvas hanclled by a specifically

written interpolation subroutine, which leconstructecl the original tlaces as closely as

possible ancl by subsequent processing such as f-k flltering. After.a few tests, it was

learnecl that the clipping problem, which r,vas associatecl with the grouncl roll, was
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not as sevel'e as initially suspected and the plocessing proceedecl following the nor.mal

processing steps.

Attenuation of ground roll was calried out bv f-k filtering. An f-k domain plot

of a shot gather' (Figure 3.26a) is shown in Figule 3.27. The r.inging effect is clearly

shown alound 150 Hz, as expectecl from the shot gather ancl amplitude spect¡um

(Figure 3-25). The ground roll rvith velocity of 2500 m/s is replesented in the inter.val

of 2500-2700 m/s with high amplitudes. The lesuit of the pass-mode f,t filter. is shown

in Figule 3.26b, where most of ground rolls wele removecl and the reflection eventrs

were lecovelecì. Performance of the f-k frlter is explainecl by application of leject-

mocle filter., which ale designed to extract the glound loll by r:ejecting the ¡eflection

events' The result with reject-mode filter (Figure 3.26c) indicates that most of the

clipped data are associated with glound lolls, which can be effectively removecl using

an optimum pass-rnode f-k filier..

3.6.5 Brute Stack

The stackecl section near the borehole KAS04 fol the tine RS881 of the Äspö clata

(Figure 3.28a) shows the lesult of banclpass filteling and AGC. The weak r.eflection

events are suppressecl by the stlong inclined featules associatecl with the surface \¡/aves

ancl/or scatteled eneïgy fi'om inhomogeneities. Thus, the apex of ihe inclinecl featule

on the blute stack plovicles information on the location of verticai inhomogeneities

(".S. subvertical faults). \Vith basic processing steps ancl palameter.s (ecliting bacl

tLaces' shot /-kfilteling, receiverstatics, ancl energy balance after stack), the inclinecl

featui'es ancl uncolrelatecl noise ale greatly attenuatecl, resulting in well focusecl re-
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flections at shallow depths (Figure 3.28b).

3.7 Surrrrnary and Discr.¡.ssion

With the talget-olientecl pïograms specially formulated in the couLse of this the-

sis I'esearch, commercial exploration-oriented plocessing software can be successfully

aclaptecl io a signifrcantly diffelent type of seismic imaging that of cleep c¡ustal pr.ofil-

ing and the mapping of shallow fi'acture zones. Attenuation of gr.ound r.oll, exclusion

of bacl records, editing of bad tLaces, muting of NMO-str.etched por-tion, accu¡are

statics corlection, and applopriate stacking plocedures ale provecl to be critical steps

fol low-S/N data, often characteristic of the lecorcls fi'om granitic plutons and meta-

morphosecl rock environments.

The main processing stlategy in cleep crustal clata of the KSZ transect fbr. LITHO-

PROBE emphasizecl incleasing the consistency of reff.ection energy) especially along

the crookecl segments of the sulvey line. The improvement of the focusing energy at

bencls is pelformecl by spectral balancing, offset-valiant stacl<ing, and residual static

corrections fbl high resolution clata (line 2H), ancl by the control of CDP bin size ancl

cascaded corlections of clossdips and lesiclual staiics fbr regional clata (line 2).

In the shallow reflection data frorn AECL ancl Aspö, shallow fracture zones \ryere

successfully mappecl with an appropliate processing technique, r,vhich was primarily

clesignecl to inclease S/N by maintaining as much shallow info¡mation as possible.

thlough glounil-roll elimination, statics colrection, clata editing, etc.
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The overall conclusions gained in the plocessing of the test data are summarizecl

as follows.

(1) The palameters of the field acquisition of seismic reflection clata are primary

factors in cletermining the quality of plocessed result. In palticular, a high-r'esolution

reflection survey fol mapping of shallow fi'actule zones lequir-es very car-eful planning

and selection of optimizecl field palametels for the maximum s/N.

(2) Conventional processing techniques used for exploring sedimenta¡y basins for

petroleum can be successfully appliecl to the imaging of clystalline locks if they are

modified with respect to processing targets ancl clata charactelistics. Repr-ocessing

with additional focusing techniclues either improved or mappecl new talget r-eflectors

in each clata set.

(3) Common processing techniques yield satisfactoly results when applied to clata

flom different sources (dynamite and Vibr.oseis), although icleally, different str.ategies

should be employed for each. Fol example, despite the fact that the basic minimum-

phase assumption is violated fol Vibroseis data, spectlal balancing witholt conver.sion

of zer.o-phase data io the minimum-phase equivalent works well fol Vibloseis clata.

(4) Residual statics collection with stack-power optimization, ecliting of low-quality

tLaces, r'ejection of near-sulface noise, ancl optimal stacking processes ale founcl to be

critical steps fol the improved resolution of lelatively shallow reflector.s.



Chapter 4

Crossdip Correction

4.L Concept and Application

Seismic clata processing and subsequent intelpretation depend very much on the

dips of reflectors. They become more clifficult when the survey line clirection changes

abluptly; thus considerable effoli is put into survey planning to keep the su¡vey lines

stlaight' However', it is sometimes impossible to lun a straight-line survey. Logistic

access ancl geological stluctulal complications may make it impossible to place sur.vey

lines in desilecl directions. Therefot'e, large-scale seismic surveys (i.e., deep c¡ustal

sounclings) are frequently conductecl along crookecl survey lines. Sometimes the sur-

vey lines are plannecl and lun intentionally along croohecl lines to obtain adclitional

information such as crossclip attitudes of leflectols. The teLm "crookecl" is usecl lvhen

a survey has shot points ancl receivel groups that ale not collinear. ,,Crossdip" is

defined as the component of the local clip in the clirection per.penclicular to a given

segment of the clooked line.

On a stlaight survey line, the leceiver ancl shot points locations ale collinear, ancl

71ttr
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(a) STRAIGHT LINE

(b) cRooKED LtNE

Figure 4.1: CNIP geometly for (a) straight ancl (b) croolced sur-vey-lines.

do not carry crossdip infolmation (Figure 4.1a). However', when the survey line is not

straight, the midpoints between the shot points and receivel locations are scatter.ecl

in both in-line ancl cross-line directions (Figure 4.lb).

As discussed in the section on Conventional Seismic Data Pr.ocessing in Chapter 3,

the zelo-offset NIVIO collection ancl CVIP staching are not valicl for- ciipping reflector-

cases- In conventional processing, clipping events ale interpletecl in terms of two-

dimensional geometry stliking perpenclicular to the stlaight sulvey line, ignoring the

Cross-Line

É+ In-Line

I
Depth
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component of dip in the closs-line direction. For a straight sur.vey-line, there is no

midpoint scatteling effect in the closs-line dilection (Figure 4.2a). Although stacked

tlaces are bettel focusecl only aftel the NiVIO colrection, information beari'g on the

crossclip angle, (, fol a subsurface reflectors (dipping only in the cr.oss-line di¡ection)

can not be extracted fi'om the CVIP gathels (Figure 4.2b,c). In this thesis, crossdip

angle, (, is defined as a component of true dip in any clesired clirection inclusive of the

tlue-dip dilection. In the special case when there is only cross-line dip (Figure 4.2a),

the crossdip angle, (, becomes equivalent to the true dip of the lefl.ector..

On a crooked survey line (Figure 4.3a), the miclpoints are scatterecl in both in-

line and closs-line clirections. The crossdip angle, (, can be obtainecl from the micl-

points scattelecl along the closs-spreacl. The reflection events in a CMP gather. (a

set of traces in a, CDP bin) appeal inconsistent with respect to the offset (shoi-to-

receiver) clistance colresponcling to each trace (Figure 4.3b). The crossdip angle, (,

is indicatecl on the transvelse-offset soltecl gather with the NVIO correction appliecl

(Figure 4.3c,d): the progressive misalignments of reflection signals with increasing

tlansverse offset form a function of the clossdip angle: /((). Thus the crossclip of

subsulface reflectors can introduce amplitucle smear:ing as well as time errors that can

seliously impail the stacl<ing process. The focusing effect with the crossclip cor¡ection

is shown schematically with a stackecl trace (Figule 4.3e), while the staclcecl ene¡gy

without crossdip correction is broaclly smearecl, r'esulting in a defocusecl image of the

reflector (Figur.e 4.3c1).

The ctossclip corlection is more important fol cleep LITHOPROBE type c¡ustal

clata where spleacl ancl offsets are lalge (Kim ancl iVloon, 19g2a), because the micl-

points tencl to be mole wiclely scatterecl with increasing offset (Figui'e r1.4).
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In-line Offset In-line Offset

CMP Gather NMO Corrected

Figure 4.2: Crossdip infolmation on the stlaight sulvey line. There is no in-line
component of dip and the tr.ue dip is entir.ely crossclip, (.
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Figure ,l.3: Schematic diaglam
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of clossdip effects along a crookecl survev line.
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O Shot

o Receiver for High-Resolution Data
Â CMP for High-Resolution Data

Q Receiver for Regional Deep Data

A CmP for Regional Deep Data

Figur.e 4.4: Clossclip correction for large_offset clata.

Effectiveness of the clossdip collection also clepends on the attitudes of the sub-

sulface reflectols. Fol example, with the NW-clipping KSZ structures, application of

the clossdip correction lvas more effective fol the SW sulvey line clata tha' those for.

the NW survey line, because most of the CDP bins transvelse to the SW sur.vey line

ale alignecl in the clip direction of the NW survey line (Figur.e 4.5).
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SURVEY LINE

Figule 4.5: Crossdip correction fol NW ctipping r.eflector..

4.2 Estimation of Crossdip Attitudes

4.2.L Straight Survey Line

When a profile is at an appreciable angle to the dilection of dip, cleter.mination

of the dip becomes a three-dimensional problem and the crossdip is conventionally

estimatecl fi'om shot gathers at the intelsection of two straight lines by using methocls

of solid analytical geometly (Sheriff and Gelclart, 1982). For a hor.izontal XY plane

r,vith the Z axis extencling veltically clownwalcl (Figur.e 4.6), the dip, €, in the plane

containing OX and OP for a síngle shot on the X-axis is lepr-esenteiL by the dip

move-out â? or clefinecl in Figure 4.6, rvhere:

V AT,sinÉ-
2LX (4.1)



If there is a spread along the }r-axis (cr-oss-splead), one has

sinú - YLTr' 2 A'Y',
(4r\

whele the clip, ty', is measured in the plane containing the OY and OP. Consequently,

we can obtain infolmation on the tlue dip, 7, of the reflector-(Sheriff ancl Gelclart,

1e82):

.: - V,,LTr\2 * (LTo\rl'/'sln?-TL\lX/,\L.n,,, (4.3)

where the components of dip move-out ffi ancl ffi u.t" also called apparent clips.

The stlike of the refl.ector', Á, can be also estimated using the two dip move-outs

(Sheliff and Gelclart, 1g82):

ranA - 
(Lr,lLX)
(LrvlLY)

L2T

(4.4)

Using tligonometric relations the value of crossdip, (, ir the clesilecl di¡ection can be

obtained f'om the values of the true dip r¡ and the strike z\.

Informaiion on the crossdip attitudes fol stlaight lines can be obtained only at the

intelsection point of two stlaight survey lines. In adclition, it is clifficult to investigate

dip move-outs from reflection hypelbolas in shot gathers which have low S/N, as is

pa.ticularly common in the c'vstalline roclc envi'onment.

4.2.2 Crooked Survey Line

When the survey line is crookecl, the crossdip infolmation can be locally extr.actecl

(i'e., at any point on the sutvey line) from a CDP gathel in which each tr-ace contains

the information on the cross-line offset ts as weil as the in-line offset X foi' the cor-

lesponcling miclpoint' The conventional stacking process assumes that the traveltime
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Figure 4.6: Crossdip information from
(1e82)).
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equation in a CDP gathel is (Sheriff ancl Gelclart, 19g2):

T: (To,o2 + x¡,'¡v'¡t/', (4 5)

where 7 is the traveltime from soulce to leceiver,, Xp is the source-to-r.eceiver o¡

offset distance fol CDP, 7 is the NMO velocity, and ?6,p is the zero-offser rwo-way

traveltime fol CDP. Equation 4.5 is approximately valid fol leflectors of moclelate

cross-line clip along the profile. such a component of dip, i.e., perpendicular to x,
has no effect as long as the shot-r'eceiver line for each tlace in the gather.is the same. If
clip along the profile is large, the dip move-out (DNIO) equation shoulcl be substitutecl

(Yilmaz, 1989; Wang ancl West, 1gg3).

Equation 4'5 will not be satisfiecl if a seismic line is clooked. ancl there is significant

crossdip. Depaltures of CIVIP from CDP (the cent¡e of CDP bin) inir.oduce tLansveLse

ofset into the traveltime equation ancl then clip across the plofile becomes impo¡tant.

In this thesis, the telm "transveLse offset" is used as the clistance between CDp ancl

CMP in a selectecl CDP bin.

A new traveltime equation foi' each CX4P with lespect to CDP can be given by

(Figure 4.7):
2ar n /

T : l(To,, + 2+YD,M) * xuz ¡vz1t/2,'V

where ( is the crossdip, Yp,¡,l is the transverse offset between CDP and CVIp, ancl

X¡t is the source-to-r'eceiver clistance fol CIVIP (Lalner et al., lg7g; Wang ancl West,

1991). This equation specifies that there is resiclual move-out in the CDP qather aftel

N1VIO corlection, that is,

(4.6)

(4 7)T : (To,¡w' + X*r, lVr)'/',
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Figule 2tr.7: Schematic diagram for a clossdipping reflector for the CDP l>in k (Kim
et al., 1992a).

where To,m is the zero-offset two-way tlaveltime for CMp:
'*

To,,u : To,n lz\!Yo.*
t/

or

To,¡,t-To,D:r#no,*. (4.e)

Gener.alizing the resiclual move-out (Equation 4.9) fol the shot i ancl the receive¡

j, the traveltime clifference A? attributable to the clossclip error. can be expressecl as

(4.8)
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(Figule 4.7):

LT¡,¡ : zffU,i :ZpY,¡, (4.10)

where LT¿,i is the crossdip corlection, I/¡ is the velocity of the topmost leflector at

the CDP k, (¡, is the crossclip angle at the CDP k, Y,¡ is the crossclip distance between

midpoint and the corresponding CDP point, i is the shot nurnber, j is the r.eceiver.

number', and p is the clossdip slowness f'ol a given k (Ifim et al., rggz).

In Equation 4.10, the clossdip term A-T¿,j, oliginally derived fi.om the NMO equa-

tion (Equation 4.7), is expressed in telms of crossdip slowness p and transve¡se offset

Y,i. Consequently the clossclip correction can be carlied out thr:ough a slant stack

transfolmation with respect to transverse offset, on the NNIO-collected CDP gather-s.

4.3 cascaded Application of crossdip correction
and Residual Statics

4.3.L Crossdip Correction

For an optimum stack along a croolced line, the size of CDP bins and c¡ossclip

corrections fi.rst have to be optirnized. A segment (CDP ffs 1805 to 3030) of the

Kapuskasing data along a very clookecl portion of the line was testecl fol focusing using

the crossclip corlection and subsequent application of resiclual statics (Figule 21.8).

As cliscussed in the section on CDP Binning with Regional Data in Chapter' B, the

effective CDP line and CDP bin size were tested fol the maximization of staching

energy. The CDP bin size was optimizecl with a bin of b00 m heieht and.2b m wiclth.
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In the clossdip collection, each midpoint, which is scatteled away from the centre

of the bin, was first corrected to a neu¡ centre locatecl alonA the effective CDp line

(Appendix 8.1).

An NlViO-corlected CDP gather (ff2770; Figure 4.9a), selectecl for the focusing

test, shows a strong reflection at about 1.9 s, possibly associated with a fault zone

(Figule 2'4, Figure 2.5a,b, and Figule 6.a). The consistent leflection image over the

whole range of transvelse offset (approximately 500 m) inclicaies lateral continuity of

the stlucture in the cross-line direction. However, the stacked energy over the time

window of 1.9-2.05 s, associated with the fault zone, is br.oaclly smealecl. Reflectecl

energy dispelsion ovel the winclow indicates the defocusecl image of the fault zone.

The ploglessive misalignments of reflection energy with increasing transverse offset

ale cleally shown in Figule 4.9b: as the tlansverse offset is increasecl, the refiection

energy at around 1.9 s is distorted from the flattened images at the near transverse-

offset zone. In Figule 4.9b, the true attitude of the corresponcling r.eflector. is clear-ly

shown as it clips gently northward in the window of rapiclly incleasing t¡ansverse-offset

(i.e., tlansverse offset winclow between -44 m ancl -152 m).

The impr'ovement in focusing by applying the crossdip corlection is cleally shown

in Figule 4'9c, whele the r.eflection image is flattenecl ancl stackecl trace is lbcusecl

thlough a downwarcl shift at the negative transverse offset, ancl an uplvalcl shift at

the positive offset, by a maximum of approximately 0.025 s (z : zpy).

A slant stack test (Appenclix 8.2) appliecl with varying horizontal slowness p will

plovide the best focusecl reflection panel r,vhen the assumecl clip approaches the tlue

crossdip of the reflectors. This clip is a function of p(: sin (nlV*). The conventional
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linear lateral scale. (a) Before crossdip correction. (b) After sort in the order of
transverse offset. (c) After cr.ossdip correction with slowness -b.0 x 10-s s/m.
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stack co.responds to a stacl< with zero crossclip correctior (p:0, Figur.e 4.10a).

The best focus in this experiment was obtained with the p value of -b.0 x 10-5 s/m

(Figule 4-10b), from which the true crossdip of the subsulface r-eflector.was estimatecl

to be app'oximately 17" with an estimated velocity of 6000 m/s.

This dip corlesponds well with lecent lesults of vadous Kapuskasing rr.ansect

expeliments: the estimated dip of 15" NW fol the laminatecl r.efl.ections from high-

lesolution cross-lines (Figule 2.72a); the UTEM result (Figure z.IZb) in the vicinity

of the line 2; the 15" N clip of a low angle thrust fault along the line 1 (Percival et

al., 1989; Hajnal et a1., 1991); the 15' N\rV clip along the line 6 (Per.cival et al., 1g8g;

Hajnal et al., 1991); ancl the 20'Nw dip along the line b (wu et al., 1gg2).

4.3.2 Residual Statics Correction

Neal-sulface irregularities are known to adverseiy affect the stacking pr.ocess.

These static anomalies due to near-surface irlegulalities leave reflection events mis-

aligned on the NMO/clossclip colrectecl CDP gather. Summation of such misalignecl

events causes not only timing errols but also detelioration of the chalacte¡ ancl ampli-

tucle of wavelets' Thelefore the estimation of the time anomalies caused by crossclip

and the static anomalies (r'esiclual statics) attlibutable to variations in the near-

surface should both be consiclerecl before the stacking plocess.

The clossclip corlection can be incorpolatecl into a system of simultaneous equa-

tions (Equation 3.1) that model lesiclual static anomalies (Lar.ne¡ et al., 1979):

(4.11)T¿,i : S¿ * R¡ * Gn t MrX¿,i' I BnY,¡,
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(a) CDP 2420

CDP 2420 2328 22LO 2 110 200s

a
(D
c
F1.

(b)

I
(D

Etrr.

2.3

Þ'igLrre'1.10: Stack section of the test segrnent. (a) Stack section rvithout crossclip
corrcction (lvith P: 0, convcntiona,i stack). (b) Stack section a,fter-clossclip cor.r.ection(witlrp: -5.0 x 10-5 s/').
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whele Bn (:2p, in Equation 4.10) is inclucled as the crossdip coefficient at CDp fu,

and \,¡ is the tlansvelse offset distance fi'om the midpoint. The large system of

simultaneous equatíons is an effective apploach for focusing r-eflectors with different

cÎossclips, by using multiple cross-coïrelation windows centled on pr-ominent reflec-

tions. However', the convelgence of such a large system of equations is repo¡tecl to be

vet'y sensitive to static errors (Larnel et al., 1979). Furthermole, the crossdip estima-

tion ancl tlaveltime picking play vely important roles in achieving optimal results.

Pleliminary application of clossdip collection and subsequent exclusion of the

cÏossdip term fi'om ihe Equation 4.11 are now attempted. A set of conf'o¡mably

clipping leflectors such as the one being testecl in this study, can exciud.e one Lln-

known factor'' B¡, from the sirnultaneous equation, and after accurate estimation of

B¡ thlough a panel slant-stack test, one has

T;,¡' : T¿,i - BnY,¡ : fi + R¡ * G¡ I M¡X¿,¡z, (4 1)\

whele T¿,¡' is the traveltime with exclusion of the crossclip attitucle (Kim et ai., lgg2a).

If we clo not exclude the crossclip component, B¿, from the total reflection time, ?¿,¡,

the effects of ambiguous information clue to the clossdip erlor will contaminate othel

telms in the solution. This cascaclecl application of crossdip cor.r.ection ancl residual

statics collection is advantageous in that existing conventional resicluaì statics pac¡-

ages can be used without moclification, ancl their pelformance is enhancecl bv the

preliminary crossdip cor.r.ection.

To determine the static shift, the stack-powel maximization methocl (Ronen ancl

Claerbout, 1985; Dahl-Jensen, 1989), known to be superior to the traveltime picking

methocl (Lalner et al., 1979) fol lor,v S/N clata, was appliecl. The effect of focusins
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of laminatecl leflectors by attenuation of ground loll, and cascacied application of

the crossclip colrection and tesidual statics proceclures (Kim et al., Igg2a), is clearly

shown in Figure 4.11.

4.4 Fseudo-3-D fmage Reconstruction

The effect of crossdip correction fol the SW portions of the survey line is clearly

shown in the final section (Figure 4.I2b). Compaled with the pleliminary stac¡ecl sec-

tion (Figute4.72a), shallow reflectols and fault zones in the Ìepïocessed stach section

(Figule 4-12b) are more clearly delineated and lesolved with a clistinct wester.ly dip

of approximately 16". The preliminaly plocessing inclucled AGC, datum corr-ection,

first bleak muting, tlim statics, CDP stack, banclpass filteling, and amplitucle equal-

ization. Improved images between CDP numbels 3600 ancl 4000 can be explainecl by

the effectíveness of the crossclip collection for the SW survey line (Figure 4.g), with

the NW-clipping KSZ structures (Figure 4.5).

The imploved resolution through various focusing techniques (Figur-e 4.12b) ap-

pears to be comparable with high-resolution seismic results (Figure 4.18). Below the

compositionally intellayered zone E, thr.ee disiinct west-clipping reflector.s F-1, F-2,

ancl F-3, collesponding to three fault planes interpretecl from high-resolution clata

(Geis et al., 1990), are mappecl consistently along the whole line. A mor.e cletailecl

compaÎison of image characteristics between two sections is cliscussecl in ihe section

on Line 2H section vs Line 2 section i. chapter' 6 (see Figur.e 6.2).

A geometlic ciepiction of the focusecl reflectors is shown in Figlr'e 4.14. EW section
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Figure 4- 13: Line 2H final section for the same portion of the line as in Figu rc 4.12
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Figule 4.14: Schematic geometric depiction of the focused majol reflector.s. (The
notations E, F-1, F-2, and F-3 ale explained in the text).

'lvas plottecl 1:1 fbr a avetage velocity of 6.0 km/s while transveLse scale is exaggeratecl

to show the crossdip trend of reflectors. The location of a ploposed 1.8 km borehole

to sample the laminatecl reflections E is shown.

Images imploved thlough application of crossdip colrection inclicate that the three

fault planes obselved on the EW tlansect ale plesent consistently on line 2, with a

crossclip angle of approximately 17' NW, ai least within a maximum tlansverse offset

of 500 m acl'oss the sulvey line. In acldition, the improved lesults fol regional cleep

t'eflection data suggest that the effect of widely scattered miclpoints shoulcl be taken

into account in the processing of large-offset r.egional clata sets.
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4.5 Summarv

The crossclip procedule formulated for this thesis proved to worlç well in improv-

ing the leflection images of conformal dipping stluctures with ciata collectecl along

winding survey lines. lVleaningful 3-D infolmationon the reflector, i.e.. its true cr-oss-

dip angle and its cleglee of lateral continuity, can be investigated on NNlO-corrected

gathers as a by-product of cr.ossdip corr.ection.

In palticular:, the application of clossdip correction, f'ollowecl by resiclual statics

calculation, appearecl to ptovicle leal implovement in the str.ength and continuity of

shallow depth events, along clooked lecording lines having considerable scatter of

miclpoints.

Anothel benefrt fi'om cascadecl application of clossdip ancl lesiclual statics cor-

rection can be emphasized in terms of ease-of-use: an existing conventional r-esiclual

statics package can be usecl, and its perfbrmance enhanced by the preliminary c¡ossclip

colrection.



Chapter 5

Analysis of Fkacture Zones

Detection of fi'acture zones in clystalline locks is considerecl to be essential for.

engineeling stuclies such as those associated with lesealch on nuclear fuel waste dis-

posal' In genei-al, the seismic approach for cletection ancl mapping of shallow fracture

zones incÌucles high-resolution reflection proflling (Mail ancl Gleen, 1981; Gleen ancl

Mair, 1983; Soonawala, 1984; Juhlin, 19g0), multioffset VSp (Carswell and Moon,

1989; Juhlin et al., 1991), tlaveltime tomography (Wong et al., 1983, etc.), cliffr.ac-

tion tomoglaphy (Tula et al., 1992), tube-wave analysis (Huang and Hunter, 19g4),

shear-wave studies (Crampin, 1990; Tatham et al., 1992), attenuation studies (Harclin

and Cheng, 1987), ancl anisotropy stuclies (Becker-ancl pelelberg, 19g6).

In reflection imaging using conventional-explolation wavelengths, acoustic-impecl-

ance contlasts within the crystalline sequence itself are suffi.cient to make shallow thin

fractules detectable r,vith a frequency bandwiclth of a few octaves (Noponen, et al.,

1979; Knapp' 1990). Theoletically, the reflection coefficient between a highly fi-ac-

tured zone and the sulrounding clystalline locks is gleater than for.most petlological

bounclalies within clystalline rock itself, ancl is usually sufficiently large to allow clis-

138
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tinct imaging of the enelgy reflected from the top ancl bottom of fractur.e zones if

iheil thicknesses are on the orclel of at least Il4 the rvavelength (Juhlin et al., 1gg1).

Imaging of very shallow fi'actures is more difficult than imaging in deep c¡ustal

sounding with respect to both detection and resolution, because r.eflection interfaces

associated with clushing of the rocks in the shallow brittle zones are much mor.e

irregulal and discontinuous, r'esulting in low-S/N data, distortion of signals, and

energy scattering (Hajnal et al., 1983; Daht-Jensen, 1g8g).

Thet'efole, in addition to normal data plocessing sequences, some auxilialy cor--

relation schemes (Moon et al., 1993; Kim et al., 1993a) rvere acloptecl for-analysis of

major fracture zones. Filst, two flactuïe zones FZ2 and FZJ at the AECL URL site

(Figure 2.2) werc investigated by shot gathers ancl correlated to well-log clata from

the bolehole URL-6. Then a segment oÍFZZ was investigatecl with focusing analysis

as well as with an examination of reflection stlength as a fìrnction of offset-target

clepth. Fulthermore, complex attr.ibutes (instantaneous amplitude, fi'ecluency, ancl

phase) were tested fol possible application to cletection of fractur.e events in crys-

talline rock envilonment. These correlation schemes except fbcusing analysis utilized

the IT&A (1990) moclules (Appendix C).

5.1- Shot Records

As shown in the /-k filtelecl shot gather' (Figure 3.21b), the fracture zones FZZ and

FZ3 are inclicatecl by ihe strong leflection energy at 0.03 s ancl 0.07 s respectively.

An east clipping tlenci of FZZ ancl FZ3 is explainecl bv the shift of the reflection
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Figure 5.1: Reflection hypelbolas from east-clipping layers. Vertical axes of symmerÌy
aÏe shifted by 2z sin {. The shift å is obtainecl by setting rlt I clr: 0 in tr.aveltime curve
(Shelitr ancl Geldalt, 1982). The symbol * at the sulface ¡epresents the shot point.
FZZ andFZS are fi-acrure zones.

hyperbolas to the west of shot point #1250. Each shifted distance ä of reflection

hvperbola for the clipping FZZ ancl FZ3 is clesclibecl by

h :22 sin€, (5 1)

whele z is the nolmal clistance to the

ule 5.1).

The two tractur.e z,ones FZ2 ancl
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FZ3 a'-e reaclily iclentifiable in the vicinity of
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station 1250' It is, therefore, r'easonable to confirm the presence of the fracrlre zones

by observing the shot gathers on either sicle of station 1250. Shot gathers for the

shot points east of station 1250 show longer. tlaveltime for the two fi.actule zones

(Figure 5'2a), as expected from theil east-dipping tlencl. As the shot point is movecl

toward the surface exposure of FZ3, the tlaveltime from the two reflectors in the

colresponding shot gathels is lecluced due to the decreasing clepth e (Figur.e b.2b,c).

Once the shot point is west of the station number' 7220,, only the reflection enelgy

ftom FZ2 is seen, as would be expected fi'orn the laypath for the east-dipping tr.encl

(Figule 5.2c1).

Successful obselvations of leflection hyperbolas confir'ms thai both FZ2 and FZB

have consistent clip ovel the segment and FZ3 r'eaches the sur.face apploximately at

the station number- 1220.

5.2 Well-log data

The well-log data fi'om bolehole URL-6 consist of a set of density ancl sonic logs

which are samplecl at an intelval of 10 cm down to B9g m (Figur-e 5.3).

The fracture zone is chalactelized by very low velocity ancl low acoustic impedance

compalecl with the sul'r'ouncling rocks, ancl consequently, in the synthetic seismogram,

the top of a fractul'e zone is lepresentecl by a polarity leversal with st¡ong negative

amplitucles. The majol fractule zoneFZZ is considered to be at an appr.oximate clepth

of 270 m rvith a thickness of about 10 m, which is tiecl to the event in the seismic

result shown in Figure 6.9. The minol fracture zone FZ3 was also iclentifiecl at an
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F-igure 5.2: The f,t filtelecl shot recorcls in the vicinity of station ffI250: (a) statiol
ffr260; (b) station ffr250; (c) station ffr240; anci (ci) statio' #1220.
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approximate depth of 110 m in the seismogram with moderate negative cleflection,

immediately followecl by strong positive amplitudes of the high-densi ty zone (HDZ).

Velocity measurements in well-logs are usually extlapolated to the su¡face by ei-

thel a linear' lamp ol a velocity scale factor basecl on interval velocity cletermined

fi'om well-log clata (Yilmaz' 1989). In the present case for conver.siol of each log to

two-way time domain, a scale factor based on the interval velocity was used to extr.ap-

olate fi'om bolehole velocity measurements to the surface (IT&4, 1gg0). Smoothing

by means of rejecting high-frequency component of the inter.val velocity clu¡ing the

conveÏsion (IT&4, 1990) resultecl in macloscopic velocity str.uctures, which a¡e com-

patible to the ones usecl fol seismic section. The primar.y reflectivity sequence R¿.;

was colruntecl as follows:

Þ.. _ Piai - P¿a¿rt¿.? 
-'" P¡a¡ i p¿a¿

where R, p and cv aïe the leflection coeffi.cient, clensity and P-wave veiocity associatecl

rvith the bounclary between the upper rayer i and iower rayer- j.

The synthetic seismogram was constluctecl fi'om the convolution of the príma¡y

reflectivity sequence with a trapezoicl banclpass filter with parameters of 30-40-90-100

Hz.

The computed synthetic seismogram, in tliplicate, is inser-ted at the well location,

CDP number 1405, in the final close-up section (Figure 5.4). The strong cleflection

at the two-lvay time 0.08 s is rnatched to an eastwalcl fracture zoneFZZ and str.ong

positive amplitude at alouncl 0.04 s colresponcls to the high-clensity zone HDZ. The

east-clipping FZ3, clistinctly shown in the left poltion, suffeLs consiclerable inter-t'er-

ence by west-clipping images of. a HDZ in the central portion.

(5 2)
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Figule 5.4: Synthetic seismogram, in triplicate, is inselted at the well location in the
final close-up section . (FZz: Fracture Zorre Z, FZJ : Fracture Zone J. and, HDZ :
High Density Zone).
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5.3 Focusing Analysis

It is worthwhile to leview the theoletical basis of migration ancl its utility in
obtaining reflectivity infolmation of the subsulface. In the following two subsections

a brief ovelview of the miglation process is pr.esented.

5.3.L Seismic Response and Migration

The seismic response for a complicatecl subsurface is complex ancl thus the natur.e

of seismic clata obtainecl at the surface is complicatecl, as illustr.atecl in Figure b.5.

Firstly, a seismic source illuminates a lalge volume of the subsurface. Hence, many

inhomogeneities ale illuminated with one source and, thelefor.e, response to a source

contains the leflections of many inhomogeneities. Secondly, Huygens' principle incli-

cates that each inhomogeneity may be consiclelecl as a second.ary point sou¡ce lvhich

illuminates a large Earth's sulface alea. Hence, the total response at the surface

consists of an interference pattern which is usualry complex.

The term "migration" refets to a type of processing which simulates an optimal

clouble focusing process based on wave theoletical considelations (Figure 5.6):

o Focusing in emission - all soulce signatures SO(t) ale given time clelays -fl" ancl

optimum weighting factols 4,, such that only one subsurface point A is str.ongly

illuminatecl,
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Figule 5.5: Primaly illumination of the subsulface ancl
Ealth's sulface.

seconclary illumination of the

o Focusing in imrnission - all receiver responses RE¡ are given time clelays Ç
and optimum weighting factors ó, such that the reflectecl wavefielil fi.om the

secondary source can be combined in phase.

The migrated section is obtainecl by r.epeating this process fol ever-y subsurface

point. Ft'om a physical pelspective, the main objective of migr-ation is to bring the

seismic waves into focus by removing the propagation distortion fi'om the pur-e r.eflec-

tion infolmation. From a numelical perspective, migr.ation is an inver.se p¡ocess in

which the events lecoldecl at the sulface are propagatecl back to the colresponding

reflectol locations r,vith optimal amplitucle. In seismic clata acquisition, the upwa¡cl

tlaveling waves are recoldecl at the surface. In the miglation plocess these recolcl-

ecl waves a'e usecl eithe. as initial conclitions ol bouncla.y conditions for- a wavefielcl

govelned by the wave ecluation.

There are many algorithms to migrate seismic clata. The numerical techniques

usecl can generally be placed in three broacl categories, namely, summation methocls,
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so(t)

Focusing in emission Focusing in immission

Figure 5.6: seismic mig'ation as a double focusing process.

differential methocls, ancl transfolm methods. Since the introcluction of the frnite-

diffelence approximation to the wavefield extrapolation technique (FDM migration)

by Claelbout (1970, 1976), numerical miglation algorithms such as Ki¡chhoff integral

migration (French, 1gz5; schneider, lgzs) ar.à f-k miglation (stott, 1g7g; Gazclag,

1978) have been more sophisticatecl. Berlchout (1980, 1984) intr.oducecl migration as a

spatial convolution process in the space-fi'equency ilornain. Recently much attention is

being paicl to miglation schemes employing the full elastic v/ave equation (Wapenaar.

et al., 1987; Berkhout ancl Wapenaar, 1990a, b), ancl to the relationship between

migration and non-linear elastic invelsion of the seismic leflection (Tar.antola, 1gg6;

Mora, 1987).

5.3.2 Imaging of Reflectivity

z*

REo

since fielcl 
'ecords 

a'e made with source ancr receiver.s in clifferent positions. the
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staclc sections obtainecl with dipping ol cliscontinuous refiectoïs ale distor.tecl. Thele-

fore, zelo-offset data do not colrespond to a wavefield r.esulting fi.om a single ex-

peliment- Migraiion of the complete unstackecl clata set, pr.estack migration, is less

common than poststaclt miglation, but is theoletically mole colrect. In par.ticular,

miglation of common-shot gathers is an altelnative to CDP pr-ocessing ancl can give

collect imaging ancl bettel dip preservation and amplitude infor.matiol (Jain and

Wren, 1980; Yilmaz and Claerbout, 1g80; Berkhout, 1gg4).

In seismic sounding, the output of a physical experiment consists of one comlrron

shot gather'. The clata fi'om a single shot lecold ale fully describect by the seismic

\4/ave equation. In seismic wave theoly the subsurface is consiclered as a linear tirne-

variant system. This means that any broacl-bancl type expeliment may be treatecl

as the superposition of many fully inclepend.ent, monochromatic shot r-ecorcls. Each

simple monochromatic shot lecold is clesclibed by the fi'equency-clomain wave equa-

tion and can be mocleled ol migrated inclepenclently from any other (Ber.khout, 1gg4).

Figure 5.7 gives a schematic illustration for ihe seismic lesponse for- measurements of

one seismic experiment, i.e., the clata of one shot i'ecorcl: illumination, reflection and

backpropagation. The formulation clivicres the physical process in thr.ee parts:

o Downwalcl propagation : Q* : W+QJ-,

whele Q6F represents the seismic soulce wavefielcl ai the surface Zo, W+ desc¡ibes

how the source wavefield propagates fi'om the surface to clepth level Z* ancl e[
represents the downward traveling source wavefielcl at clepth level z*

o Reflection : Q; : R(Z^)Q|_,

where lefìectivity matrix R(Z^) describes how the clownwalcl traveline soulce
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Figure 5.7: Basic rnodel for the seismic response.

wavefield at clepth Ievel Z^ is transfolmecl into the upwald traveling r.eflectecl

waveflelcl Q;.

o Upwalcl plopagation : Q; : ÐX=tW-e;,
whele W- clescribes how the leflected wavefielcl plopagates from clepth level Z*
to the surface Zs and Q6 r.eplesents the sum of the leflectecl wavefields from all

depth levels of interest (Zr,2r,...., Zu) to the srrface Zs.

The source vectol Qf defines one point soulce ol a clistr.ibution of point souïces

at the surface. The ith low of the leflectivity matrix R(Z^) represents an oper.ator.

which clefi.nes angle-clepenclent r.eflection at latelal position r¿ (Figure 5.8). If the

source wave fi'elcl Qå -"y be considerecl as a local plane wave at each position on

clepth level Z : Z* then the rows of R(Z*) represent plane-wave operator.s. Hence,
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Figure 5.8: Plane-\¡¡ave r.eflectivitv.

if each leflection point at depth level Z* is part of a plane reflector then R(Z*)
represents a diagonal matrix, each diagonal element clefining the plane-wave reflection

coefficient fol an angle of incidence which is clefined by the local cÌip of the source

wave field and the local clip of the reflectol. Fol different positions of the source, in

general cliffelent reflection coefficients ale obtainecl for clifferent angles of inciclence.

The lesponse moclel (Figule 5.7) clearly shows that the seismic ¡esponse may be

consiclered as a clistoltecl velsion of the subsurface reflectivity. Thus, more precisely,

the purpose of miglation is to leconstluct a leflection-coefficient map of the subsur.face

fi'om the surface seismic clata by removing the ihe clownwarcl propagation effect W+

and upward pr.opagation effect W-.

As mentionecl eat'lier, the clata collected fi'om a highty fracturecl zone at shallow
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inconsistent events, low S/N, and various near_

adequate to perform migration on such data sets

noise, amplitude and phase distortions, and bad

and may cause a significani deter.ioration of the

As discussed in the two pleceding subsections, the image produced by the migra-

tion process is the reflectivity information of the subsurface. Thelefole, as a focusing

and corÌelation scheme for a shallow fi'acture zone, the leflection-coefficient informa-

tion is computecl in terms of clepth using well-log data. Then this information was

attemptecl to correlate directly the images on the prestack clata of common-offset

gather.

5.3.3 rncidence-Angle-Dependent Reflection coefficient

As discussecl in the plevious subsection on "irnaging of reflectivity,', the inciclence-

angle-clepenclent reflection coefficient is cletelmined. through on assumption of an in-

cident plane wave. If ihe talget point of the subsurface can be sufËciently far enough

fi'om the source location, then wavefi'onts arliving at the point ale effectively t¡eatecl

as plane waves' Even fol the sufficiently sholt clistance between source ancl target

clepth in this stucly model (shallow fractule zone), it may be possible to use plane-

wave theorv because of the high-fi'equency soul'ce clata (Aki ancl Richarils, 1gg0).

The terms "sufficiently faf' ancl "su.ffi.ciently close" refel to the number of wave-

lengths between the talget point ancl the source. Fol instance, in the clata lsecl here,

60-100 m is a typical lvavelength ancl talget clistance is 100-250 rn. Hence plane-r,vave
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approximation is valid appr.oach.

Since the incidence angle valies mole rapiclly fol shallow r-eflection targets than for

cleep ones, it is impoltant to analyze shallow reflection clata in telms of the r-eflection

coeffcient as a function of incidence angle. Focusing of events in a station winclow be-

tween stations 1260 and 1460 including the majol fi'acture FZZ was investigated. The

investigation was carlied out in a piecewise apploach in the common-offset domain,

where inciclence-angle-dependent leflection coefficient can be effectively stucliecl. To

investigate the focusing effect with respect to the incidence angle, the initial moclels

are locally simplifiecl to horizontal segments at thlee points along FZ2 (Figure 5.g).

In this model the reflection intelface between the layer i (overlying meclium) ancl

the layer j (fracture zone FZ2) is assumecl to be consistent along the test points

ovel the station window. Based on this assumption, the reflection coeffi.cients were

estimated by adopting the P-wave velocity ancl density clata from the well-log of

URL-6: for the layer i, a¿ : 6031 mls, þ¿: 3500 m/s,, p¿ : 2.T g/"mr ; fol the layel

i , di : 5000 m/s, 0¡ : 2900 mls, p¡ : 2.7 gl"^t (Figure 5.10). The .g-wave velocity,

B, in each layel is estimated using the empirical r'elationship alB - I.7, which was a

representative value obselved from a seismic fan expeliment between two bor.eholes

URL-6 and VI-24 (Wong et al., 1983).

The solution of the complete scattering matlix which contains all possible reflec-

tion coefficients ÞÉ, Þi ancl transmission coefficients ÞÞ, Þs l, given by :

{ ÞÞ sp pp iÉt

| ;; ii i', 
"', 

| 
:'-'*,

\Þs.es ps SÈl
(5.3)
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Figtrre 5.9: Locally simplifiecl moclel (subholizontal) for- the fractul e zone F.22.
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Figure 5.10: Two-layer moclel for leflection coefficient clepenclent on incidence angle.

where

cos á¡

- 0¡p
p¡0¡(1 - zþlp')
-2p¡ þ?p cos 6¡

- cos 6¡

- þ¡p
p¡0¡(r - z7?p')

2p¡ p?pcos ó¡

(Aki and Richalcls, 1980). Here, p is the lavpath palameter along a chosen r.ay:

p: (sin 0¿)loo: (sin 0¡)1"¡: (sin 6o)lþo: (sin 6¡)l13¡. (5.b)

'rhe solutions for' ÞP, Þs, ÞÞ, un.l Þ^g ur" as foilows (Aki ancl Richar.cls, 1gg0):

Ku+ -,Y," - (o + r{ff),r'v n,

-2"îo 
n 

lou + "aY&-#ro*,, (þotù,

| -oop - cos á¿ djp

- : I cos?¿ -0¿p cosl¡

I zpo|ipcos0¿ or0/I -zþ|p\ 2p¡þ?pcos0¡
\ -p¿o¿(1 - zp?p') Zp¿Blpcos 6¿ p¡o¡(I - Z|?pr)

( orp cos á¿ -djp
ru : I cosï¿ -þ¿p cos?¡

| 2poPipcosj,^ or0r(I . zþ7p\ 2p¡13?pcos0¡
\ p¿o;(1 - 2þ?p') -Zp¿Blpcos 6¿ -p¡o¡(t - 2þ?pr)

)

)
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where

b-

rl

fJ-

g:

p¡(r - z/lp\ - ø(r - z07p\,

p¡(I -z/lp')+2poþ?p',

ø(I - 2þ?p') + 2p¡ þ?p' ,

z(p¡þl - pn7?),

, cos á¿ cos ó;0 ^ I c--;:,
lt¿ lJ j

,cos d; cos á;a-tl " ---Á-¡
d¡ lt¿

(det M)l@¿a¡/¿þ¡). (5.7)

Appenclix D contains the computer plogram used to calculate the rellection coeffi-

cients.

Figule 5.11 shows the theoretical leflection ancl transmission coefficients computecl

as a function of inciclence angle. For small incident angles most of the enelgy from the

inciclent P wave is in the reflectecl ol transmittecl P .waves, Þ P 
"nd 

ÞÈ, ."rp""tively,

and hence there are essentially none, ol if present, rveak S waves (Þ,i ana Þ.9),

cleatecl at the expense of the lefl.ected P wave. At intermecliate angles of incicience,

the leflectecl S wave calries consiclerable energy. Such convertecl waves lesult fi-om

the conversion of P waves to ,5 waves and are usually lecorded at long offsets. The

ÞÉ r'eflection-coefficient has a negative value clue to the phase revelsal causecl by

lolver acoustic impeclance in the lower la.yer.
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5.3.4 Reflection-coefficient Map and rmage on the common-
Offset Gather

Reflection coefficient clepends on the leflection angle. However., such information

is not taken into account in the conventional CNIP stacking clue to the fact that the

amplitude of each event in the stack replesents an average of all offsets. To understand

seismic chalactel changes on the data, amplitude-velsus-source receiver offset (AVO)

is commonly analyzed in terms of angle of incidence in plestacl< data (i.e., common

shot gather or common midpoint gather). Fol example, Tsingas ancl Kanasewich

(1991) investigated angle stack sections fol the specifi.ed angle of inciclence usíng the

application of applopr.iate tirne-offset winclows to NlVfO-corlected CMp Aathels at a

steam injection location.

To analyze the focusecl effect of the leflectol in this stucly, shot gathers afier'/-,k

filteling, ancl statics u¡ere solted to the common-offset clomain in which each trace

inclicates the enelgy reflectecl from locally horizontal interface with the same inciclence

angle. To pleserve the relative amplitucle of each trace, a correction fo¡ geometrical

spreading is appliecl to each trace on the basis of stacking velocity used in NIVIO

collection and tlaveltime. This contlasts with the normal proceclure of applying

AGC for tlace equalization (Figure 3.19). Consequently, large-amplitucle energy in

the common-offset section is usually considelecl to be the image refl.ectecl fi'om strong

reflector such as the fractule zone.

For the test fi'acture in this thesis, the leflection-coefficient matrix, R(/,n), lvas

computecl based on two-climensional offset-target clepth moclel, whele the offset unit /

issetasageophonespacingof lTm,andclepthunitnas 10m(Figur.e 5.IZ). Because
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Offset Unit Q)
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408 * Offset (m) 0

Figure 5.12: Nlodel for reflection-coefficient matrix.

only Þ Þ is consiclered in this stucly, the matrix R(/, n) was constructed from the value

of ÞP in Figule 5.11. In Figule 5.13, the reflection coefficient for ÞP is shown as a

function of offset (between the shot and r.eceiver) and target clepth.

Figule 5-14 shows that for the constant offset oT 255 m, the focusecl events ar.e

at depth of about 180 m, along several stations (distance of 70-80 m range). The

obselvation of a holizontal clistance with a consistent span inclicates the clevelopment

of sub-horizontal fractures near the illuminated subsurface area. An inciclence angle

of 36o, which is associatecl with the 180 m depth ancl 255 rn offset, is testecl for other

segments for relative focusing effects. As the offset clistance incLeases, the events

focusecl with the same incidence angle move ciownwarcl ancl eastwarcl (Figure 5.14),

colresponcling to the talget clepth of 280 m with full offset clistance (Figu¡e 5.13, also

as expectecl fì.om the final section in Figure 6.9). Consiclering the alignment of the
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focused images (Figure 5.14) to the line of constant incidence-angle (Figure 5.13), the

fracture zoneFZ2 is interpreted to be consistent at least in the test portion of the line.

5"4 Complex Trace Analysis

Another analysis that was tested and performed is the examination of complex

attributes (Taner et a1., 1979) of the anomalies associated with the fracture zones.

Complex attributes can be instantaneous attributes since they concisely and quanti-

tatively describe the seismic waveform and character at any sample point. As such,

they can be extremely useful in correlating seismic events. Complex trace analysis

has been successfully applied to reservoir study in petroleum exploration (Chung and

Lawton, 1990; Albu and Papa, 1992). However, the analysis has not been performed

for the data collected from the highly fractured zone in crystalline ¡ock environment.

In this research, instantaneous attributes are now investigated to overall cbaracterize

the rock mass and further to locate fracture zoles.

5.4.L Froperties of Instantaneous Attributes

The transform of seismic data from the time domain to the frequency domain is

common method of data rearrangement used to gain insight into properties of seismic

trace. The Fourier transform, which accomplishes this transform, allows us to look

at average properties of a reasonably large portion of a trace, but does not permit

examination of instantaneous variations. Analysis of seismic data as an analytic signai
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(complex tlace analysis) is a tlansfolm technique which allows the transformecl. data

to retain local significance. Thus this analysis is useful in inter-pr-etaiion pr.oblems.

In the complex attlibuie analysis (Figure 5.i5), an analytical signal is represented

by a cornplex-valued signal u¿:

Ut:TtIJ Ut,

whele r¿ is the signal trace itself and lepresents the real part or u¿:

(5.8)

rr: Re(z¿),

and y¡ is its quadratule trace ancl repr.esents the imaginary part of u¡:

(5 e)

yt : Im(ut). (b.10)

The quadlature ttace y¿, the imaginary palt of the complex signal, is for-med by

applying a g0o phase shift to the leal tlace r¿. It can be obtained by taking the

Hilbe.t transform of the seismic trace r¿ (Bracewell, 1g6b):

Y, : (1f rt) * *r, (5.11)

where the symbol * denotes the convolution. Once u¿ is computecl, it can be expressecl

in a polal folm as:

ut: At exp]ót), (5.12)

whele

A¡:(x¿2+yr')t/' (5.13)

(5.14)

ancl

ót : tan-L (ur l xr¡.
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Hele, A¿ is the ampliiude envelope or instantaneous amplitucle ancl þ¿ is instantaneous

phase. Instantaneous fì.equency ft is the time derivative of instantaneous phase /¿:

f,: (11Zn)(dúldt). (5.15)

In seismic data, the instantaneous amplitude A¿ r'eplesents the leflectivity str-ength,

which is proportional to the square root of the total eneïgy of the seismic signal at any

instant. It is independent of phase and thus may have its maximum at phase points

other than peaks or- tloughs of ihe r-eal trace, especiallv whele an event is the com_

posite of sevelal reflections (!Vhite, 1991). Thus, the maximum 
'eflection 

strength

associated with a reflection event may be clifferent fi'om the amplitude of the lar.gest

real-trace peak ol trough. In the case of sedimentaly basins, high r:eflection str-ength

is often associatecl with major lithologic changes between adjacent r.ock layers or gas

accumulations as bright spots (Tanel et al., lg7g).

The instantaneous phase $¿ is a measure of the continuity of events on a seismic

section (Yilmaz, 1989). This is a value associatecl with a point in time and thus is quite

clifferent fi'om phase as a function of fi'equency, such as given by Fourier- transfo¡m.

In phase piot, the phase colresponcling to each peak, tlough, ancl zero-cr-ossing of

the real trace is assignecl the same value so that any phase angle can be followed

from tlace to tlace. Thus the phase plot is effective in showing cliscontinuities, faults,

pinchouts, and events with clifferent clip attiiucles which interfere with each other

(Yilmaz, 19Sg).

The instantaneous fi'equency f¿,, the tempolal rate of the insiantaneous phase /¿,

may have a high cleglee of valiation, which is lelatecl to the stratigraphy. Negative
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frequency cau exist due to the phasol leplesentation in complex signal theo¡y (White,

1991). The instantaneous fi'equency /¿ is a value associated with a poini in time, like

instantaneous phase. The superposition of inclividual r.eflections may ploduce a fi.e-

quency patteln which chai-actelizes the composite leflection. Thus fi.equency cha¡ac-

tel often plovides a useful cot'r'elation tool: low-fi'equency shadows often occu' below

gas sancls, condensate, etc. This effect is explained by a fi.equency-dependent abso¡p-

tion. Thus instantaneous fi'equency infolmation helps to identify some conclensate

leselvoils, which tend to attenuate high-frequency signals. Because the near-surface

zone of open fi'actules highly attenuates the highel fi.equency por.tion of the acoustic

energy (Hajnal et al', 1983), instantaneous fi'equency chalacter.can be successfully

investigatecl in the clata associated with fractule zones in br.itile r.ocks.

5.4.2 fnstantaneous Attribute plots

In this lesealch complex trace analysis is perfolmecl to examine the significance of

aitributes associatecl lvith fracture zones, using the algolithm of Taner- et al. (1g79)

(iT&A, 1990). This analysis can potentially aid in intelpletation of seismic data

lelevant to fi'actule zones because the reflections fi'om fracture zones ale char.acterizecl

by stlong amplitude ancl low fì'equency energy. Attributes plots (Figures 5.16a, b, c)

wele macle on the stack data without any signal enhancement ancl energy balance.

The fracture zone clevelopecl mainly above the 0.1 s two-way time in Figu¡e 6.ga,

is fuliher confir'mecl by an inclepenclent analysis of the complex attr.ibutes as shown

in the instantaneous arnplitucle plot (Figule 5.i6a). High amplitudes a'e obser.vecl

at lithologic discontinuities as well as in fi'acture zones) which are confinecl mainly
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to shallow depth (Figure 6.9b). 'Ihe instantaneous fi'equency is insensitive to the

energy value and it can plovicle independent infolmation on fractule zones. The low

fi'equency content in the centlal portion of instantaneous frequency plot (Figu¡e b.16b)

can be interpletecl to be the result of intense fracturing (Figur.e 6.gb). It is expected

that in areas of intense fi.acturing, seismic energy h¿s a lower'-frequency content due to

stlong absorption of the higher-frequency component and this condition might lirnii

the capability to lesolve the thinner. lithologic cliscontinuities. This is in contr.ast to

the higher'-frequency zones, whele several lithologic cliscontinuities at shallow clepths

can be t'esolvecl' A slight increase in the high-flequency component just below the low-

fi'equency zone can be attlibutecl to a poltion of high-fr.equency energy, which might

be scattered flom the high-fì'equency zone in the right-hand side ancl/or: penetratecl

through the low-frequency zone. Some events such as the high-clensity zone between

CDP #1360 ancl #1420 were not traced. in the fi'equency plot, plobably because the

frequency plot is very sensitive to interference effects and background noise (Taner et

al.' 1979)' In this case' the instantaneous phase infolmation is effective in mapping of

continuation of the reflectors because it ofien makes normally weal< coherent events

clear'. In Figure 5.16c, majol fi'actules, minor refi.ectols, and a high-density zone with

opposite dip, are effectively clistinguished.

Although local signifrcance of majol leflectols can be lepr.esentecl on attlibutes

plots of crystalline-rock clata, the incliviclual thin leflector.s can not be mappable clue

to intelfeÌence ancl incohelent effects fi'om composite r.eflector.s. Ther.efo'e instanta-

neous plots are mole useful in iclentifying the ovelall competence of the lock mass

than in clelineating the indiviclua,l reflectors. Infolmation usefìrl for engineering geolo-

gy can be noted in Figure 5.16. The overall high amplitucles above 0.1 s (Figur.e b.16a)
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indicate strong reflection strength clue to lelatively inhomogeneous an¿ incompetent

rock mass, compalecl to the homogeneous and competent rock mass below 0.1 s. This

bounclaly at 0.1 s is explained by the contact of incompetent/cornpete¡t r-ock mass

at the URL site (Blown et al., 1989): the petlology from 300 m depth to sur.face

is pink granite, which is lelatively incompetent, whiie the unclerlying homogeneous

grey glanite is relatively unfì'actured and competent. However, the fi.actuïe zones

in incompetent t'ocl<s can be effectively iclentified only in the fi'equency plot as very

low-frecluency shadows (Figur.e 5.16b).

5.5 Summarv

The leflection images of fractut'e zones are studiecl and char.acter.izecl by applying

applopliate corlelation schemes: for kinematic schemes, image corlelation in synthetic

seismoglam ancl image examination in shot lecorcls; fol clynamic schemes, I'ocusing

test with incident-angle-clepenclent leflection coeffi.cient and complex-tr.ace analysis

by plotting of instantaneous attr.ibutes.

Highly fractured zones ale characterized by strong amplitucles with negative po-

larities in synthetic seismoglam. The surface projections of major fi.acture zones

are confilmed by examination of reflection hyperbolas in several shot recorcls in the

vicinity of their expectecl positions.

Majol fracture zones exhibit high amplitudes ancl lo.w frequencies in sections of

the instantaneous amplitucle and fi'ecluency. In engineering problem, these plots also

help to investigate overall bulk plopelties (i.e., competence of loclc mass) for the zone
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of interest. The stlong reflection erìergy clue to fracture zone is corr.elateci well with

ihe images on the common offset gather. This collelation can be explainecl in te¡ms of

angle of inciclence for the tentative fracture model constructed here, whose structure

and physical ploperiies are provicled by geological closs-section ancl boi.ehole clata

lespectively.



Chapter 6

Results and Discussion

6.1- LITËtrOPROBE KSZ Deep Crustal Data

The ultímate goal of cleep clustal leflection profiling is to understand the origin

and tectonic evolution of geological structures, by means of cross-sectional, structural

images' Therefole, cleep leflection images, at least down to a frr'st-orcler discontinu-

ity (Nioho), should be consideled in the interpretation to completely unclerstancl the

structures. However', because the main scope of this thesis is to c{evelop processing

strategies effective for implovement of relatively shallow refl.ector-s, the processing

and subsecluent interpretation wele pelfolmed down to only 6 s (about 18 km). Ma-

jot'events mappecl by the original processing (Figule 6.1) are norv examinecl in the

reprocessed section in tet'ms of image resolution ancl lateral continuity. Also the in-

terpletation includes comparison of image chalacteristics of the two types of claia

(high-resolution ancl deep legional), ancl cliscussion of the nature of shallow reflec-

tions, ancl the plojection of the major reflectols to the sur.face. In aclclition, geometly

of the shallow reflections near the CCDP clrill site is investigatecl in three-climensional

aspect using the reprocessecl results.

1 .71
r.ft
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6.1.1- Line 2H Section vs Line 2 Section

The cohelency-filteled sections of line 2H and Line 2 ale shown in Figure 6.2a

ancl Figure 6.2b lespectively. The cohelency enhancement was performed using lo-

cal semblance filtering technique of Milkeleit and Spencer (1gg0). Paramete¡s for

cohe'-ency computation wel'e tested and optimized with respect to sampling time, re-

ceiver spacing, data quality, ancl sweep frequency of each data set (Table 6.1). Both

of the sections show many cohet'ent events although the image quality var.ies along

the profile. The major reflection images E, F-2, F-3 for. line 2 (Figur.e 6.2b) a¡e rvell

corÏelated to the images on the line 2H section (Figule 6.2a), even though the ver.tical

resolution is not well defineci. Tuning thickness for the lines 2H and line 2 appears

to be 60 m and I 80 m respectively. Theoletically the tempor.al lesolut ion 7,. for two

data sets can be explainecl in terms of upper telminal flequency f, f.or a noise-fi.ee

moclel, T,:711.af") (X"ttweit ancl Woocl, 1982). However, in telms of cletection

rathel than lesolution, all the reflections inclucling shallow event E were faithfullv

imagecl in line 2.

Latelal resolution is also explained with respect to frequency because the Fr.esnel

zone radíus f| 1 is a function of wavelength À: p, : (Àz f Z)r/z : V 12 (t I f)r /r, *h"r"
z is the depth of leflectol, f is two-way traveltime,, ancl V is the velocity (Knapp,

1991)' In acldition to the fì'equency, the raclius .F. depencls on clepth of the r.eflecting

intelfaces ancl thelefore the difference in spatial lesolvability between line 2H ancl line

2 clata is typically seen at the shallower clepths. Fol instance, F, for the line 2H ancl
lThe pottion of a reflector frorn which reflectecl energy can reach a detector within one-half

wavelength of the first reflectecl energy. Therefore, two reflecting points that fall within this zone
generally are considered indistinguishable as observecl from the,,,rfu.u. The shallower the event ancl
ihe higher the clomi.ant frequency, the s'railer the Fresnel zone.
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Table 6.1: Semblance-filter par.ametels (Kirn et al., 1gg2b).

Field Acquisition
Parameters

Receiver Spacing
Source Spacing
Channels
Sweep Frequency
Sampling Time

Semblance Filter
Parameters

TYace Spacing
Sliding Window
Maximum Slowness
Number of Slowness
Semblance Exponent

Line 2H

20m
20m
I20
2O-I3OHz
2ms

10m
2l trace
0.3 ms/m
31
1.0

Line2
50m
100 m
240
L2-52H2
4ms

25m
11 trace
0.3 ms/m
19
1.0

line 2 is estimatecl approximately as 160 m and 230 m respectively fbr a depth of g00

m and velocity of 6 ì<m (i : O.g s), considering 60 m for. line 2H ancl 120 m for line 2

as clominant wavelength. Thelefore, many shallow leflections of discontinuous small

subholizontals are faithfulty mapped near the CCDP clrill siie on the line 2H, while

some of them ale not seen on hne 2.

Successful mapping of r.eflectors in line 2 suggests: (i) with adecluate pr-ocessing,

the mappecl images of cleep legional clata can be comparable to the lesults from high-

t'esolution data in telms of cletection capability lathel than the image r.esolvability

ancl (ii) the clata smearing effects of wiclely scatteled miclpoints shoulcl be taken into

account in processing of lalge-offset regional data sets.

6.L.2 Reflection Energy

As cliscussecl in Chapter'5.1, analysis of the fielcl data is an impor-iant str-ategy
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for investigation of seismic images of shallow reflection events, because field recorcls

complise the basic claia for processing. Vlajor leflection images are usually visible on

shot gathers, although they ale often contaminatecl with ground ¡oll and misaligned

due to other sulface irlegulalities and the clool<ecl line effect. Fol analysis of the basic

data, the field lecords were only scaled for amplitucle lestor.aiion with AGC.

In the coherency-enhanced section (Figule 6.2a) and final section (Figure 8.11),

extrapolation and plojection of shallow reflectols to sulface can be cor.related to the

faults and interlayerecl zones interpletecl by Geis et al. (19g0): the top of the E zone

plojects to the shot station ff420 (CDP #850), fault F-1 (the base of E zone) projects

to the station #I55 (CDP #300), fauli F-2 meets the east margin at 0.3 s, ancl fault

F-3 intersects it at about 0.8 s.

With respect to the schematic closs-section (Figure 6.3a), the r.eflection ene¡gy

was investigatecl in shot gathers (Figule 6.3b) with ernphasis on the cha¡acteristics fo'

the fault zone ancl inter.layerecl zone. In shot gather' #420, several alignecl reflections,

associatecl with fault F-1, are seen at 0.6-0.7 s within the channel winclow 75-g0. On

the other hand, to the west, the shot gather' ff600 shows relatively high-frequency

Ïeflection energy at'ouncl 0.,tr s between head wave ancl clispersive surface wave. This

event is not seen in shot gathet #'IZt ancl so it is believecl to be the energy ¡eflectecl

from the top of metamorphic interlayelecl zone E (Figule 6.3a). Compa¡ecl to the

image in the shot gather- #420, the image of the fault zones F-1 moves eastwar.cl

ancl clownwarcl to channel window 55-70 ancl 0.65-0.8 s r.espectively. This woulcl be

expectecl since the focusing is depenclent on the incidence angles for the west-clipping

trend of the fault zone: the leflection energy appears on the far--offset channel winclow

as the target moves cleeper. The high-flequency reflection energy E is also shown in
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shot gathet ff654, whele the image from F-1 moves fulthel eastwald and clolvnwalcl.

The high-frequency amplitude events ale cleally seen in the shoi gather #962, whele

all the leflections are relatecl to the inter.layer.ed zone E.

As discussed in the section on Complex Attributes in Chapter' 5.4, the energy re-

flected from the fault-related zones ancl the interlayerecl zones can in fact be identified

on shot gathers: the disclete ancl stlong amplitucies ale relatecl to the fault zones anil

the relatively continuous events of high fr:equency lesult from the highty leflective

rnulti-layered zones. It is expected that seismic energy in the vicinity of the major

fault zone has a lower-fi'equency content clue to strong absor.ption of higher- fi.equency

signals in the associatecl crushecl roclcs.

6.1-.3 Discussion

The section for line 2H (Figule 6.4) reveals well-focusecl rellection events between

0.15 s (about 450 m) and 4.5 s (about 13.5 km). The majol reflections have been

oveÎall enhancecl after reprocessing, compalecl to the ones in the or-iginal section

(Figule 6-5). The improved resolution palticularly at shallow clepth is distinct in the

enlalgecl sections near the CCDP clrill siie (Figure 8.15a, b).

The reflection geometly is divisible into two opposing clirections; clown to about

3.0 s where refl.ections ale preclominantly west clipping; ancl the the cleeper section,

characterizecl by an arcuate zone of reflections at 3.0-4.3 s that has its apex near. the

west sicle of the plofile, ancl is terminatecl at a neallv hor.izontal zone of. reflections at

4.3 s on the east side of plofile.
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(A) Interlayered Zone and Fault planes

The base of a westwalcl wedge of leflectols in Figure 6.4 is d.elineateil by reflection

F-3, which begins at 0.8 s (2.4 km) on the east sicle of the section anci dips io about

3.0 s (9 km) on the west. Above the leflection F-3, reflection F-2 clips from 0.3 s (1.0

km) on the east to 2.2 s (6.5 km) on the west. Closel to the surface, the E zone of

reflections dips westwald from 0.15 s (450 m), undel the proposed dr.ill site, to about

0'9 s (2.7 ltm) on the west and plojects to the sulface at the station #420 (CDp

#850).

The weclge-shapecl reflections in the east sicle, the west-clipping events E, F-1,

F-2, ancl F-3, ancl subholizontal leflections at 1.0-1.4 s at the malgin of east sicle sup-

port the interpretation of KSZ as being a clustal scale eastwarcl velging thrust fault

(Geis et al., 1990). Reflections F-1, F-2 ancl F-3 are believecl to be the fault-plane

reflections while E is consiclered as a layering that is boundecl by a mino¡ fäult F-1

below it. The top of the E zone projects to the surface neal the contact between the

Shawmele anolthosite complex ancl surlounding intellayelecl mafic gneiss, par.agneiss,

and tonalitic gneiss at station #420 (CDP #850). The base of the layer-ing E (consicl-

eled to be the fault F-1) appears to project up to the surface at station #1b0 (CDp

#292) ne¿r the ILFZ' Thus the highly reflective nature of E most likely origilates

fi'om the interlayeled lithological bounclaries between various gneissic 
'ocks 

or possi-

bly the basal section of the anolthosite complex (Gleen et a1., 1gg0). On the basis of

the cot'relation between the sulface position of ILFZ ancl tr-uncatecl subpa.allel events

beneath E, a cletachment that calries the various gneissic rocl<s is interpretecl to exist

at the base of E (fault F-1).
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West-clipping reflections F-2 and F-3 ploject to the sur.face east of the seismic

profile' These reflections ale probably flom the shealed rocks (myionitic uncler ductile

conclition, and cataclastic undel bi-ittle condition) within and east of ILFZ. The F-

3 event coulcl be the eastern-most detachment of the fault zone, which separ.ates a

horst of granodiolite from the granodiolite of the Abitibi belt proper. The small

segments of subholizontal lefi.ections near the faults likely result frorn two effects: the

juxtaposition of ,..oclçs of diffeling lithology and metamor.phic gracle, and more lihely

velocity anomalies associated with flacturing effects in the sheared rocks (Gr.een et

al', 1990). The intense fracturing effect associated. with the faults is inte¡pr.etecL to

lesult in the lelatively cliscontinuous subhorizontal images near. fault planes, which

contlast with high-fi'equency and lelatively continuous leflections for the interlavelecl

zones (Kim et al., 1993a).

Alcuate-type lefiections A and another west-clipping event H at clepth a¡e almost

celtainly stluctutal events below the KSZ, within the Abitibi belt. The arcuate natur.e

of A is largely causecl by diffelent stluctures which are not clirectly lelatecl to surface

featules because it exists in the footwaÌl of the KSZ (Geis et al., 1gg0). However, the

oligin of these reflections is the subject of ongoing investigation (Green et al., 1gg0).

(B) Shallow Reflections Near the CCDp Drill Site

As shown in the line dlawings for the interlayerecl zone ancl major faults (Fig-

ule 6.6), the leflectol imaging is on the whole improvecl aflel reprocessing, especially

at shallow depths' The three-climensional geometry of the shallolv reflector.s in the

vicinity of the CCDP clrill site (see Figule 2.7) is effectively reconstructecl in this
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Figure 6.7: Data sets available for 3-D investigation of the subsurface reflectols alonp
the KSZ neal the proposed CCDP dr.ill site.

stucly using the composite leflectol inf'ormation fi'om the line 2H, line 2, line L1, ancl

the UTEIVI plofile (Figule 6.7). Filst, the stack segment near the proposecl CCDp

drill site was previously examinecl in the Figure 3.15 of Chapter B to allow a cletailecl

comparison wiih the commercially processecl oliginal section. The shallowest events

in the replocessecl section are at a clepth of apploximately 450 m. These were not

iclentifrable in the original section, probably clue to the loss or- smear.ing of the signal

energy duling the processing step of rnuting ol noise-suppression. Seconcl, images

improved through crossclip correction (see Chapter' 4) indicate that the interlaye¡ed

zoneE obselvecl on the EW tlansect is also consistently extendecl across line 2, with a

crossdip angle of approximately 17"NW. Thir:d, this gentle crossdip co¡r'esponcìs to an

estimatecl 15"NW dip of the laminatecl leflections in dynamite-source profile L1 and of

the conductols in UTEVI plofile (Figule 2.I2). A geometric clepiction of the shallow

reflectors around the CCDP clrill site is shown in Figur.e 6.8, which also provides a

schematic pictule of subsurface stluctures summarizecl from lines 2H arrcl2 respective-

ly (Kim et al., 1993b)' Shallow laminated reflectors arouncl the CCDP ch.ill site are

gently clipping on ihe line ancl are also consistently present in the cr.oss-line clilection.

I m provi ng th e resol ution
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6.2 shallow High-Resolution seismic Data

The AECL and Aspö data wele chat'actelizecl by a very low S/N and an abunclance

of near'-surface noise, because the allays used in high-resolution leflection sur.veys

fol imaging of shallow targets cannot effectively attenuate ground roll (Knapp and

Steeples, 1986b). Intelpretations of these data ale therefor.e clir.ectecl at the clelineation

and mapping of the fi'acture zones, rathel than the image lesolution of geological ancl

lithologic boundaries. Several cort'elation schemes, pleviously applied in Chapter 5,

were also impoltant tools for the intelpretation of the fracture zones in the pre-stack

clomains ol stack section. In addition, geophysical well-log data were analyzecl in

cletail to match the seismic images and to fulther characterize ihe major fi-actule

zones.

6.2.L AECL Data

(A) Results and Discussion

The plocessecl result of the line URL2 is shown in Figur.e 6.ga. Compar.ecl to the

initially processecl section (Figure 6.10), reflections are ovelall implovecl especially

at the shallow clepths' Geological cr.oss-section (Figure 6.gb) inclicates ihat major

fracture zones occur above 0.1 s (approximately 300 rn depth). The loss of ¡eflection

energy above 0.1 s (Figure 6.10) is probably clue to the over.all mutine of NNIO-

stletched portion ancl/or statics problem.
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There ale sevelal leflectols along the line, most of which are above the 0.1 s two-

way time (Figule 6.9a). The trvo major fracture zones FZZ and, FZ3, splay zoîes

off fi'om FZZ, a high-ciensily zone, ancl bands of compositional layeling are labelecl in

Figule 6.9a: southeastwald dipping fi'actures are clearly shown in the centr-al poltion,

and interlayered zones in the edges of the section. Fracture zoneFZ2 starts at 0.02

s depth (about 60 m) fi'om the first station, while FZ3 extends fi'om the position of

bolehole M-11. These trends match with the surface locations of fracture FZ2 and

FZ3 (Figure 2.2) ancl geological cross-section (Figule 6.9b). This col¡elation could be

also investigatecl in the /-k filtelecl field lecolds (Figure 3.2Ia, b, c) and in common

offset gathels Figure 5.14 as explainecl in the Chapter 5.

The dip of FZ2 increases, fi'om a low of 15"S8 in the nolthwestern portion, to a

much steeper dip in the central poltion with associated splay zones. An upper. splay

zone off ftomFZZ is iraaged piecewise with a tlend consistently similar- toFZZ, while

a lower splay zone is imaged over only a short distance.

The r.eflectecl images below FZZ in the northwestern portion at about 0.06 s prob-

ably represent refl.ections from the interface between different lithologic units (i.e.,

pink/pinkish-gley granite, grey granite, and gleenish-gley granite). The var.iation

from grey to pink is associatecl with alterations ancl is largely coinciclent with fi'ac-

ture zones. The intensity of pink coloration incleases both toward fi.actures and also

with the total number of fractttles (Brown et al., i989) ancl ther.efore leflection images

are considelecl to be contlibuted fi'om both fi'acturing effect lvithin lithologic units

and the acoustic impeclance contrast between liihologic units.

The flactuÌe zone FZ3 is also consistently imagecl with a clip of approximately
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Figure 6'10: Initialty processed URL2 section (Geophysicon Co., lgsg). Note that
the orientation is reversed from that in Figure b.g. 

'rh" 
processing included ampli-

tude recovery' zero-phase deconvolution, amplitude equalization, CMp sort, velocity
analysis, NMO correction, elevation statics, /-/c filter, trim statics, stack, band.pass
filter', ancl amplitucle equal ization.
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10-15"S8, although it is intelsected by a strong NW dipping image betweel CDp

#1360 to fiI420. Strong leflection eneÌgy between fracture FZ3 and an upper splay

off FZ2, around the bolehole URL-6, dip steeply NW for a tr-acing of approximately

80 m. The amplitucles are characterizecl by strong positive polality ancl are clearly

coÎrelated with an abnolmally high acoustic impeclance anomaly in the well-log clata

(Figule 5.3). They can be explainecl as the images from short southrvest dipping

cataclastic zones, in an area around URL shaft, chalactelized by hydrothermally

recrystallízecl mylonite ol locally as sheared aplite (Br.own et al., lggg).

The wealc westwald images between the boreholes VI,2A ancl borehole URL-6 at

times 0.05 s and 0'07 s are considered to be the west-sicle flanks of an antifolm,

associatecl with the images from bands of xenolith-bearing granite in line URL1.

The plocessed lesult (Figule 6.9a) also matches with the seismic tomogr.aphic

image (Figule 2'79), as inclucledin Figure 6.9b. The correlation is further confirmecl

by the observation that the fractul e zone FZZ meets the bolehole URL-6 at 2g0 m

depth ancl the bor.ehole M-24 at 380 m. Unfi'actured hald r.oclc below 380 m clepth is

also iclentified in the tomographic image of relatively lalge transpalen cy zonebeneath

FZz.

The final stack for the line URL1 is shown in Figule 6.11a, where the irnage fo¡

the segment Xt- X2 (Figule 2.2) is lepresentecl by a ser.ies of clomes trending N-NE

in a long antifolm. The long antiform on the wester.n half of the URL site may ¡ep-

resent several bancls of xenoliths bearing granite ancl associatecl pegmatoiclal gralite

and is supportecl fi'om the fielcl measurements of gneissic bending as concentlic folcls

(Figule 6.11b). The fracture zones are not mapped plobably because the ¡eflection
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energy from fractuÎe zones is vely weak, compaled to the energy reflectecl from a

seÌies of layered zones. The weak eneïgy can be also attributed to the pinching out

of the fì.actule zones to the south of the uRL2 line (Figure 6.ga, b).

The considerable reflection energy from sevelal such bands of layered zones can

be explained by constructive intelfelence effect, clue to a cumulated layeling over

moclest wavelength (O'dohelty ancl Anstey,I}TT; Spaargaren and Warner, 19g1). In

addition, such thin layer zones can be mapped successfully where there is no severe

fi'actuling- This conclition for. resolution capability is expected fi.om the studies on the

seismic reflection energy in Plecambrian envir.onments (Hajnal et al., 1gg3): ene.gy

clissipation in fi'acture zorres) pelhaps due to stlong attenuation of high-fr.equency

signals, prevents focused imaging of thin layels in the vicinitv of fi.acture zones.

(B) Characterization of Fþacture Zones

The natule ancl clistribuiion of t'ock discontinuities or fì'actures ale important

fäctols in geoengineering ancl environmental studies because the fi'actures ar.e the

main transport channels in the crystalline-rock environment. A granite batholith is
relatively homogeneous and the ability of geophysical logs to detect fracture zones

will depend on the pettophysical contlast that exist between the fractule zones ancl

the unfracturecl rocks. The geophysical logs clata fi'om the borehole UIìL-6 we,'e

pleviously analyzecl in cletail to detect majol fractule zones (owusu, 1gg4).

As a part of the cot'r'elation schemes in this stucly, the leflection energy of the fi.ac-

ture zones FZ2 ancl FZ3 wele matched to the anomalies in the synihetic seismogram

constluctecl from a pair of sonic ancl clensity logs (Figure b.3). The other logs a'e
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now fulther levielvecl to charactelize the fi'acture zones with ¡espect to the leflection

energy on the seismic result.

The fracture fi'ecluency deduced fì'om the televison log at borehole URL-6 is shown

in Figure 6.12. The formation is character.ized by fi'actulecl zones at appr.oximateiy

110 m ancl 270 m. Open fractules were defined as fi'actures with apertur.e, ancl filled

fractures as those containing infilling matelial. Paltly open fi.actur.es were clefinecl

as fi'actur.es that ale paltly fillecl with infilling materials ancl have apertu¡e. The

common filling materials ïr/ere reported to be calcite, chlor.ite, hematite, limoniie and

sulfides. The strong leflection energy of FZZ in the seismic section (Figure 6.9a) is

associated with open apertures abundant in FZ2. The acoustic irnpeclance contrast-

s for. the open fractules/unfi'actured locks contact are higher than fo' the infilled

fi-actules/unfi'actuled locl<s contact.

The suite of geophysical logs shown in Figure 2.18 is shown in Figur.e 6.18 with

majo1. seismic events superimposed on it. The general colr.elation among the various

logs is quite impressive: two distinct fi'acture zones FZ2 and,FZJ arc seen at 270 m

ancl 120 m respectively. In addition, a high-clensity zone (HDZ) ancl a splay off FZ2 of

the seismic section (Figure 6.9a) are also recognizable in the suite. The major-fi'actule

zone, FZ2, is chalacterized by low electlical resistivity, low clensiiy, lolv velocity, low

neutron count late, anomalous borehole diameter and temperatur.e incr.ease. These

observations suggest a pelmeable zone lvhich is associatecl with electr-ical concluctivity

in fractures, acoustic energy clissipation in fracture openings, etc. The fracture FZB

is charactelized by variations of the neutron, clensity, sonic ancl the resistivity logs

which suggest the occurlence of cliffelent infrlling materials (Owusu, 1gS4). It also

appears to be a pr.eclominantly fiilecl flaciule zone with no indication of fluicl fi.om
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Figure 6.12: Distribution of fractures at the URL-6 bolehole (Owusu, 1984).
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either the temperatule ot the caliper log. However, the spontaneous potential (Sp)

log suggest thaü a limited permeability may exist in this zone.

The logs (sonic ancl density) data from bolehole URL-2 near the seismic line URLl

(Figure 6.14) shows the fi'acture zones at clepths of appr.oximately 50 n ancl 100

m. Howevel, the fi'actures wele not mappable in the seismic section (Figule 6.11a),

because they ale within the near-fieid radiaiion zone and would not be col¡ectly

imaged by standarcl seismic leflection technique. Two negative peaks at depths of

50 m and 100 m in the logs can be associated with the fracture zones FZJ and, FZ2

lespectively. The connection of the fi'acture zones between two boreholes URL-2 and

URL-6 is suppolted by the sonic-log plofiles (Figule 6.15). A schematic geometr.y

of the major fractule zones FZZ and FZ3 is clrawn in Figure 6.16, basecl on the

integr.ation of the seismic results with information fi'om the bor-ehole cÌata. The FZ2

andFZS arethrustsheets(Brownetal., 1989) of low-angleclip: theattituclesof FZ3

and FZZ ale S10-15'E/6-10"N8 and S15-30'E/15-20"N8, r-espectively. These fracture

zones ale intelpreted to be continuous at least on the NE bor.ehole profile (URL-2 -

IVI-9 _ URL_6).

6.2.2 Data

(A) Results and Discussion

The result from line RS881 is shown in Figule 6.17. The roclç cluality measure-

ments in the vicinity of three boleholes (KAS02, I(4S03 ancl KASOr1) ar.e incluclecl in

the seismic section for the colrelation. There is a genelal corr.elation between rock-

quality measurerlents ancl the reflectecl images: stlong refiections appear to occur

Äspö
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Figure 6.16: Hypothetical block section of the fi'actur.e zones FZZ and, FZB basecl
on the t'esults of leprocessecl seismic sections (URLI ancl URL2) ancl bor.ehole clata
(URL-2, NI-9, ancl URL-6).
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at the zone of low lock quality clesignation (RQD) values. RQD can be defined in

several \¡/ays. Hele RQD is calculated as the percentage of the total length of co¡e

pieces larger than 10 cm, for every metel of cole. However, rocl<s of poor. quality

usually have a lalge numberof fi'actures and cracks. Even though these fractures ancl

claclcs are too small to be mappecl inclividually, they can affect the bulk properties

of the tock (Sjögren et al., 1979). Rocl<s with high RQD, genelally containilg fewer.

fractures and craclçs, aïe expected to have low hydraulic, electlical concluctivities,

ancl ialge acoustic irnpedance values.

As mentioned earlier in the section of Plocessing in Chapter 3, strong-amplitucle

inclining features in the line RS881 ale associatecl r,vith the scattered ener-gy fi.om

veltical inhomogeneities such as subvertical faults (Figure 8.28a). Thelefole, the

apexes markecl at station 1630 at 0.05 s ancl station 1355 at 0.22 s in Figure 6.18

are considered to be the cliscontinuities of the subveltical faults. These subvertical

faults can be mole interpletable in the final section (Figure 6.17). Subhorizontal

segments of stlong leflections are most likely causecl by fr:actures which are associatecl

with faulting (Moon et al., 1993). These fault-relatecl subhorizontals can be further.

investigated by colrelating them to the anomalies in the bor.ehole clata. Matching

events at the closs point of the tr,vo sulvey lines (RS881 and RS882) inclicatecl by

clistinct events are outlined by cilcles in Figure 6.17 ancl Figur.e 6.1g. Results of the

two survey lines (RS881 ancl RS882) shor,v that intense fi'acturing occnrs at clepths

between 200 m ancl 400 m with discontinuous ancl ir.reguiar geometry.
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(B) Characterization of Fþacture Zones

The routine log data from three boreholes (KAS02, KAS03, ancl KAS04) near the

line RS881 were analyzed lo provicle infolrnation on the nature of rock cliscontinu-

ities and/or fi'acture zones and to colrelate with the seismic images (Figure 6.17).

Figure 6.20, adapted fi'om the Figure 2.20, shows that most of the logs ¡esponcl with

peak anomalies. These anomalies ale most likely caused. by fi'acture zones. The

significantly low values of lesistivity (single point, normal ancl lateral) inclicate the

presence of fi'actule zotles and conducting minerals at 100 m, 220 m,310 m, 620 m.

ancl 780 m for KAS02 ancl at 220 n,800 m, Bg0-,100 m, and bg0-620 m for I(4S03.

These zones are clearly seen in borehole ladal amplitudes in KAS03 ancl a¡e matchecl

with high anomalies in sonic logs. The tempelature gradient log is sensitive to the

fi'actules, but the polarity of the response is variable clepending on the transmission

of the fluids between the boleholes ancl the fracture zones (Ploug ancl Klitten, 1g88).

The anomalies at 630 m and 780 m in KAS02 daia ar:e intelpretecl to be subhor.-

izontal fi'actules associated with a discontinuity at 0.22 s near. station 13b0 in the

brute staclc (Figule 6.13). These fractule zones are more clealiy mappecl at both

sides of the lelatecl subverticat fäult in the final section (Figure 6.17). Between tr,vo

boleholes (KAS02 and KAS03) clata there is no genelal corlelation of the negative

pealc anomalies' Further.more, the integration of seismic results with this info¡mation

inclicates that many subholizontal fractures are locally cleveloped nea¡ the relatecl

srrall-scale faults.
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6.3 Overall Frocessing Fbameworks

Ovelall pt'ocessing stages calried out in this research ar.e outlinecl i1 Figure 6.21,

which inclucles the brief clescriptions on the processing facility, pÌe-processing, pro-

cessing, the insertion of plograms, and interpleiation. As explained in Chapter 3, the

data plocessing was mostly done using two commelcial plocessing packages which

wet'e installed and run in clifferent systems (Appendix A). One ilata set (Line 2H

from the KSZ) \4¡as processed thlough satellite link and with LSpF CyBER sys-

tem/Disco packages ¿nd the othel clata sets (KSZ Line 2, AECL clata, ancl Aspö

clata) with SUN system/Insight packages.

Test clata wele dumped to the processing system aftel practising the use of pach-

ages, testing the progr-am inseltion, and allocating the sufficíent disc space. prior to

processing, I attended two-days of LSPF tlaining couïses for. an intloduction to I)isco

and Insight software (in 1989 ancl 1990 respectively) and tested the methods at the

University of Nlanitoba using demo files ancl clata which residecl in the software. In

the case of processing the data of line 2, AECL, and Äspö data, the raw data on the

tapes wele clumpecl to Exa-byte tapes for the input to SUN/Insight system. The Äspö

clata, or.iginally in ABEIVI type for.mat, was reformattecl into SEG-Y format using the

Univelsity of iVlanitoba Amclahl system to conform with the Insight processing pack-

age. The commelcial software was sometimes modifiecl and user proglams inserted

to allow the exact computations recluirecl such as the inclusion of the crossclip ter.m

in the resiclual statics equation (Appenclix B). Allocation of sufficient clisc space is

critical to the plocessing especially of lalge volume clata for cÌeep crustal souncling.

At least twice the size of the input clata must be allocatecl for the storase of input.
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output, etc. Therefole, the line2 clata set of apploximately 1.5 gigabytes was split for.

the plesiack processing. The split segments were pÌocessecl incliviclually to staclcecl

sections, and were then mergecl fol subsequent poststack processing.

The quality of the collected clata, the success of processing is mainly dependent

on the perfolmance of the software, acculate selection of processing sequence and

its parametels with respect to the charactelistics of talget r.eflectors, and survey line

geometry. In genelal, deep crustal ciata are collected using a far-offset layout to im-

age the geological structur-es ai clepth at a regional scale, ancl ale usually collectecl

on crooked lines due to road access problems. Theref'ole, the pr-ocessing schemes

petformed fol cleep clustal souncling emphasizecl the improvement of stacking ener.-

gy along the ct'ooked segments using optimal focusing techniques (spectral balance,

offset-valiant stacking, cascaded application of crossclip ancl residual statics corïec-

tion).

Shallow high-resolution data ale acquirecl on relatively short str.aight lines ancl are

requirecl to map shallow fi'actule zones, Iithologic units, ancl other possible discon-

tinuities in cletail. The target reflections in AECL ancl Äspö clata are characterized

by low S/N with small amplitudes ancl inconsistent energy ancl suffer from various

types of near'-surface noise. Thelef'ore, the removal of near-surfäce noise, inclucìing

the grouncl roll, is a critical problem in the imaging of shallow fi'actule zones. The

noise was effectively muted out using /-k filtering, muting of NNIO stretched clata,

ecliting of bacl tLaces, ancl accur.ate statics colr.ection.

The estimation of accurate velocity is clifficult to achieve in cr-ystalline loclc en-

vironment, as explainecl on the section of Chalacteristics of Reflection Ener.gy in
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Crystalline Rocks in Chapter 1. The veiocity moc{els for stacking thelefole incorpo-

ratecl auxilialy infolmation flom refi'action profiles and rock sample analysis for. deep

crustal clata, and sonic log clata for shallow high-resolution data.

Intelpletation of seismic result in a clystalline-rock environment is more clifficult

than in sedimentaly rocks due to lower S/N ancl the lack of lateral continuity of

leflectors. Thelefole, an intelpretation of clystalline-r'ock data must be done making

use of available constraints from geophysical, geological, and tectonic-moclel data.

For instance, examination of the reflection events in shot records can comprise the

basic scheme fol the intelpletation, because inappropliate processing sequence may

bring out the undesirable ar.tifacts in the result image.

In genet'al, cleep clustal seismic sections show goocl S/N images for- intelpretation,

due to constluctive-interfelence effects as well as intlinsically large acoustic impeclance

contrasts between metamolphic-r'ock units. However, deep crustal section shoulcl

be clisplayed real-scalecl, cohelency-enhancecl, ancl bias-controllecl in the plotting to

emphasize the majol targets such as fault planes and interlayered. zones. In case of

detailed mapping of an important talget reflector, the section can be enlargecl arouncl

the talget reflector to include any weak reflectors such as small joints and lineaments.

As explained in Chapter 4,3-D information of the target lefl.ectors can be estimated

using the widely scattelecl miclpoints along the crookecl survey line.

Application of colrelation schemes ís recommencled to confirm the intelpr-etation of

the shallolv leflection data, because seismic images fi'om the highly fracturecl zone are

relatively discontinuous ancl complicatecl fol the interpletation. The r-eflection irnages

on the AECL ancl Äspö clata wet'e successfully correlated to the synthetic seismogr-ams
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constlucted from well-log clata, the leflectivity computecl fol the fracture moclel, the

instantaneous attributes ploper.ties, and rock quality data.

Flom the ovelall point of leflection imaging in this thesis, it is sumrnar.izecl that

shallow leflectors in clystalline-r'ock environments can be successfully imaged with

optimal processing and cot't'elation techniques. The processing strategies acloptecl

in this study have imploved the image in telms of both S/N ratio ancl r-esolution,

lesulting in better shallow leflectol images in cleep clustal clata ancl shaliow high-

resolution data. In particular, the improved images with application of cr.ossdip

colrection to legional cleep reflection clata suggest that the effect of wiclely scatterecl

miclpoints should be taken into account in the plocessing of deep clustal data sets.

In aclclition, the collelation schemes employed in shallow high-resolution data can be

effectively used as tools for interpretation of fractule zones in crystalline roclç.



Chapter 7

Conclusions

The leflection seismic technique, which is one of the preclominant geophysical

exploÌation tools for hydrocalbons, has now become an impor.tant tool also fol cleep

clustal souncling ancl engineeling geology. Data processing parametels and techniques

have to be mocliflecl for the clystalline-rock clata ancl new pr-ocessing moclules have to

be developed which ale distinct fi.om the techniques usecl fol explor-ation of the secli-

mentaly basins. Successful plocessing of the crystalline-rock clata is in general more

clifficult than for seclimentaly-basin data because of the ilregular leflector geometry

and low acoustic impeclance contrasts across the lithological bounclar.ies.

This thesis has developed sevelal plocessing stlategies to implove the r.esolltion of

shallow reflections; investigatecl effective collelation schemes as interp'etation tools

fol fi'actut'e zones; plesentecl leconstluction tools for pseuclo-3-D images on c¡ookecl

sul'vey lines; and examinecl the nature of reflectivity fol different types of reflecto¡s.

Removal of ground t'oll, trace ecliting inclucling exclusion of bacl r-ecorcls ancl traces,

muting of near-surface noise, statics collection, ancl optimal stacking pïocess p¡ovecl

to be an impoltant plocessing step for both deep crustal Vibroseis clata ancl shal-

2r7
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low reflection dynamiie clata. However', in the plocessing of the cleep cr.ust aI KSZ

data' improvement of the S/N and the t'ocusing of reflection energy wer.e of pr.ima¡y

importance par.ticularly along the sevelely ci'ookecl segments of the line. This was ac-

complished by spectral balancing, offset-variant stack, ancl r-esiclual statics correction

for high-r'esolution line-2H clata; and by the control of CDP bin size ancl cascaclecl

correction of clossdips and lesidual statics for cleep regional line-2 clata.

Repi'ocessing of the line 2H flom I(SZ section has greatly improve<l detection of

shaJlow reflectols, up to 450 m below the sulfäce near the ploposecl CCDp ctrill site.

In the pleliminaly processecl section, the shallor,vest event imagecl was at a d.epth

of apploximately 1 km. The chalacteristics of seismic leflection fi.om metamolphic

intellayelecl zones and major fauìt planes \4/eïe investigatecl and iclentifiecl in many

segments of the reprocessecl section. Relatively continuous and high-fi'equency r.e-

flections \¡/el'e mapped fol the layered zone, wheLeas inconsistent and low fi'equency

enelgy was repr.esentative of the fault planes. The plojection of majo¡ reflectors to

the sulface can be attempted for the line-2H fielcl lecolcls. The surface locations of

metamorphic intellayerecl zones and fault zones colrelate lemar.lcably well with the

features interpreted in the fi.nal section and with the surface geology map.

Cascacled application of crossclip ancl resiclual static corrections to the cleep r.e-

gional line 2 data has proved to be the most effective plocessing step for focusing of

leflection energy fi'om the NW clipping KSZ reflectors beneath the wincling EW survey

line 2' The major fault planes observecl on the EW tlansect section are extenclecl in

the cross-line clilection with a crossdip angle of apploximately 17" NW. Consequently,

three-clirnensional geometly of the refiectors can be reconstluctecl by synthesizing the

lesults of the lines 2H ancL 2. In adclition, the significantly impr.ovecl results of the
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l'egional deep leflection clata suggest thai the effects of wíclely scattered miclpoints

must be talcen into account during the processing of lalge-offset cleep legional data.

hnaging of the shallow fi'acture zones from ihe AECL and Äspö reflection c,lata was

sttccessfully achieved primalily by increasing S/N ancl utilizing as much near'-su¡face

statics infolmation as possible. To collectly interplete the ¡efl.ection images fi'om the

fi.nal section, sevelal correlation approaches \¡¡ere tliecl to examine the accur.acy ancl

geological feasibility of the leflections with respect to the fi.acture zones. Seisrnic

reflection images of the shallow fractule zones closely corr-elate with the well-log alcl

seismic tomographic clata. The reflection events in the final sections cor.relate con-

siderably bettel with fractuling ancl/ol rock quality measurements than lithological

boundalies. Consequently it is concludecl that the reflection seismic energy imaged

appeal's to be mor-e closely lelated to ilr-egulal and cliscontinuous fracture zones than

to lithological contacts.

The geornetric attitudes of the fractule zones can be leconstructed cluling the fo-

cusing analysis and confirmed using the reflection coefficient computecl for each fiac-

tule moclel. The major fractule zones could be focusecl piecewise in a common-offset-

stack section based on inciclence-angle-depenclent leflection coefficient approach. True

amplitude shoulcl be pleserved for this siep (i.e., a collection fol amplitude recovery

to account for geometrical spreacling) throughout processing.

The instantaneous amplitucle, fi'equency, ancl phase plots are found to be very use-

ful fol investigation of the ilegree ancl extent of fi'actules in compiex crystalline roclcs.

The overall high amplitude at shallow clepth at AECL implies relatively strong reflec-

tivity due to mole clensely fracturecl zones, high clensity zones, ancl other' lithologic
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cliscontinuities. A lolv-frequency zone in the instantaneous frequency plot is associat-

ed with the strong absorption of high-frequency content in intensively fractured ar.eas,

wheleas lithologic discontinuities ale associated with the higher-frequency zones. In-

terferences of coherent events with different dip attitudes were often obscurecl in ihe

frequency plot, but they can be effectively identified in phase piot. In enginee¡ing

applications, the bulk competence of rock masses is effectively indicatecl by instanta-

neous frequency plots: high frequency shadows for competent locks and low fi'equency

shaclows fol incompetent roclcs r.espectively.

Data processing stlategies ancl corlelation schemes developecl ancl explored in this

thesis should be vely effective fol data sets recorded in similar envilonments. Cas-

cadecl application of ctossdip correction can be appliecl to improve the focusing of

reflection enelgy along clool<ecl lines and to reconstluct the three-climensional geom-

etly of the reflectors. The correlation strategies clevelopecl for. the shallow reflection

data will be r:eaclily applicable to LITHOPROBE I(SZ clata when aclclitional infor.-

mation from ccDP borehole becomes available in the futur.e.
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.dppendix A : Processing Systems

The KSZ line 2H data were processed through using the CYBER/DISCO packages at

the LSPF through Datapac satellite links. The other data sets (KSZ line 2, AECL,

and Äspö) \ryere processed using SUN/INSIGHT package, and software developed at

the University of Manitoba. See Chapter 3 and Chapter 6.
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Appendix B : Crossdip Correction Routine

The clossdip colrection was pelfolmed on the NNlO-corrected CDP gathers afTer-

optimal slowness value was estimatecl through slani stack tlansformation (Equation

4.10 in Chapter 4).

* ** * **( * {<** **{<**{<)k* *<* t< t{<*(** Ì<t< * {<X t*(**d<{< {<{< t<{<{<*({<

8.1 CROSSDIP CORRECTION

*< *(* * ** * ** *** *{<**** *<**X****** * **** X*** ** * ****

(1) *x*t(* Create the module I'manDrl

subrout ine head_manp (param, *)

character* (*) param

c the include must be a full pathname defíning where the insight

c includes are located. This is system dependent

incl-ude' / usr / insíght _904 /program/source/app/prest ack/pRE_WS_COl.t,

cal-I head_manp_ap(rhead, ntrace)

return

c errors

200 param = '{<x*< ¡¿np error: input parameter error {<r<*,

return

end
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(2) {<{<*** Calculate transverse offset

subroutine head_manp_ap (rhead,ntrace)

real*4 rhead(64, ntrace)

realx4 rtemp(8)

real*8 dtemp(4)

equivalence (rtemp (f ), ¿temp (1) )

do j=1, ntrace

rtemp(l) = rhead(4I,j) t l CDP y coordinate

rtemp(2) = rhead(42,j)

rremp(¡) = rhead (43,j) l l CDp x coordinate

rtemp(+) = rhead(44,j)

rtemp(5) = rhead(A7,j) t t CMp y coordinate

rtemp(0) = rhead(48,j)

rtemp(l) = rhead(49,j) ! I CMp x coordinate

rtemp(A) = rhead(50,j)

c calculate the distance between the center of cDp bin and cMp

offy = dtemp(3) -dtemp(1)

offx = dtemp(a) -dtemp(2)

offx2 = offx*offx

offy2 = offyt offy

if (offy.ge.0.0) then

rhead(19,j) = sqrt(offx2+offy2) ll transverse offset
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else

rhead(19,j) = -sqrt(offx2+offy2) ll transverse offset

endíf

p=-0.0001 ! | Two-way horizontal slowness estimated.

through slant stack test.
rhead(18,j) = rhead(19,j)xp | | store the crossdip term

to header r.¡ord # 18

end do

return

end

(3) *(,t(t<r<{< Compile and Link

subroutine pre_test (param, *)

character*(*) param

character*4 command

c get the command and translate to upper case

command = param (2:E)

call str$upcase (command, command.)

c go through a list checking for errors, etc

íf (command.eq. ' ,)then

return

else if (command .eq. ,COMM,) then
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relurn

else if (command .eq. ,MANP,) then

call head_manp(param(6 : ), *6000)

else

r¡rite (*,, 600) conmand

600 format(' -== test parse erroï: unrecognized. command =,,â)
return 1

end if

return

c error

6000 continue

param(l:) - param(6:)

return 1

end

(4) {<{<{<** Test the mod.ule "manp',

open 1 I' . ./dat/nmocdp2.dat,

setf 1 1 0.0 3.0 0.004

open 2 2 ,../dat/xnmocdp2.dat,

bsec 412

getr 1 0

test manp ! | test the newly created. mod.ule "manp"

trak
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putr 2 0

esec

clos 1 1

cLos 2 2

end

(5) **{<{<* Apply crossd.ip correction

open 1 1 '../prgmdatl/xx.nmocdp1,

open 2 2' . ./prgmdatl/xx.nmocdpl.shft,

bsec 376

getr 1 0

oPmm

gsft 18 ! ! read the header word # 18

shft 1.0 18 ! ! apply the crossdíp correction

putr 2 0

trak

esec

cLos 2 2

clos 1 1

end
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{<* * ****{< *<**< X*{< *{< **{<{<{<{<*{<{<** rk {<{< ** *X{< *( ** *** ****{<{< {<{< {< ** ** *

8,2 SLANT STACK TEST AND TRANSVERSE OFFSET SORT

* * * * * * * * * * * *< {< {< t * {< {< * * * * * * * * * {< * * * * * * *< * * * * t * * * * * {< x {< * * * {< * * {<

(1) ***** Slant stack test

open 1 1 '../prgmdat/nmocdp2.dat,

open 2 2 '../prgmdat/slnr.stk2)

open 3 3'.. /dat/tnp.dat)

bsec 412

getr 1 0

oPmm

mhed 53 1.0 19 + 0.0 19 l! copy the header word # 19 to # 53

sl-nr -20.0e-5 5.0e-5 9 1 0.0 ! ! application of slant stack

germ

clmm

putr 3 0

trak

esec

srtr 3 53 -12000 12000 1 10000'r' !! sort to crossdip section

bsec s

gets 3 0

oPmm
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band I 15 45 52

ener 0.4 1 .5

germ

clmm

putr 2 0

trak

esec

clos 3 3

cLos 2 2

clos 1 1

end

(Z> t<,t<*** Sort to transverse offset

open 1 t '../dat/xx.nmocdpl' !! NM0-CDP gather with crossd.ip corrected.

open 2 2' ../Aat/xx.nmocdpl.trans)

bsec 3

getr 1 0

srtm 19 -400 400 | | sort to offset domain

putr 2 0

êqaa

clos 1 1

cLos 2 2

end
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Appendix C : IT8¿A Modules Effective for
Analysis of Fbacture Zones

Processing and correlation schemes used to focus the shallow fracture zones \ryere

utilized from the following INSIGHT modules (IT&4, 1gg0). See Chapter B and

Chapter 5.

Step

F-K filter

Modules

FKSURG
FKS2

MutingNMO-stretched NMO2 !r3o.o
portion

Residual Statics SUPER_FOLD.IN5
- SUP2

Geometrical Spréading ONMO
Correction TGA2

Common Offset Sort SRTR ! B 58 -10000 10000

Notes

Effective in
low S/NI data

Compleæ muting

Effective in low
fold coveraged d.rtr

Time-Offset variable
compensation based on
NMO velocities

For focus Analysis

Karhunen Loeve KLDECOM.INS Enlr.encing coherenr-Tlansform KLpR¡NC.¡NS signzrl events,
KLRECON.INS Consecutive rururing

Preparing the well-Log GENR.IN5 Running both vetocir.y
dâta in INSIGTII format **********+******{<*x*+*** and Density Log data

input_dat ! ASCII Format

output_dat! INSIGHT Format

1 0.lt nrace, Sampling l)epth Interval (m)

10 400 ! Depth Range (m)
*+ ***+*** * *** *****+**** **

Synthetic Seismogram LOGEDIT Inserting rhe seismogram
and correlation to into fiml section
Final Section

Effecrive in highly
fractured zone

fnstantaneous Frequency CTA
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Appendix D : Reflection-coefficient cornputation

Reflection coefficient for the tentative fracture model $/as computed by solution of

the scattering matrix (Aki and Richards, 1980). see chapter' 5.

SUBROUTINE REFL(ALP1,BET1,RHO1,ALP2,BET2,RHO2,RADTH,TX,TZ,

APR, ASR, APT, AST)

c *d<{<{<t<t<i<*{<**x*(*<*{<****<*<*x*(***{<******{<{<***<*t<***tx<r<*x<*d<********x

c RH02 : Density for the lor,rer layer

c ALP1

c BET1

c RH01

c ALP2

c BET2

c PPR

c PSR

c PPT

c PST

P-wave velocity for the uppeï layer

S-wave velocity for the upper layer

Density for the upper layer

P-wave velocity for the lower 1ayer

S-wave velocity for the lower layer

Reflection coefficient for p-p

Reflection coefficient for p-S

Transmission coefficient for p-p

Transmission coefficient for p-S

c APR : ReaI part of PpR

c ASR : Real part of PSR

c APT : Real part of ppT
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^ ^cT

C DPR

C DSR

C DPT

C DST

C PHPR

C PHSR

C PHPT

C PHST

ReaI part of PST

Imaginary part of PPR

Imaginary part of PSR

fmaginary part of PPT

Imaginary part of PST

Phase component for reflected p-p

Phase component for reflected p-S

Phase component for transmitted p-p

Phase component for transmitted. p-S

c RADTH: fncidence angle for the given target and offset, 11

c IX : 0ffset unit for shot-receiver spacing, set 2b

c IZ : Depth unit for target, set as 40

c P :Horizontalslowness

c A, B, C, D , E, F, G, H, f , CI1 , CI2 ,CJI ,CJ2,pT, SR, ST, C0SI2 , C0SJ 1 , COSJ2,

c PT ,PT2 , SR, SR2 , ST, ST2 : Variables

C x{<**{<****x*{<*d<t<****(d<***x{<*{<**{<*(*{<*<{<*{<{<*d<***{<{<*{<***{<*********f

c0MpLEx c0sI1,c0sI2,c0sJ1,c0sJ2,E,F,G,H, I,
{< ppR(50,80),ppT(50,80),psR(50,80), psT(50,80),

* cIL,CI2,CJI,CJ2

REAL ApR(25,40) ,ASR(25 ,40) ,ApT(25 ,40> ,AST(25,40) ,

* RADTH(2s,40) JL,
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* DpR(25,40),DSR(25,40),DpT(25,40),DST(25,40),

* pHpR(25,40) ,pHpT(2s ,40) ,PHSR(25,40) ,PHST(25,40)

PI=4.*.ATAN(1.)

I1=RADTH(IX, IZ)

P=SIN(I1)/ALP1

CoSI1=C0S (r1)

A=RHO2* (t-z* (BET2**2) *p**2) -RH01* (t-z*(grrt**z) *px*2)

B=RHo2x ( t-Z*.(BET2*.x2) *Pr.*2) +2*RHO1*.(Bgtf x*Z) *p*r2

C=RH01* ( t-Z* (BEtf '¡xZ) *p**2) +2*RH02*,(gff Zx+,2) *p**2

D=2 *. (RH02*BET2*.*2 -RH0 1*BET 1**, 2)

PT2=L- (P**2*ALP2**2)

SR2= 1 - (ex r. 2*gg1 I**2¡

ST2=1- (ex*2*g¡12**2)

TF(PT2.LT.O) THEN

ÞT=qnÞT f-DTo\v\{¡q¡ \ ¡ ¡¿,/

C0SI2=CMpLX (0 , 1) *pf

ELSE

PT=SQRT (PT2)

c0st2=CMPLX (1 ,0) *pt

ENDIF



rF(s82. rT. 0) THE¡I

SR=sQRT(_sR2)

COSJ1=Ctr4PLX (0, I) *sR
ELSE

SR=SQRT(SR2)

COSJ1=CMpLX (l , O) *SR
ENDIF
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IF(ST2. rT. 0) THE¡I

ST=SQRï(_ST2)

CoSJ2=CMpLX (0, 1) *st
ELSE

ST=SQRT(sT2)

COSJ2=CIvfpLX 
(1 , 0) ,kST

E¡iD]F

Cfl=C0Sf1 /ALpI
CI2=COS12 /ALp2
CJl=C0SJl /BETI
CJ2=C0SJ2/BET2

E=B*Cf1+C*Cf2

F=B*CJ1+g*g.¡r2



G=A-D*g¡1ag¡2

H=A-D*g¡2xg.¡1

f =E{.F+G{.H*p**2

PPR (TX, TZ) = ç(B*cT1 -c*CI2)
PsR(rx ,rz)--2*cr1x (4ag*r* 

*F- (A*D*cr1*c-12)x 
H*P**2) /r

D*CI?*,CJ2) *p*ALpI/(fef 
f *¡¡ppT (IX, f Z) =2*RH01xcf 1xF*A Lpl / (ALp2fi)

psT (rx, rZ) =2¡g¡ro1 {.cr1*.H*p,kALpl/ 
(BE T2*7¡

.ApR(rX, rZ) =¡g¿¡ (ppR(r¡, ¡2¡ ¡
ASR (tX, tZ) =¡g¿¿ (psn (f¡, ¡¿¡ ;
ApT (fX, fZ) =¡¡¿¿ (ppf (f¡, ¡2¡ ;
AST (tX, fZ) =p¡¿¿ (psf(f¡, ¡¿¡ ¡

DpR (fX, fZ) =¿¡¡4¿a (ppR (f¡, ¡¿¡ ¡
DsR (tX, fZ) =¿¡¡44a (psn (fX, IZ) )
DPT (IX, rZ) =¿¡¡44* (ppr(rX, IZ) )
DST(fX, fZ)=¿¡¡4¿*(pSf (fX ,ïZ))

PHPB(IX ,IZ)=g.,
PHSR(IX ,TZ)=g.g

PHPT(Ix ,IZ)=ç.g
PHST(IX ,IZ)=g.ç
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rF(DpR(rx,rz) .NE.0. .AND. ApR(rX,rz) .NE.0.)

* PHPR(IX, TZ) =¡1¡¡2 (DPR(IX ,TZ) ,APR(]X ,IZ))
IF(DSR(rX,TZ) .NE.O. .AND. ASR(IX,IZ) .NE.0.)

* PHSR(TX, IZ) =¡1¡¡2 (DSR(IX ,TZ) ,ASR(]X ,IZ))
rF(DpT(rx,rz) .NE.0. .AND. ApT(rX,rZ) .NE.0.)

* PHPT(TX,IZ)=¡1¡¡¡2(DPT(TX,IZ),APT(IX,TZ))

TF(DST(TX.,TZ).NE.O. .AND. AST(IX,IZ) .NE.O.)

X PHST(IX,TZ)=¡1¡¡2(DST(TX,TZ),AST(IX,TZ))

RETURN

END


